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Abstract
Whilst optics is one of the oldest field in science, there are still aspects of electromag-
netism that we are only beginning to uncover. For instance, it was demonstrated
that materials with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability exhibit
certain exotic behavior; where familiar physical phenomena, such as refraction, are
reversed. As such, these materials came to be known as negative refractive index
materials (NRIM) and their collective properties as negative refraction. One of the
most important and remarkable property of NRIM is perfect lensing - the ability to
transport both supra and sub-wavelength optical information from one surface (ob-
ject plane) to another (image plane), forming images with unprecedented resolution,
beyond the diffraction limit. Perfect lensing itself is a consequence of deeper sym-
metries in electromagnetism, encapsulated in the language of transformation optics
- with which we have both a descriptive tool to unify diverse electromagnetic con-
figuarations, as well as a prescriptive tool to design media which bends light at will.
While, such transformation medium and NRIM have been demonstrably realised
using metamaterials, several challenges remain, of which loss is the major challenge.
It is therefore under this trinity of concepts: metamaterials, negative refraction
and transformation optics that this thesis is presented. In particular, this thesis
illustrates the convergence of the later two concepts, giving rise to a novel class
of perfect lens - the compact perfect lens. Here, we shall investigate, their unique
properties, construction, challenges, and the dynamics of these lenses. In particular
the formulation to study dynamics and effects of losses, is universal; applicable to
lenses of any geometry. Finally we shall also propose an alternative universal, top-
down approach to overcome losses in perfect lenses using phase conjugation, and
demonstrate the capacity of such lenses to see through lossy, translucent obstacles.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Historical perspective
In 1873, Maxwell wrote down his much acclaimed and famous set of equations [1],
which unified both electric and magnetic phenomenon. This intertwined nature
of electric and magnetic fields gave rise naturally to electromagnetic waves which
Maxwell discovered to be traveling exactly at the speed of light in vacuum. It was
then through a brilliant leap of intuition, that Maxwell drew one of the most impor-
tant conclusions in physics - that light is an electromagnetic wave. The interaction
of light with matter, therefore is encoded by the response of matter to electric and
magnetic fields; and this response in turn is encapsulated by the constitutive equa-
tions, parameterised by  and µ 1. The speed by which light/EM waves traverse
a medium is related to the refractive index, and through Maxwell’s equations, the
square of the refractive index is equal to the product of  and µ. Since, trajectories of
light propagation are paths which minimise the time of traversal (Fermat, 1657) [2],
refractive index is an important concept in the design of geometrical optical devices.
The choice of optical materials, then boils down to the choice of  and µ.
While matter in general has a naturally strong response to electric fields, the
same cannot be said of magnetic fields (except ferromagnets). Landau [3] argued
that not only are magnetic response weak, most materials are also generally not
magnetically dispersive, hence for all intent, Landau argued that one can safely
regard µ(ω) ∼ 1, and focus only on , in the description of light-matter interaction.
Still in 1968, Vesalago [4] posed an interesting question, how will light behave in
a material with simultaneously negative  and µ? Vesalago demonstrated that if
such a material does exist, then the phase front and power flow of light will point
1A more general response which includes Magneto-Electric responses, would be parameterised
by Chirality and Tellegen parameters.
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in opposing directions - essentially all intuitive physics of light propagation, such
as Doppler effect, Cerenkov radiation and refraction, will be “reversed”. Since such
medium could be regarded as exhibiting an effective negative refractive index; they
were termed as negative refractive index materials (NRIM) (see section 2.4). While
Vesalago’s proposed media, is physically interesting, the lack of optical materials
which displays magnetic response, much less µ < 0 behaviour, meant NRIM remained
only as a philosophical curiousity, until recently.
In 1996, Pendry et al first proposed theoretically [5] and later demonstrated
experimentally [6], how a composite composed of a periodic wire mesh structure
embedded in a dielectric, behaves as an effective plasma, when the wavelength of light
is much larger than the periodicity of the wire mesh. What was significant about
this material was that by simply altering the geometric structure of the wire mesh,
this media behaves as a material with a controllable, effective (ω). Following this
in 1999, Pendry [7] repeated the idea, replacing the wire mesh with an array of split
ring resonators (SRR), he demonstrated that such a media display a significant, and
similarly controllable magnetic response. Not only was such a media counterposed
to Landau’s argument, Pendry showed further that at some frequencies, this SRR
media even behaves as a µ(ω) < 0 material. With the possibility of constructing
composites which display an effective  < 0 and µ < 0, Smith et al combined the
wire mesh and the SRR together to experimentally realise the first NRIM [8, 9]. Since
then various other micro-structures based on the same principle of homogenisation
has been proposed and experimentally studied for NRIM: fishnet structures [10–13],
nano-rod pairs [14], polaritonic and plasmonic spheres [15] and a similar approach
using plasmonic spheres in a loop [16]; with the goal of pushing NRIM to optical
frequencies (see references therein [17]).
The success of the wire mesh and SRR media rely on the general principle of
homogenisation (effective medium theory) - when the incident EM wavelength is
much longer than the inhomogenity of the media, such media may be regarded as
effectively homogeneous. Such utility of homogenisation to obtain “designer” mate-
rials, thus gave birth to a new field of material engineering - metamaterials. While
metamaterials lifted NRIM up from an abstract concept to a realisable material,
it was not until the discovery of another truly remarkable property of NRIM that
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arguably led to the explosion of interest in this field. In a seminal paper in 2000,
Pendry [18] demonstrated that a slab of NRIM with  = µ = −1, not only bends light
rays to form an image, such a slab also restores the subwavelength optical informa-
tion - evanescent near-fields, enabling images with unprecedented resolution below
the diffraction limit. This slab of material was thus aptly termed as the “perfect
lens” (PL). PL’s capacity for subwavelength imaging, has since been demonstrated
experimentally either partially (poor man’s superlens) [19], (using swiss rolls) or
fully (using transmission lines) [20–22]. This unusual ability, to manipulate both
the propagating far-field and the evanescent near-field, makes the PL a very pow-
erful imaging device. In 2003 Pendry et al [23], further generalised this PL effect,
and viewed the effect of a PL as an optical antimatter which cancels the presence
of its surrounding media. This new perspective enabled construction of PL with an
additional magnifying effect [24–26], or PL which behaves as some form of remote
cloaking device which cancels the scattering footprint of a nearby scattering object
[27, 28].
Following the explosion of interest in negative refraction, another seminal paper
in 2006, gave birth to a new branch of metamaterial engineering. In 2006 Pendry
et al [29] made use of the principle of covariance [30] in electromagnetics [31] to
propose a novel and systematic way of designing optical devices: given a predeter-
mined coordinate transformation, Pendry et al was able prescribe a set of material
parameters to bend EM fields at will - a method known as transformation optics.
Although the methods used in transformation optics have been known and used in
numerical EM problems to simplify calculations [32], the true novelty of the work
in 2006 [29], was to regard such coordinate transformations as more than a math-
ematical perspective, but to regard them as actual physical materials which effect
such coordinate transformations. Such an approach to device design is appealing, as
there is now a systematic way to prescribe material parameters in order to obtain
the desired control of EM fields. This is further augmented by the recent ability to
design materials with the desired parameters a-priori via metamaterial engineering.
The success of transformation optics has since been demonstrated experimentally in
a variety of applications: from devices which renders objects invisible [29, 33, 34],
guides plasmons around bends [35], to novel re-design of aberration-free, ultrawide
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angle lenses [36, 37] and so on. While the fledgling field of metamaterial engineer-
ing has demonstrably much potential, several challenges still remain [38]. Of these,
losses due to dissipation in materials remain one of the biggest challenge. Many novel
effects from perfect lens for instance, are susceptible to losses. While some means to
compensate losses have been suggested [39–45], it remains to be seen if these would
be practical.
The field of metamaterial engineering is indeed vast. So far, we have only briefly
touched on some of the early (major) elements which gave rise to this field, namely
negative refraction, homogenisation (effective medium theory) and transformation
optics. To fully explore the entire field would be beyond the scope of this report (see
[38] for further overview). The intent rather is to re-visit the concepts of these major
elements. The reason for this is two-fold. First, without a doubt, these elements
which gave birth to the field, still form an important cornerstone of metamaterials.
For the field to persist, it is important to address some of the key challenges. In
turn to address these challenges it is important to understand the concepts behind
the elements underpinning this field. The second reason, is the concepts of nega-
tive refraction and transformation optics are interesting on their own. Beyond the
practical, the concepts of negative refraction and transformation optics has indeed
revitalised the interest in what had been previously thought complete EM theory. It
is under this backdrop, that we present our contribution to this field of metamaterial
engineering. In particular, we shall focus on the convergence of negative refraction
and transformation optics, the phenomenon which arguably opened the floodgates
of interest to the field of metamaterias: perfect lensing.
1.2 Objective of report
This report is broadly divided into 5 parts with the following intent:
• The first part (chapters 2 and 3), is to introduce some background concepts,
about negative refraction and how we can make materials which exhibit nega-
tive refraction through metamaterials.
• The second part (chapter 4), is to introduce a prescription: perfect lens theorem
and transformation optics; through which we can systematically design devices.
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• The third part (chapters 5 and 6), is to demonstrate applications of some of
these devices, namely perfect lenses.
• The fourth part (chapter 7), is to introduce a general analytical framework
whereby we can understand the fundamental physical limits to these devices.
For instance how do these devices evolve in time, and how are such devices
affected by realistic losses.
• And finally (chapter 8), is to revisit the basic concepts, and propose a paradigm
shift - introducing an alternative way to make these devices.
The structure and intent of this report then is liken to be a “factory”, where we take
concepts and we develop them to be devices (fig 1.1). Because of the depth and
the breadth of metamaterials research, space do not permit us to present the entire
field nor illustrate all the examples of how concepts are translated to devices. While
each chapter strives to be independent and cover general concepts in metamaterials
research, even beyond the principal intent of this report; the main focus of this
report is this: how are concepts like negative refraction and transformation optics
translated to a remarkable type of imaging device - perfect lenses.
Figure 1.1: Summary of the structure and intent of report. This is liken to be a
“metamaterials-factory”, where we take concepts and develop them into applications.
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2. Negative refraction
2.1 Negative refractive index
For an isotropic homogeneous transparent material, Maxwell’s equations can be re-
duced to a single Helmholtz equation, (∇2 + k2)E = 0, which admits wave like
solutions, |E| ∝ exp(±ik.x − iωt) with wave-vector k. The “magnitude”1 of this
wavevector is given by k = n.ω/c, and we can identify a quantity - the (complex)
refractive index as:
n = ±√µ (2.1)
where  is the permittivity and µ is the permeability of the medium. The choice
of sign for the square root depends on the sign of <(), <(µ); and it is determined
by causality and radiation condition. As we shall see this choice is not merely a
mathematical construct but has physical origins and consequently significant physical
implications.
First, we shall demonstrate how to determine a causally sensible sign for n.
Usually for most transparent materials, <() and <(µ) take positive values, as such n
can be taken unambigiously as +√µ. However in 1967, when Vesalago [4] considered
the case of a media that has both negative <() and <(µ) , he concluded that such
a material would necessarily take a negative value. To prove this point, consider the
following. In general  and µ are complex quantities, where =() and =(µ) are a
measure of losses/gain. For a passive material it can be shown that thermodynamics
constrain2 =(), =(µ) > 0. However there are no physical constraints on the sign
1Conventional definition of magnitudes are positive definite; though we can relax this constraint
and allow negative and even complex magnitudes.
2The total amount of electromagnetic energy dissipated a medium is then given by [3] pg 274,
ˆ ∞
−∞
Qdt =
ˆ ∞
−∞
dω
˛
V
d3x[ω(=()0|E|2 + =(µ)µ0|H|2)]
If such a material is passive, hence naturally dissipative then Q > 0. This implies that for all passive
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of <(), <(µ). Suppose an electromagnetic plane wave enters at normal incidence
to a semi-infinite medium (filling up the half space z ≥ 0), with  = ′ + i′′ and
µ = µ′ + iµ′′. By causality, a causally sensible solution would be one in which the
electromagnetic fields decay to zero as z →∞. Now consider such a material to have
small amount of losses so that |′| , |µ′|  ′′, µ′′ , then from Taylor expansion:
√
µ =
√
(′ + i′′)(µ′ + iµ′′)
≈ s(
∣∣∣√′µ′∣∣∣+ i
2
∣∣√′µ′∣∣(′µ′′ + µ′′′)) (2.2)
where s = ±1, and the sign of s is determined by causality. For a causally sensible
solution the second term in eqn (2.2) has to be greater than zero3. This together
with the earlier consideration imply the following conditions have to be satisfied for
a causally sensible solution
s(′µ′′ + µ′′′) > 0,
′′, µ′′ > 0 (2.3)
If ′, µ′ > 0 then s = +1 and this corresponds to the standard positive refractive
index4. If ′, µ′ < 0 then s = −1 which corresponds to Vesalago’s media which we
shall call negative refractive index material (NRIM)5.
So why is the sign of n important? If we disregard dispersion for the moment and
solve the Green’s function of the Helmholtz equation we would get G±(x, t; x′, t′) =
δ(t′ − [t∓ Rnc]). 1R , where R = |x − x′| is the distance of separation and G+ is the
retarded Green’s function (or the causal Green’s function for a source at x′) [2]. What
this means is that an effect observed at the point x at time t is caused by the action
of a source at a distance R away at an earlier or retarded time t′ = t−R/nc. Thus
for n > 0 the disturbance/phase fronts propagate outwards from the source with
time. When n < 0 the roles of G+ and G− are switched, so the disturbance/phase
fronts propagate inwards instead. This reversal of phase propagation has profound
isotropic homogenous materials =(), =(µ) > 0. This restriction does not hold for active media.
3An incident wave at an interface has to decay away from the interface. This is satisfied only
for =(√µ) > 0.
4Such materials are called positive refractive index material (PRIM)
5Although the above argument for choice of sign, holds true only for passive materials with
small =() and =(µ), this can be generalised for any complex  and µ (including active media) using
similar causality arguments [46].
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significance for physical phenomena such as Doppler shifts and Cherenkov radiation
(as we shall see later).
An important point to note is this reversal does not violate causality as we shall
see later because, firstly NRIM are necessarily dispersive (section 2.3) and therefore
take time to be established (chapter 7); secondly the direction of phase fronts are
counterposed to the direction of energy propagation. On the second point this means
that while phase fronts move inwards, power flow outwards satisfying causality.
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2.2.1 Backward waves
As briefly hinted at in the previous section, one of the signature property of NRIM
is that it supports backward waves; waves where the direction of phase propagation
(phase velocity vp) is counterposed to the direction of power flow (group velocity
vg). For an isotropic homogeneous material, Maxwell’s equations is given by:
k×E =ωµµ0H (2.4)
k×H = −ω0E (2.5)
we can easily see that a negative , µ implies that the phase vector k (collinear with
vp) is in the reverse direction compared to the Poynting vector S = E×H (collinear
with vg) implying therefore that a NRIM does indeed support such “backward waves”
(vp.vg < 0 or equivalently <(k). 〈S〉 < 0 6). In addition we note that for negative
, µ, the vectors E,H,k now forms a left-handed triad compared to a PRIM (see fig
2.1(a)). Hence NRIM are also commonly known as ‘left-handed materials’ (LHM).
One of the first immediate consequence of the presence of backward waves is
the modification of Snell’s law of refraction. By imposing phase matching at the
interface7 (matching tangential k) between a PRIM and a NRIM, one can show that
the optical rays obeys the ‘reverse’ Snell’s law
n+ sin(θ+) = −|n−| sin(θ−) (2.6)
6The angle brackets 〈〉 represents time averaging
7This is equivalent to the more general boundary condition - field continuity - that is matching
the tangential E and H fields at boundaries
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of negative refraction. Fig (a) the E,H,k vector triads forms
a right handed set in a PRIM and a left handed set in a NRIM. Fig (b) by matching
the wave vector k at the interface, we can show that light rays bend away from the
normal when incident on a PRIM-NRIM interface. The power flow or Pontyning
vector, S is always away from the interface.
with optical rays bending in the opposite direction as compared to a conventional
PRIM to PRIM refraction, hence justifying the term negative refraction8 (see fig
2.1(b)).
2.2.2 Perfect lens
Using the modified Snell’s law (eqn (2.6)) and ray tracing, we can easily show that
a flat slab of NRIM material with  = µ = −1 would behave as a lens for imaging
(fig 2.2(a)). If that was all there is to it, then such a slab would simply belong
to a class of peculiar but pointless lens. Since conventional lenses can only refract
propagating light rays, which carries spatial information up to a wavelength λ, of
light, this loss of information from the evanescent near fields implies that images
from conventional lenses have a resolution limited by λ - a limit typically known as
the diffraction limit9. The slab NRIM lens, however, was shown not only to refract
8Snell’s law can also be extended for more general anisotropic materials as well. In general
the choice of refraction angle at an interface of any material is determined by imposing phase
matching (matching tangential k) and conservation of energy (∇.S = 0, i.e. power flow away from
interface/power flow points in the same direction away from source)
9The E-field at the image plane E(x′, y′, z′), is related to the E-field at the object plane
E(x, y, 0) by E(x′, y′, z′) =
˜∞
−∞ dkxdkyE˜(kx.ky) exp
(
−ikxx′ − ikyy′ − i
√
k20 − k2x − k2y.z′
)
where
E˜(kx.ky) =
˜∞
−∞ dxdyE(x, y, 0) exp (ikxx+ ikyy) is the Fourier transform of E(x, y, 0). It can be
seen that spectral information is carried by 2 channels. When
√
k20 − k2x − k2y ≥ 0 spectral informa-
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light rays, but also focus and restore evanescent near fields (fig 2.2(b)), enabling
images with unprecedented resolution [18].
Figure 2.2: The flat perfect lens. Fig (a) ray tracing shows how the flat slab focuses
the propagating far fields through negative refraction and phase reversal. Blue arrows
denote Poynting vectors while red arrows denote wave vectors. Fig (b) shows the
restoration of the near fields. Together the flat perfect lens can form a perfect image
of s0 at s1and s2.
Because of this remarkable property to break the diffraction limit such a slab
was aptly termed and known as the perfect lens. As we shall see later, the concept
of the perfect lens could be generalised from the simple  = µ = −1 case to a more
generalised perfect lens via the perfect lens theorem (section 4.1). We would also
see that a perfect lens can be viewed as an optical antimatter (or complementary
media) to the surrounding medium with the ability to cancel out the effects of light
propagation in the latter. If the surrounding media is made up of PRIM then the
perfect lens would necessarily have to be composed of NRIM. This optical comple-
mentarity has also been exploited recently to construct devices which can cancel out
the scattering footprint of nearby objects enabling “cloaking at a distance” [27], and
optical illusion devices [28].
tion is carried by propagating waves (fig 2.2(a)), conversely when
√
k20 − k2x − k2y < 0 by evanescent
near fields (fig 2.2(b)). Since only the former can carry information to the far-field and since a
spectral component with (kx, ky) would carry spatial information corresponding to ∆x ∼ 2pi/kx,
∆y ∼ 2pi/ky; therefore only spatial information up to ∆x, y ∼ 2pi/k0 can be carried to the far-field.
This loss of spatial information by the evanescent near fields is known as the diffraction Limit.
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2.2.3 Negative Goos-Hanchen shift
Another consequence of the existence of backward waves in NRIM is the negative
Goos-Hanchen shift [47].
Figure 2.3: Fig (a) a light ray undergoing total internal reflection would acquire a
“forward” lateral phase shift known as Goos-Hanchen effect. S is the Poynting vector
and k is the wavevector. Fig (b) a negative Goos-Hanchen effect is observed when
the lower index material is a NRIM. The shift is now “backwards”.
Normally when light traverses from a medium of higher to lower refractive index
(n > n′ > 0) it would undergo total internal reflection when the incident angle is
larger than the critical angle (θc = sin−1(n
′
n )). In addition to the total internal
reflection, the reflected light also aquires an additional phase factor dependent on
the angle of incidence. This additional phase factor would cause a lateral spatial
displacement of the reflected light ray, an effect commonly known as the Goos-
Hanchen shift. This shift can be understood from the following. Firstly the total
internal reflection is due to the fact that the lower index half space does not support
propagating waves above the critical angle, hence no refracted ray exists. However
the lower index half space does support propagating surface waves at the interface.
These surface waves would re-emit back into the higher index half space which does
support propagating waves, and these re-emitted waves would be the total internally
reflected light (fig 2.3(a)). Because the wave vector and the Poynting vector of
the surface waves are collinear, the reflected light is shifted in the same direction
as the tangential wavevector at the interface. Now if the lower index material is
switched to a NRIM (of same magnitude, n′ < 0; n > |n′| > 0), then the presence of
backward waves would result in the Goos-Hanchen shift being reversed (fig 2.3(b)).
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This “backward” shift due to the negative Goos-Hanchen effect, has been exploited
in creating light trapping devices capable in principle of slowing light pulse down to
a complete standstill [48]. Such devices in turn can then be exploited as a new type
of optical data storage devices.
2.2.4 Negative Doppler shift and Cherenkov effect
Figure 2.4: Fig (a) normal Doppler shift in a PRIM due to phase fronts propagating
outwards. The moving source is denoted by the red spot. Fig (b) negative Doppler
shift in a NRIM, due to backward waves, where phase fronts propagates inwards.
When a radiating point source (frequency ω0) is moving, the frequency of the
radiation observed by stationary observers would vary according to the position of
the observers. If the source is moving towards the observer the measured frequency
ω, would increase (ω > ω0). Conversely a retreating source would register a lower
frequency (ω < ω0). This well known Doppler shift effect can be understood from
the following. A source moving in a PRIM would emit spherical phase fronts which
propagate outwards, the effect of the motion would result in consecutive phase fronts
being compressed in the front of the source and stretched in the rear (see fig 2.4(a)).
If the source is moving in a NRIM, then the reverse Doppler shift would be observed
since the phase fronts would propagate inwards instead (fig 2.4(b)) [4].
Now when the velocity of the source ν, exceeds the speed of light in the medium
that the source is travelling in (ν > nc) we would see the wave fronts interfere
constructively to form a cone of light which would point forward in the same direction
as ν. This well known effect is known as Cherenkov radiation. If the media that
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Figure 2.5: Fig (a) the dashed line signifies the wave front of the Cherenkov radiation.
For a normal Cherenkov radiation the radiation cone points forward in the same
direction as ν. Fig (b) negative Cherenkov radiation. Radiation cone is reversed.
the source is travelling in a NRIM, then again the presence of backward wave fronts
would reverse this cone of light resulting in the negative Cherenkov radiation (fig
2.5) [4].
2.3 Thermodynamics and the necessity for dispersion
According to Poynting’s theorem ∇.S = ∂tW ; where the Poynting vector is defined
as S = E×H and the rate of change of “work done by the electromagnetic field” is
given by ∂tW = D˙.E+ B˙.H. For a non-dispersive body the electromagnetic internal
energy, U , can be easily shown to be U = W = 12
(
 |E|2 + µ |B|2
)
. Since internal
energy is positive (U ≥ 0), this implies that for a non-dispersive body we cannot have
 < 0, µ < 0 simulatneously. In another words for NRIM to exist such a material
has to be dispersive. This can be quantified more explicitly by the following. For a
dispersive body, we can show10 that ∂tW = ∂tU + Q; where Q is the rate of heat
dissipated (see footnote 2), and the electromagnetic internal energy, U of the body
10The rate of work done ∂tW can be divided into two parts. Q is the rate of heat dissipated and
U is the internal energy. This can be easily distinguished since U is a state function this means
that U at t = 0 is the same as U at t = T where T is the period of an Electromagnetic wave (that
is U(0) = U(T )), while
´ T
0
Qdt ≥ 0 .
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is given by11:
U =
1
4
d
dω
(
ω
(
′(ω)
〈
|E(t)|2
〉
+ µ′(ω)
〈
|B(t)|2
〉))
≥ 0 (2.7)
where ′(ω) = < [(ω)] and µ′(ω) = < [µ(ω)] and 〈〉 implies time average over a period
2pi/ω. From eqn (2.7) and the requirement that U ≥ 0, we can easily see that
d(ω′(ω))
dω
≥ 0, d(ωµ
′(ω))
dω
≥ 0 (2.8)
Eqn (2.8) implies that if ′(ω) < 0 then d
′(ω)
dω ≥ −′(ω) > 0 (similarly for µ′). In
another words, based on thermodynamical arguments, for a NRIM to exist, it must be
sufficiently dispersive. This necessity for dispersion is a very important result. Firstly
dispersion implies that the phenomenon of negative refraction takes a finite time to
develop. As we shall see later (chapter 7) the time it takes for negative refraction to
be established is roughly inversely proportional to the the rate of dispersion, d
′(ω)
dω
and dµ
′(ω)
dω of the NRIM. It is this understanding that negative refraction takes a
finite time to develop, which resolves most of the misunderstanding/controversies
(see references therein [49]) about negative refraction. Secondly we can see that,
the more negative ′, µ′ is, the steeper the gradient of ′, µ′ is as a function of ω.
This implies that in/near the frequency region where ′, µ′ are negative, there exist
a resonant frequency ωr where ′, µ′ would diverge. Therefore from this heuristic
argument, we see that one of the ways to create NRIM with ′, µ′ < 0 would be
to incorporate resonant structures in the material (see section 3.2). Finally the
necessity of dispersion also implies the necessity for losses from Kramers-Kronig
relation12. The important point to note however, is whilst this is true, it is still
possible to construct NRIM with low losses. For instance if there are sufficient losses
for some frequency bandwidth far away from the operating frequency, or if we have
gain (′′ > 0) for some frequency bandwidth, we can still have NRIM with low losses
without violating KK relations.
11Derivation from [3] pg 275. This was first derived by Brillouin in 1921.
12Kramers-Kronig relation imposes a constraint between the real and imaginary parts of , based
on causality and analyticity of (ω). Causality implies that (ω) must be regular in the upper half
complex plane. KK relation is therefore given by ′(ω)− 1 = 2
pi
P
´∞
0
x′′(x)
x2−ω2 dx.
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2.4 Criterion and terminology for negative refraction
We have thus far talked about properties of isotropic materials with simultaneously
′ < 0, µ′ < 0 and referred to such materials as NRIM. However, are these prop-
erties of ‘negative refraction’, solely unique to media with ′ < 0, µ′ < 0 or can
we broaden the definition of what can be considered as a ‘NRIM’? To address this
question we need to be more precise with the criterion of what can be considered as
a NRIM. Following this we shall list some common terminology to describe materi-
als which demonstrate ‘negative refraction’ properties, and list some of the advan-
tages/disadvantages associated with each. Firstly the criterion of a negative angle
of refraction at an interface is not a sufficient criterion to imply NRIM, since there
are materials which supports negative refraction at an interface but are not NRIM.
For instance a uniaxial anisotropic PRIM cut at a certain angle can exhibit ‘nega-
tive refraction’ at an interface [50]. Similarly, photonic crystals which has shrinking
iso-frequency contours near symmetry points can exhibit negative refraction as well
[51] though they do not exhibit all the properties associated with NRIM.
A much broader and more precise criterion for NRIM is (as we have discussed
previously) to consider materials which supports backward waves:
< [k] . 〈S〉 < 0 (2.9)
Based on this criterion, there are some constraints/inequalities on the real and imag-
inary parts of , µ of a NRIM. For instance, using eq (2.9), and the ansatz of wave
like solutions in the NRIM, Depine et al [52] showed that this criterion 13 implies
the following constraint:
<() |µ|+ <(µ) || < 0 (2.10)
Now before going further, we should consider whether such a criterion of supporting
backward waves, is a necessary and sufficient condition to imply NRIM. We have
shown that a NRIM necessarily supports backward waves, but a material which
supports backward waves is not necessarily a NRIM. For instance it can be shown
that moving media supports backward waves in some directions [54] but it is not a
NRIM. Moreover the support of backward waves does not imply that the material
would inherit all the properties of a NRIM. For instance a photonic crystal material
13See [53] for an overview other citeria and their range of validity
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can support backward waves, but does not enhance evanescent fields hence it does
not display perfect lensing. Thus, in conclusion, while the support of backward waves
is a good criterion it should be noted that it is only a sufficient condition for NRIM.
Now having define the criterion for NRIM, the following are common terminology for
NRIM. Historically the first name given by Vesalago (1968) is a left handed material
(LHM). Such a nomenclature only makes sense when k, E, H forms a left handed
triad, as such fails to include chiral/bianisotropic materials. A second very popular
name which we have used thus far is the negative refractive index material (NRIM);
referring directly to the property of negative refraction at an interface. As stated
before, it is important to bear in mind that such a property is not unique to NRIM.
In addition it loses meaning whatsoever when a negative refractive index cannot be
defined. Despite its’ shortcomings, we shall retain the use of this terminology for
consistency and its’ popularity. Another name proposed by Ziolkowski and Heyman
(2001) [55], is the double negative media, referring to <() < 0, <(µ) < 0. Again
such a name is suitable only for non-bianisotropic material. Consistent with the
property of backward waves, Lindell et al (2001) [56] proposed the name backward
wave media (BW). Such a name can now include bianisotropic materials, though as
mentioned before, the criterion of backward waves is only sufficient but not necessary
to imply NRIM. Finally another name suggested by Pendry et al (2003) [23] is the
complementary media (CM), which refers to one of the most important property of
NRIM - to optically reverse/cancel the presence of another material - a property used
to design perfect lenses. Such a nomenclature can encompass anisotropic (possibly
bianisotropic) and even materials with indefinite signature 14.
In conclusion it should be noted that no perfect name exists which encompasses
all or most of the characteristics and properties of ‘NRIM’ while remaining simple and
evocative enough. The nomenclature should be used according to the circumstances,
and with care about the assumptions and validity. In principle, the most suitable
name to describe perfect lenses should be complementary media. Though we shall
use CM and NRIM interchangeably in this thesis.
14‘Indefinite’ signature means materials where the principal value of , µ has different signs. Such
material may behave like a NRIM in some directions and a PRIM in others.

3. Homogenisation and
metamaterials
3.1 Homogenisation
The philosophy of NRIM or indeed most metamaterial engineering begins from the
principle of homogenisation (effective medium theory or mean field theory). The key
idea homogenisation arises from coarse graining - a procedure where we can average
out the field interactions of a complicated array of subsystems (atoms, molecules or
metaparticles) and replace them with a single (simpler) effective subsystem. If such
coarse graining is repeated enough, over the entire system, then we can regard the
entire system as a effective homogeneous medium [57, 58] (fig 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the process of homogenisation. Each green arrow represents
the process of coarse graining - spatially averaging out the finer details. The aim of
the coarse graining process is to replace the complicated array of subsystems with a
single homogenous effective medium.
In another words, metamaterials composed of inhomogenous structural units are
indistinguishable from an effective homogeneous medium for fields (EM or acoustics)
of certain lengthscales. The effective parameters that we can extract from such an
effective medium are highly influenced by the type of sub-units (metaparticles) which
we can engineer. This means that by meticulously designing the individual sub-units,
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we can then create “homogenous” materials with bulk “designer” properties that we
want. Now the validity of such coarse graining process to obtain an effective medium
is dependent on the length scales of the fields and of the system. As such it is im-
portant to know the lengthscales involved, in order to be clear when homogenisation
is valid (section 3.1.1). Subsequently we shall describe a systematic procedure by
which one may extract effective parameters from the system (section 3.1.2).
3.1.1 Length and time scales
Before we consider the coarse graining process, it is important that we know what
are the length scales involved, in order to be clear about our assumptions or range
of validity. The description of a metamaterial as a homogeneous effective medium
involves spatial averaging over fluctuations of the electromagnetic fields at two levels.
First, the size of the metaparticles l, are considered to be large on a molecular/atomic
length scale (ζ ∼ 0.1nm) so that we can average out the rapidly fluctuating micro-
scopic currents and charge densities, and regard each metaparticle as a homogenous
material without reference to its atomistic parts (see fig 3.2(a)). This 1st level of
averaging allows us to describe the response of individual metaparticle to EM fields
using macroscopic Maxwell’s equations, with averaged macroscopic fields and well
defined macroscopic permittivities and permeabilities1.
On a 2nd level, when the wavelength of the EM fields λ is much larger than
the (typical) periodicity a of the metaparticles (λ & 10 × a), the inhomogenity
becomes invisible to the EM fields; we can then spatially average out the metaparticle
array and consider the metamaterial as a homogenous medium with an effective
permittivity and permeability eff and µeff (fig 3.2(b)). When the assumption
(λ & 10× a) holds, we can simplify our homogenisation process by considering fields
to be quasi-static and ignore retardation effects. Before proceeding to describe in
detail, the method to extract these effective parameters, we need to be wary of the
1If e and b are the microscopic Electric and Magnetic fields that interact directly with electrons
and nuclei, then we can define a macroscopic electric and magnetic fields by E = 〈e〉 and B = 〈b〉,
where 〈〉 refers to the spatial averaging over a single or group of atoms/molecules. Similarly we
can average out the rapidly fluctuating microscopic currents and charge densities and obtain well
defined macroscopic , µ and macroscopic free currents and charge densities j and ρ. (see [2] pg
226)
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subtleties involved in the 1st level of averaging.
If the metaparticle is composed of metals, we may describe the response of the
metaparticle by a complex permittivity given by the Drude model2 [2], where the
response of the conduction electron to the E field is composed of 2 parts. The first is
associated with inertia of the electron and the second with drag due to collisions. This
can be written as
(
mω2 + iγω
) 〈x〉 = eE; where 〈x〉 is the average position of the
electron; me and e are the electron mass and charge; and γ/me = τ is the relaxation
time (or mean free time between electronic collisions, typical τ ∼ 10−14s [59]). At low
frequencies (ωτ < 1 or ω . 100THz) the second term dominates and the electrons
in the metal are regarded as being diffusive, thus we can consider the metal as being
essentially ohmic. At high frequencies when (ωτ > 1 or ω & 100THz) then the
first term dominates and the electrons are basically ballistic, thus the metal is no
longer ohmic but inductive due to the finite mass of the electron. This inductance is
known as the kinetic/inertial inductance. Other than this extra inductance, another
related subtlety, is the additional losses through finite size effects for very small
metaparticles. When the size of a metaparticle l, is smaller than the mean free path
of the electrons ξ (where l . ξ ∼ (τvF ) ∼ 10nm, and vF ∼ 106ms−1 is the Fermi
velocity, see fig 3.2(a)), even though the electrons are essentially non-collisional in
the bulk, the electrons collides with the boundaries of the metaparticle, hence the
relaxation time decreases with size (τ ∼ l/vF ). This extra loss modifies the Drude
model, increasing the damping parameter γ = meτ ∼ mel/vF .
Thus extra care should be taken, to use the correct Drude model, when designing
very small metaparticles. These effects are important as we shall discover the prop-
erties of the metamaterials depends not only on the geometry but also the size of
the metaparticle (see section 3.2.2). If we keep the geometry but scale the size down
we can increase the operational frequency of the metamaterial as long as the met-
als within the metamaterial are considered ohmic. This scaling breaks down when
inertial inductance dominates and in turn imposes an upper limit to high (optical)
frequency metamaterials [60–63]. The extra losses due to finite size effects also im-
pose another limit, as losses broaden and destroy the resonances crucial for design
2The permittivity of a metal particle (disregarding inter and intraband transitions) can be de-
scribed by the Drude model as  = ∞− ω
2
p
ω2−iγω ; where ωp is the plasma frequency, γ is the damping
factor associated with electron collisions.
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of NRIM.
Figure 3.2: Length scales to consider for homogenisation. Fig (a) illustration of
the 1st level of homogenisation. The expanded view of the individual metaparticle
of size l, composed of atomistic (red spheres) parts of size ζ and electrons (blue
line) with mean free path ξ. The 1st level of averaging regards each metaparticle
as homogenous described by a macroscopic , µ. Fig (b) illustration of the 2nd
level of homogenisation. Fields with wavelength λ, impinging on a metamaterial
with periodicity a, composed of meta particles (magenta spheres) with typical size
l, would regard the array as homogeneous with effective eff , µeff .
3.1.2 Effective medium parameters
The prescription for an analytical retrieval of effective parameters from this 2nd ho-
mogenisation is simple and follows from [7]. The effective permittivity and permeabil-
ity of the metamaterial can be described by the spatially averaged electromagnetic
fields:
< D >= eff . < E >, < B >= µeff . < H > (3.1)
With these parameters, we can then describe the electromagnetic interactions of a
structurally inhomogenous metamaterial with an equivalent homogenous effective
medium. For wavelengths λ & 10× a, we may assume and employ the simplification
of quasi-static approximation3 in the coarse graining calculation. To calculate the
3The quasi-static approximation implies the fields in a unit cell of the metamaterial satisfies the
simpler Laplace’s equation ∇2ψ = 0 which can be easily solved to obtain the field distribution in a
unit cell.
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averaged fields we begin from the integral form of Maxwell’s equation:
˛
C
H.dl = −
˛
S
D˙.dσ (3.2)
˛
C
E.dl = −
˛
S
B˙.dσ (3.3)
where the curve C encloses the surface S. This integral form suggests an averaging
procedure since E,H fields are defined along “lines” and B,D fields are defined over
“areas”4. Now suppose we can divide our material into a periodic lattice, composed
of two interlocking simple cubic unit cell (see fig 3.3). One of the unit cell will be the
lattice of E-fields while the other will be the lattice of H-fields. The averaged electric
field, 〈E〉 = Eeff is then defined along the edges of one of the unit cell by averaging
E along the edge of that unit cell, while the averaged magnetic field, 〈H〉 = Heff ,
is defined by the average of H on the other.
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Similarly, the effective displacement field, 〈D〉 = Deff , can be defined by averaging
D field over the faces of the E-field unit cell while the effective magnetic flux density,
〈B〉 = Beff can be defined by the average of the B field over the faces of the other
H-field unit cell:
D
(x)
eff =
1
a2
ˆ
Sx
Dxdσx, D
(y)
eff =
1
a2
ˆ
Sy
Dydσy, D
(z)
eff =
1
a2
ˆ
Sz
Dzdσz (3.6)
B
(x)
eff =
1
a2
ˆ
Sx
Bxdσx, B
(y)
eff =
1
a2
ˆ
Sy
Bydσy, B
(z)
eff =
1
a2
ˆ
Sz
Bzdσz (3.7)
where Sx,y,z refers to directed areas of the unit cell. The directions of Deff and
Beff , lie in the normal of the surfaces.
With the averaged fields we can then make use of eqn (3.1) to determine the
effective permittivity and permeability, eff , µeff , component-wise. This procedure
is unique and independent of the choice and position of unit cells. The only restriction
is that such unit cell boundaries must not intersect with any of microstructures
contained within, to ensure the continuity of the parallel components of Eeff and
Heff across the boundaries.
4In differential geometry E,H are 1 forms (oriented lines) and D,B are 2 forms (oriented areas)
[64, 65]
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Figure 3.3: Pendry’s averaging procedure. Figure shows two interlocking simple
cubic lattice. The edges of the red lattice are the E vectors while the edges of the
green lattice are the H vectors. The B field (the blue arrow, Bx) is the normal to
the H lattice surface, (the shaded green surface, Sx). The E,H vectors are averaged
over the lines along the edges, while the B,D vectors are averaged over the surfaces.
3.2 Metaparticles
So far we have demonstrated how we can obtain effective parameters for metamateri-
als via the coarse graining scheme described in the previous section. These effective
parameters are highly dependent on the structure and arrangement of the meta-
particles, which we can engineer. Thus the beauty of metamaterial engineering is
it presents a systematic ‘forward’ approach to designer materials - that is given a
requisite application, we can now engineer a material to fit the bill. While this ap-
proach to material engineering is general, in the following discussion we shall only
focus on metaparticles which gives negative , µ. Now, it is neither possible nor
illuminating, given the present space, to present an exhaustive list of metaparticles
available in literature. As such in this section, we shall only present two archetypal
metaparticles and show how to obtain explicitly the effective parameters of metama-
terials derived from them. As mentioned previously (section 2.3), the necessity for
dispersion in NRIM indicates the necessity for resonance. Another way of seeing this
is the following. If the displacement field D, is the material response to an electric
field E, then (ω) is the linear response function detailing this response - in much
the same way as the mass of a body is the linear response function detailing how a
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body accelerates under a force. Understood in these terms then for some ω, where
′(ω) < 0 , would indicate that D(ω) (the response) is anti-phase to E(ω) (the force).
Such an anti-phase response is a signature of resonant linear systems driven at fre-
quencies ω, beyond some resonant frequency, ωr (post-resonance; ω > ωr). Thus this
post-resonant approach is one of the ways by which we can engineer ′ ≤ 0, µ′ ≤ 0
metamaterials.
3.2.1 Electric metaparticles ( < 0)
As briefly seen, to have a negative permittivity, we need to have post-resonant meta-
particles with electric response. In fact such a resonant behavior is found naturally in
plasmonic systems (metals or a gaseous plasma), where free electrons oscillate collec-
tively in the presence of an E field, against a background of positive ions. For photon
energies well below inter and intra-band transitions we can describe permittivity of
plasmonic systems using the simple Drude model [2]:
 = ∞ −
ω2p
ω2 + iγω
(3.8)
where ∞ (typically 1 ≤ ∞ . 10) is due to the residual polarisation of the back-
ground, γ is the damping factor associated with free electron collision, and ωp is the
plasma frequency given by:
ω2p =
nee
2
0m
(3.9)
where ne is the free electron density, e and m are the electronic charge and mass
respectively. At higher photon energies (for noble metals ≥ 1eV), when interband
transitions are taken into account, the Drude model is modified to the Lorentz model
given by [2]:
 = ∞ − ω2p
∑
j
fj
ω2 − ω2j + iγjω
(3.10)
where fj is the oscillator strength, a measure of the transition rates between bands
of energy ~ωj . For the Drude model, the resonant frequency of the system is ωr = 0,
while for the Lorentz model ωr = ωj , and we can easily see for both models that
(ω) < 0 for some ωp > ω > ωj 5.
5More precisely ω &
√
ω2j − ω2p/∞
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All this is nice and well except short of changing the chemical composition of
the plasmonic system, we can’t really do much to modify the range of ω which dis-
plays negative permittivity. For the Drude model that amounts to changing plasma
frequency ωp and this is precisely what Pendry et al [5] did when they introduced
the wire mesh structure (fig 3.4). The idea was simple - by confining electrons in a
Figure 3.4: Fig (a) a wire mesh array of thin metal wires with radius r and a lattice
period of a embedded in a dielectric, behaves as a low frequency plasma for the E
field oriented along the wires. Fig (b) a 3-dimensional lattice behaves like an isotropic
low frequency plasma.
dilute array of conducting wires and changing the size and periodicity of these wires,
one can change the effective electron density and mass of electrons, hence tune the
plasma frequency ωp (see eqn 3.9). Consider an array of infinitely long, parallel and
thin metal wires of radius r, with periodicity a where a  r (see fig 3.4(a)). The
electric field is considered to be applied parallel to the wires (along the z axis) and
we assume that the wavelength of the applied field λ a r. In this arrangement,
the electrons are confined to move only within the wires which has, first the effect of
diluting the effective electron density as the E -field cannot probe the individual wire
structure but only the average charge density. The effective electron density then
becomes
neff =
pir2
a2
ne (3.11)
Secondly the thin wires also have the effect of ‘modifying’ the electronic mass. The
electrons moving in the wires generate a magnetic field, and this in turn creates a
self-inductance which resist the electronic motion, effectively increasing the “mass”
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of the electrons. This effective mass is given by [5]:
meff =
µ0r
2nee
2
2
ln
(a
r
)
(3.12)
Using Eqn (3.11,3.12) in Eqn (3.9), we can then work out the new effective plasma
frequency:
ω2p =
neffe
2
0meff
=
2pic2
a2 ln(a/r)
(3.13)
The combined effect of reducing the electron density and increasing the electronic
mass implies that the wire mesh structure has a much lower plasma frequency than
a solid block of metal. For instance using aluminium wires (ne = 1029m−3) with
r = 1µm, a = 10mm, gives us a plasma frequency of about 2GHz which is 109 times
smaller than the plasma frequency of aluminium itself, thus allowing us to create a
negative dielectric material at microwave frequencies.
Note that the effective plasma frequency obtained in eqn (3.13) is independent
of the microscopic properties such as electron density and drift velocity of the wires
used. It only depends on the radius and periodicity of the wires indicating that
the entire problem could be recast in terms of capacitances and inductances [66, 67].
Using this approach (see appendix A.1), we can also account for finite conductivity σ,
in the wires and show that the effective permitivity eff , of the mesh structure would
obey essentially the same Drude model (eqn (3.8)), except with plasma frequency
given by eqn (3.13) and damping factor given by γ = (0a2ω2p/pir2σ). We can see that
the better the conductivity of the wires, the smaller the damping so for aluminium (
σ = 3.65×107Ω−1m−1), that yields values of γ = 0.1ωp which is not very large. This
means that the low (microwave) frequency plasmons are sufficiently stable against
losses for a negative effective permittivity, eff to be observable.
3.2.2 Magnetic metaparticles (µ < 0)
3.2.2.1 Why are magnetic metaparticles necessary?
Again, by adopting the same general principle of using post-resonant metaparticles,
we can create negative µ metamaterials. Before we outline how this can be done
it is important to note the following. Unlike the electric response, the magnetic
response of most natural materials are very weak, hence magnetic permeability of
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most (non-ferromagnetic) materials µ ∼ 1. For instance typical values6 of diamag-
netic suscetibilities are ∼ 10−5 and paramagnetic suscetibilities are ∼ 10−2 to 10−3.
This difference arises mainly because the magnetisation of a (non-ferromagnetic)
body is a relativistic effect, of order v2/c2, where v is the velocity of the electrons in
the atoms7. Moreover Landau [3] argues that effects of dispersion for the magnetic
permeability at low frequencies (up to optical frequencies) of most natural materials
are negligible8 hence µ(ω) ∼ 1 .
All this implies that unlike permittivity, the only route to negative permeabil-
ity (or more generally materials with significant magnetic susceptibility) is through
metamaterials. While Landau’s argument for weak magnetic response holds true
for most natural materials, Merlin [68] showed that this argument breaks down for
composites made of substances with large permittivity9 (metals or high permittivity
dielectrics).
The necessity for metallic inclusions [7] or high permittivity dielectrics [69]10 was
thus an essential route to design of most magnetic metamaterials. It is the former
that we shall focus on in this section.
6Typical Magnetic Susceptibilities estimates based on quantum mechanical calculations, [59] Pg
656
7The ratio v/c appears with H vector in the Hamiltonian of the interaction of the body with
the magnetic field, and another factor of v/c in the magnetic moments of the atoms or molecules
([3] page 106).
8Essentially Landau ([3] Pg 268) argues that the physical meaning of the Magnetisation M, as
being the magnetic moment per unit volume, requires that the magnetization-induced current be
significantly larger than that due to the time-varying (induced electric) polarization (|∇ ×M | 
|∂tP|). For diamagnets at optical frequency, Landau showed that |∇ ×M | / |∂tP| ∼ (ζ/l)2 where
ζ is the atomic dimension and l is the size of the body. Since the macroscopic size of the body
is larger than its atomic dimension (l  ζ) this implies |∇ ×M |  |∂tP| instead - thus we can
essentially ignore M and set µ(ω) ∼ 1.
9Merlin [68] showed through general physical arguments, that Landau’s argument for µ(ω) ∼ 1
breaks down for composites made of substances with =(√s) λ/l or <(√s) ∼ λ/l (s and l are
the complex permittivity and the characteristic length of the particles, and λ  l is the vacuum
wavelength)
10Although magnetic activity via Mie scattering resonances [70] in systems of small scattering
particles has been realised as early as 1986 [71], it was only in 2002 that O’Brien et al proposed
and demonstrated the use of these magnetic Mie scattering resonances as an alternative route to
negative µ materials.
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3.2.2.2 Split-ring resonators
As we have seen before, to create a negative µ metamaterial we need to incorporate
post-resonant magnetic metaparticles. And one of the most straightforward recipe to
make such metaparticles, is to construct a resonant L-C circuit which has a natural
resonant frequency ωr less than the frequency ω of the driving H field. The inductive
element of the metaparticle will capture the H field, and the induced current behaves
like a ‘mass’, while the capacitative element stores charges and behaves like a ‘spring’.
Together, the L-C elements in the metaparticle, in the presence of an applied H field,
will thus behave like a driven simple harmonic oscillator with a resonant frequency,
ωr ∼ 1√LC . Hence by tuning the capacitances and inductances of the metaparticle
we can design the required metamaterial. Such was the strategy adopted by Pendry
Figure 3.5: Cross sectional view of split-ring resonators (SRR). Fig (a) a single-split
SRR. Fig (b) SRR structure used by Pendry in 1999 [7] to demonstrate the first
negative µ metamaterial. Fig (c) a double-split SRR. The applied time-varying H
field, perpendicular to the SRR, would induce a current j around the rings, which is
interrupted by the split. The charges accumulated at the split result in an induced
electric dipole moment (blue arrow).
[7] when he proposed the split-ring resonator (SRR) (see fig 3.5 (b)) as a design
for such metaparticle. Consider a periodic array (periodicity a, see fig 3.4(a)) of
cylinders (radius r) with such a cross-sectional profile. When a time-varying H field,
is applied perpendicular to the SRRs (along the axial direction of the cylinders),
it would induce a current j around the rings. The large gap in each ring prevents
the current, j from forming a closed loop and acts as the capacitative element. As
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before we can extract the effective parameters of such a metamaterial using the
method outline in section 3.1.2. Using the quasi-static approximation and Maxwell’s
equations (Faraday’s law) we can calculate j , and determine the local H field in
each unit cell. With this local H field we can determine Heff using eqn (3.5) and
Beff using eqn (3.7). With these effective fields we can then determine the effective
permeability (see appendix A.2) using eqn (3.1):
µeff =
Beff
µ0Heff
= 1 +
fω2
ω2r − ω2 − iΓω
(3.14)
which has a Lorentz type dispersion. Here f = pir2/a2 is the filling fraction of the
cylinder compared to the host medium, Γ = (2ρ/µ0r) is the damping parameter and:
ωr =
(
3d
µ00pi2r3
)1/2
(3.15)
is the resonant frequency. In addition if we define
ωm =
(
3d
(1− f)µ00pi2r3)
)1/2
(3.16)
as the ‘magnetic plasma’ frequency, we easily see from eqn (3.14) that for frequency
ωr < ω < ωm, we would obtain a µeff < 0 effective medium as required.
3.2.2.3 Scaling to higher frequencies and limitations
The characteristics of SRR metamaterial is prototypical of most magnetic metama-
terial based on L-C resonances. First we note that as before, both the resonant (ωr)
and plasma frequency (ωm), depend only on the geometric properties of the SRR.
Hence by appropriate geometric design we can tune the operational frequency of the
SRR. For instance we can easily see that by scaling down the size of the SRR we
can increase the resonant frequency, and this turns out to be generic of magnetic
metamaterial. Similarly, for a general magnetic metamaterial based on L-C reso-
nances, we can similarly alter its characteristics by careful design of its inductances
and capacitances, which depends strongly on the shape and size of the metaparticle.
Since the resonant frequency ωr ' 1/
√
LC; by reducing L and C one can in principle
raise the resonant frequency, hence operating frequency of the metamaterial.
Firstly to reduce the inductance we can do so by reducing the area of the induc-
tive loop. Typically, for a metaparticle with a characteristic size l, this geometrical
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inductance is given by Lg ∼ l2. Similarly since capacitance is given by C ∼ Ac/dc,
where Ac is the area and dc is the gap of the capacitance, thus capacitance of the
metaparticle scales as C ∼ l. Together then, the resonant frequency typically scales
as ωr ∼ l−3/2, which implies that as the metaparticle scales down in size we should
expect the resonant frequency to increase reciprocally. This scaling relation broadly
holds true for lower frequencies (ωr . 100THz), as long as the metals in the meta-
particle behave ohmically [61, 63]. As discussed in section 3.1.1, when ωr & 100THz,
electrons in metals behave ballistically, therefore there is an additional kinetic induc-
tance to account for, which even dominates over the geometrical inductance. Since
this kinetic inductance is given by11 Li = V/I˙ ∝ l/A (where A is the cross-sectional
area of the conductor), thus at high frequencies inductance scales as Li ∼ 1/l in-
stead; which implies that ωr ∼ const. Thus the magnetic response of magnetic
metaparticles saturates at optical frequencies due to the plasmonic nature of metals,
presenting a natural upper limit to high frequency metamaterials [60–63].
One may think that we can overcome this limit due to kinetic inductance, by
reducing capacitances instead. A systematic approach to reduce capacitances while
not altering the geometry, is by adding capacitances in series. For instance a meta-
particle of a single ring with a single gap has twice the capacitance compared to one
with two symmetric gaps. Hence by increasing the number of gaps one can reduce the
capacitances hence increase ωr. Indeed this was the approach taken, when O’Brien
et al showed numerically that a medium of SRR with two split can have a negative
µ up to the infrared region (∼ 60THz) [60] while a SRR with four splits can go up
to telecommunications frequency (∼ 200THz) [72]. However even with such an ap-
proach, there is still another fundamental limitation preventing the scaling of optical
frequency metamaterial - that is the additional losses through finite size effects (see
section 3.1.1). This extra loss results in an increase in the damping parameter Γ,
in the dispersion of µeff (ω) (see eqn (3.14)) and the net effect is the broadening or
even destruction of the resonance of µeff (ω). Thus even if we can bypass the limit
imposed by kinetic inductance, by adding more slits in the SRR, the effect of dividing
11At frequencies above the relaxation rate, electrons are ballistic, hence the dynamics of the
electron is given by mev˙ = eE. Since currents in conductors are given by I = eneAv, and Electric
field is related to the potential drop by E = V/l. We can show that the “kinetic” inductance due to
the inertia of the electrons is given by Li = V/I˙ = mel/neAe2
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the SRR would reduce the size of the metals in the metaparticle, until the losses from
finite size effects overwhelm and destroy the resonance which we are seeking in the
first place. All in all it has been shown both qualitatively and quantitatively that
the presence of both kinetic inductance and losses from finite size effects, imposes
an upper frequency limit (∼ 100− 1000THz) on optical magnetic metamaterial.
3.2.2.4 Magneto-electric coupling
As we can see, the crucial components of a magnetic metaparticle, are the inductive
and capacitative elements. The presence of capacitances indicates charge separation
within the metaparticle, and such charge separation implies an applied magnetic field
can induce an electric dipole. Such a magneto-electric coupling in a metamaterial
is known as bianisotropy12. Sometimes such magneto-electric coupling can be use-
ful, for instance it was demonstrated that bianisotropic metamaterials can exhibit
extremely strong optical activity [74], and the combination of bianisotropy and mag-
netic resonance can be used to create singly resonant NRIM [75]. However sometimes
for certain applications, such as perfect lensing, one would like to avoid bianisotropy,
hence it would be preferable if there was some way to “manage” the degree of bian-
isotropy. The way to do this, is through meticulous design of the metaparticle. If
bianisotropy is desired then one should design the metaparticle with a large induced
electric dipole moment. Conversely if bianisotropy is to be avoided then the net
dipole moments in the metaparticle should cancel each other. Take the example of
the SRR. It can be easily seen that a single-split SRR (fig 3.5 (a)) has a net electric
dipole moment hence it ought to have a magneto-electric coupling. Conversely a
symmetric double-split SRR (fig 3.5 (c)) has counterposing dipole moments hence
no net magneto-electric coupling. The design of the metaparticle is only the first
step in bianisotropy engineering. The net degree of bianisotropy in a metamaterial
is also dependent on the arrangement and orientation of these metaparticles. For
instance, even if individual magnetic metaparticles have a strong induced electric
dipole moment, these dipole moments could be canceled out collectively by their
12A bianisotropic material obeys the following following constutive relations: D = .E + ξ.H
and B = µ.H + ζ.E, where ξ and ζ are magneto-electric coupling tensors. If  = ∗>, µ = µ∗>
and ξ = ζ∗> the bianisotropic material is lossless. In addition if ξ = −ζ> then the bianisotropic
material is reciprocal, further if =(ξ) = −=(ζ>) 6= 0 then the material is optically active [73].
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neighbors in a unit cell. This design of metamaterials with or without bianisotropy
can be made systematic through group theoretical considerations [76] (see appendix
A.3).
3.2.3 Negative refractive index materials
So far we have seen how to construct and “tune” metamaterials with Re() < 0
(section 3.2.1) and Re(µ) < 0 (section 3.2.2), which involves arrays of post-resonant
metaparticles. Now to go one step further, to construct a NRIM, we would need a
medium with both Re() < 0 and Re(µ) < 0 simultaneously. Intuitively one might
guess how this could be done. If we combine negative  metaparticles with negative
µ metaparticles within the same unit cell, in such a way that, the resultant unit cell
is much less than the variation of the applied fields (a λ), then effective medium
theory (section 3.1) tells us that such an inhomogeneous media can be treated as an
effective homogenous NRIM. This was the approach adopted by Smith et. al. [8],
who proposed combining the wire-mesh media ( < 0), with the SRR medium (µ < 0)
to obtain a NRIM (see fig 3.6). This procedure can be done so long as the band gap
Figure 3.6: Fig (a) the SRR wire mesh array which displays negative refractive index.
Fig (b) shows the transmission across a sample of thin wire arrays (· · · ), SRRs (- - -)
and a composite of thin wire arrays and SRR(___) as measured by the San Diego
group [9]. The enhanced transmission in the latter case within the negative µ band
is interpreted as evidence of a negative refractive index.
of the negative  medium overlaps with the band gap of the negative µ medium.
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Combining the dispersions for a Drude-like (ω) (eqn (A.4)) and a Lorentz-like µ(ω)
(eqn A.8) , we get the overall dispersion relation of the NRIM as:
k2 =
µω2
c2
=
(ω2 − ω2p)(ω2 − ω2m)
c2(ω2 − ω2r )
(3.17)
where ωp and ωm are the electric and magnetic plasma frequencies, respectively, and
ωr is the magnetic resonance frequency (ωm = ωr/
√
(1− f)). If ωp is the largest of
them, then we obtain a pass-band in the region ωr < ω < ωm where we would have
negative refractive index behavior. Other than the wire-mesh+SRR structure for
NRIM proposed by Smith et al, there are many other alternative structures largely
based on similar principles of combining a  < 0 system with a µ < 0 one. For
instance the fish-net structures [13, 77], and nano rod pairs [14]. If NRIM is defined
by its support of backward waves (eqn (2.9)) then Pendry has also shown that a
single dipole resonance in a bianisotropic chiral medium, such as a chiral swiss roll
structure, can also display negative refractive index for one polarisation, albeit up
to a finite wavevector [75].
4. Perfect lens theorem and
transformation optics
4.1 Perfect lens theorem
As we have seen (section 2.2.2), a flat slab of  = µ = −1 material behaves as a
perfect lens. The action of perfect lensing on electromagnetic fields can be recasted
as complementarity of medium - where a  = µ = −1 slab behaves as an optical
complementary to a  = µ = 1 slab of vacuum, such that the effects of light propa-
gating in vacuum can be optically reversed/canceled by its complementary. The net
effect of this reversal becomes as if both slabs of material do not exist and the optical
information from the object plane is then translocated to the image plane, and this
is regarded as imaging. Since this optical reversal is effective for both propagating
and evanescent near fields, the image quality obtained is far better than that of
conventional lens and the combined action of optical reversal followed by transloca-
tion is what we call perfect lensing. This concept of complementarity can be further
generalised to include a general spatially inhomogenous, anisotropic, but flat, slab of
material. And pairs of such medium, which optically reverses/cancels the presence of
each other are referred to as complementary medium (CM). The method prescribing
the constitutive parameters of CM, is known as the perfect lens theorem (PLT), and
will be the focus in this section.
4.1.1 Statement of theorem
The perfect lens theorem (PLT) [23] can be stated as follows:
Given a slab of material (−d < z < 0) with constitutive parameters
(x), µ(x); then a second slab (0 < z < d) with ˜(x¯) = −¯(x¯), µ˜(x¯) = −µ¯(x¯),
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which is a mirror copy of the first with all eigenvalues reversed in sign,
would be an optical complementary to the first (where all ‘barred’ quan-
tities are reflections of the ‘un-barred’ ones; that is x¯ = Rx, ¯ = RR−1
etc, with R = Diag [1, 1,−1] being the reflection operator about z = 0).
The consequence of the PLT is that:
The net optical effect of propagation through both complementary slabs
would “cancel out”, so that electromagnetic field information at the object
plane (z = −d) appears to be “translocated” to the image plane (z = d).
4.1.2 Proof of theorem
In essence the perfect lens theorem (PLT) is a consequence of the reflection symmetry
[2] in Maxwell’s equations. Firstly the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations in the
absence of free charges and currents are given by
∇× E = −iωB
∇×H = iωD
∇.D = 0
∇.B = 0
(4.1)
We can clearly see that under spatial reflections (about z = 0 plane), {E,H} trans-
form as vectors whilst {D,B} transform as pseudo-vectors - that is under reflection
< : {E⊥, Ez} → {E⊥,−Ez}, while < : {D⊥, Dz} → {−D⊥, Dz} 1. From the consti-
tutive equation (assuming linearity)
D = .E
B = µ.H
(4.2)
we can therefore see that in order to map the vectors on the right side of the equation
to pseudo-vectors on the left, the permitivity (permeability) tensor must transform
under reflection as < : → ˜
 =

xx xy xz
yx yy yz
zx zy zz
 ˜ =

−xx −xy xz
−yx −yy yz
zx zy −zz
 (4.3)
1This can be proven readily for Cartesian coordinates. Since from Maxwell’s curl equations,
expressed in Cartesian coordinates (and setting iω = 1), we have Di = εijk∂jHk, and from linear
algebra εi¯j¯k¯Ri¯iRjj¯Rkk¯ = εijk det(R), this implies that under reflection (x¯i¯ = Ri¯ixi where R is
the reflection operator, and x and x¯ are the vector and its reflected copy) D¯i¯ = εi¯j¯k¯∂j¯H¯k¯ =
det(R)Ri¯iεijk∂jHk = det(R)Ri¯iDi. Since det(R) = −1, thereforeD transforms as a pseudo-vector.
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in order for the Maxwell’s equation to be covariant. This can also be simply written
as ˜ = −¯ where ¯ = RR−1 where R = Diag [1, 1,−1] is the reflection operator.
Geometrically the eigenvectors of ¯ are reflected copies of  while the eigenvalues of
¯ are the same as . Physically we interpret a material with ¯, as one which is a
spatially reflected copy of a material with . Following from this then, a material
with ˜ is interpreted as a spatially reflected copy followed by an inversion of its
eigenvalues.
Now if we were to reverse the argument and ask the question - given a half space
(z < 0) filled with a material (x), µ(x), what material must we fill the other half
space (z > 0) with so that the field solutions in this other half space is the reflected
copy of the first, then the answer is simply ˜(x¯), µ˜(x¯). So then the perfect lens
theorem tells us that given a slab of material (x), µ(x), we can always find it’s
optical complementary ˜(x¯), µ˜(x¯), such that the net effect of propagation through
these two materials are canceled out. (see fig 4.1)
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the perfect lens theorem. The H and B fields, not drawn,
are assumed to be out of plane. In essence PLT is a consequence of reflection sym-
metry in Maxwell’s equations. It provides a prescription of what parameters a pair
of complementary media must take in order for the overall electromagnetic effects to
cancel out.
4.1.3 Consequence of Theorem
The connection between reflection symmetry of the source-free Maxwell’s equations
and PLT has a number of important implications. First, we note that since the
Poynting vector defined by S = E×H, it is a pseudovector, like D and B fields.
Similarly the wavevector k is a vector, and would transform like E and H fields
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under reflection (see fig (4.1)). Now the symmetries of the {E,H,k} as vectors
and {D,B,S} as pseudo-vectors, implies the following: First, boundary conditions
are always satisfied. For instance, the reflection symmetry of vectors implies, the
tangential components of E and H fields are continuous across the interface (at
z = 0). Similarly for the wavevector k, hence electromagnetic waves are always
phase-matched. Second, it is comforting to know that the reflection symmetry of
pseudo-vectors implies power flux or energy conservation at the interface, ∇.S = 0.
The third major implication, the symmetries of both k and S implies that if one
media supports forward waves (k.S > 0) , then it’s optical complementary would
always support backward waves (k¯.S¯ < 0) (see fig (4.1)). This in turn implies that
the phases (φ =
´
l k.dl, where l is the path taken, and dl = S/|S|) accumulated as a
light ray traverses in a medium is exactly canceled out by the phases accumulated in
the CM so that the net phase gain is zero. Further, because the reflection symmetry
Figure 4.2: A complementary media behaves like an optical antimatter. If the yellow
region is PRIM, the blue would be NRIM. Fig (a) illustrates the spatial reversal of
fields which pass from a PRIM to a NRIM. Fig (b) a light ray S1 traveling through a
pair of complementary medium emerges as ray S2, as if it does not see the intervening
space. It appears as if the ray S1 is translocated to S2.
of E,H fields holds for both propagating waves and evanescent near fields, decaying
fields that approach the interface in a media would appear to be amplified in the CM
(fig 4.2(a)). Thus the net effect of phase and amplitude reversal of the CM enables
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one to view a CM as an optical anti-matter which nullifies the presence of a media
(fig 4.2(b)). The design of a perfect lens can thus be viewed as selecting a suitable
optical complementary/antimatter to annihilate the presence of the medium that one
would like to see through. The fourth implication is the fact that if the surrounding
media is a PRIM then its optical complementary would have to be a NRIM. We note
from PLT, that the constitutive parameters of the complementary media, ˜(x¯), µ˜(x¯)
(eqn (4.3)), can be interpreted as being a mirror copy of the media except all its
eigenvalues are inverted in sign (see fig 4.1). Thus if the medium we want to see
through is made of PRIM (with positive eignenvalues for , µ) then the ideal lens
which can see through such a medium, would necessarily have to be made of NRIM
(with negative eigenvalues for ˜, µ˜).Besides these implications of the PLT, about the
nature of the perfect lens, there is still one very important caveat about the PLT that
we should take note - the symmetry of fields only applies in the absence of sources
(currents and charges). This means that as long as there are no sources between the
object and image, then reflection symmetry would hold in between. The validity of
the PLT can be extended by “mathematically” moving these sources and charges as
we shall see later in section 6.3.1 to create a sourceless region.
4.2 Transformation optics
Transformation optics (TO) is a powerful and systematic tool based on the concept
of general covariance [30, 31], which enables one to relate 2 geometrically differ-
ent yet intrinsically equivalent electromagnetic configurations. This equivalence of
electromagnetic configurations has 2 significant implications.
First, from a passive2 point of view, TO presents a unifying approach to EM
problems [32] - solving the fields in one configuration solves many at the same time -
sometimes even complicated EM configurations can be re-expressed as simpler ones.
For instance surface plasmon propagation on a simple slab can be related to surface
plasmon propagation near/at complicated singular structures (kissing cylinders and
2The passive/active point of view is refers to the passive/active point of coordinate transforma-
tions. In the passive view, the object (vectors/physical quantities) remains unchanged while the
coordinate frame of reference changes. In the active view, the frame of reference remains unchanged
while the object changes.
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sharp wedges) [78, 79]. Another example: a single EM algorithm can be adapted for
either cylindrical or Cartesian coordinates by a simple modification of constitutive
parameters [32] and so on.
Second, from an active point of view, transformations between two EM configura-
tions can be viewed as being effected by a physical medium - a transformation-media
[29]. Thus TO can be used as a systematic tool to design EM materials, which can
distort fields in a controlled prescribed manner. For instance, in the design of EM
cloaks [29, 33, 34], flatten Luneburg lens [36, 37], surface plasmon waveguides [35];
and as we shall see later, in the design of compact perfect lenses [23, 25, 26].
4.2.1 General covariance begets transformation optics
The principle of general covariance [30] is an immensely powerful concept, which
states that physical laws (objective reality) should be invariant in form under arbi-
trary coordinate transformations (descriptive perspective). It is precisely this concept
which gives birth to the field of transformation optics.
The language best used to understand this comes from differential geometry [64].
In this section unless otherwise stated, p-forms are described by italics, while p-
vectors are described by bold-faced letters. First, from the integral form of Maxwell’s
equations (Eqn (3.2), (3.3)), we saw that E,H-fields are 1-forms (E = Eidxi etc)
while B,D-fields are 2-forms (B = 12Bijdx
i ∧ dxj etc). We can redefine the B,D 2-
forms as the more familiar vector fields, B = Bce3 where B = Bi∂i is now a 1-vector
density (we shall see in a minute) and e3 = 13!ε
ijk∂i ∧ ∂j ∧ ∂k is the spatial 3-vector
density where εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. In addition to the fields we can also
define a current 2-form j and charge 3-form ρ. Using the language of differential
geometry, Maxwell’s equations can now be rewritten in a compact, coordinate-free
form [31, 65] as:
d(4)F = 0, d(4)G = γ (4.4)
where F = B +E ∧ dt and G = D−H ∧ dt are the Faraday 2-form and Source field
2-form respectively. The space-time differential operator is: d(4) = d + ∂tdt, where
d is the spatial differential operator. Assuming linearity, the Faraday 2-form F is
related to the source field G by the constitutive relations
G = χ|F (4.5)
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where χ is the constitutive parameter dyadic3. Disregarding magneto-electric cou-
pling, then the constitutive relations can be simply written in the familiar form:
D = Dce3 = |E, B = Bce3 = µ|H (4.6)
where  = ij∂i⊗ ∂j and µ = µij∂i⊗ ∂j are the permittivity and permeability tensor
densities.
Now covariance implies that the form of physical laws are unchanged, that is eqn
(4.4)-(4.6) are invariant under coordinate transformations. To discuss transforma-
tions we need more notations. Quantities which are transformed shall be denoted
by over-bars Q → Q¯ thus coordinates are transformed as x → x¯. The demand
for covariance for eqn (4.4) implies covariance of the differential forms, E,H,D,B,
where
E = E¯, H = H¯, D = D¯, B = B¯ (4.7)
Thus E = Eidxi = E¯ = E¯i¯dx¯i¯ and so on, and since we know how the differential
basis transforms under chain rule as dxi = ∂x
i
∂x¯i¯
dx¯i¯, the components of 1-forms will
transform as
E¯i = EiΛ
i
i¯, H¯i = HiΛ
i
i¯ (4.8)
where Λii¯ =
∂xi
∂x¯i¯
, (the inverse of Λ is Λi¯i =
∂x¯j¯
∂xi
). Similarly the 2-forms transform as
D¯i¯j¯ = DijΛ
i
i¯Λ
j
j¯
, B¯i¯j¯ = BijΛ
i
i¯Λ
j
j¯
(4.9)
To see that B,D transforms as vector densities we note that e3 transforms as a
3-vector density :
e3 =
1
3!
εijk∂i ∧ ∂j ∧ ∂k
=
1
3!
εijkΛ
i¯
iΛ
j¯
jΛ
k¯
k∂i¯ ∧ ∂j¯ ∧ ∂k¯
= det(Λ).
1
3!
εi¯j¯k¯∂i¯ ∧ ∂j¯ ∧ ∂k¯
= det(Λ)e¯3 (4.10)
where we used the properties of determinants.
Now the demand for covariance for fields E,H,B,D (eqn (4.7)) and for the
constitutive relations (eqn (4.6)) implies that, since L.H.S of eqn (4.6) transforms as
3A Hodge star operator
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vector densities the , µ should transform as tensor densities. That is
|E = Dce3 = det(Λ)D¯ce¯3 = det(Λ)¯|E¯
therefore  = det(Λ)¯ transforms as a tensor density. This when written in compo-
nent form would give us [80]:
¯i¯j¯ = ij
Λ
i¯
iΛ
j¯
j
det(Λ)
, µ¯i¯j¯ = µij
Λ
i¯
iΛ
j¯
j
det(Λ)
(4.11)
Thus, through the principle of covariance, when given a particular diffeomorphism,
we have a prescription to describe the same field configuration with different co-
ordinate frames (perspectives). The formulation that is presented in this section
has two caveats. First, the simplified constitutive relations (eqn (4.6)) and spatial
transformation Λ that were used, are not Lorentz invariant, thus only applies to
diffeomorphisms between local rest frames. Though this can be easily extended if we
use the more general constitutive relations (eqn (4.5)) and include the full Lorentz
transformations (boosts) [81, 82]. The second caveat is the spatial transformation Λ
only applies to proper transformations (rotations, dilations and shears)4 in order to
keep charges invariant under transformations [31, 83]. This caveat can therefore be
bypassed only in regions of space where charges and currents are absent.
4.2.2 Transformation media
We have seen how fields and constitutive parameters transforms under diffeomor-
phisms; in this section we shall consider how this concept of covariance can be trans-
lated into a physical media - transformation media [29, 84] - which effects such
transformations. The derivation of transformation media from transformation optics
is a two step process. The first step is to find a suitable diffeomorphism to distort
coordinate surfaces to the desired geometry. The second step is to re-interpret this
diffeomorphism as being effected by a physical medium (fig 4.3(a)) [81, 82]. First
we begin from a space where field configurations are simple, and we shall call this
space the electromagnetic space (fig 4.3(b)). For discussion purposes, in this section,
4That is because the charge 3-form ρ, hence the source field G are really a twisted-forms. Thus
in the transformations of H and D (eqn (4.8), (4.9)) and consequently the constitutive relations
eqn(4.11) should be pre-multiplied by a factor of sgn(det(Λ)). The reason for the introduction of
twisted-forms is to keep charges invariant under improper transformations.
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we shall assume that the electromagnetic space is vacuum ((x),µ(x) = 1), and the
fields can be represented by simple, straight ray trajectories.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of transformation optics. Fig (a) transformation optics is a 2
step process - first a diffeomorphism from x→ x¯ followed by re-interpretation of this
transformation as an effective medium [81, 82, 84] (figure adopted from [82]). Fig
(b) we begin from an electromagnetic space ((x),µ(x)) with a simple configuration
of fields (red arrows), then we perform a diffeomorphism (from black grids to blue-
dashed grids). Fig (c) the fields (curved-red arrows) are carried along by the diffeo-
morphism to a new configuration (black grids). We now re-interpret this new configu-
ration using physical coordinates (blue-dashed grids). The re-interpretation process,
sees the physical space as being effectively filled with a physical transformation-media
(¯(x˜), µ¯(x˜)), where fields would distort in the same way as the diffeomorphism - in
other words, the transformation-media implements the coordinate transformation.
Although the field configurations between the electromagnetic and physical spaces
appears geometrically different they are covariantly equivalent.
Let us suppose that the electromagnetic space can be described by either Carte-
sian ({x}), or some arbitrary curvilinear coordinates ({x¯}), and let f : x→ x¯ be the
desired map between these coordinate systems. We have already seen in the previous
section, this coordinate transformation in space will also result in a transformation
of the field components (eqn (4.8),(4.9)). However from the principle of general co-
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variance, which coordinate system to use is irrelevant, the fields remains unchanged
since they are still embedded in vacuum. In Cartesian coordinates, light rays are
straight, while for some curvilinear coordinates, curvilinear rays are also “straight”
from the perspective of curvilinear basis.
The next step then is to re-interpret this diffeomorphism not in the new curvillinear
x¯-coordinates, but using the old Cartesian x-coordinates, in a new space - the phys-
ical Space - where light rays are now “bent” in the way we desire (fig 4.3(c)). In this
new physical space, the vacuum is now replaced with a physical medium defined by
¯, µ¯ which is prescribed by eqn (4.11). Now one may view such a physical media, as
a transformation media which implements the coordinate transformation f : x→ x¯.
Using this method, we can now design materials which can distort EM fields in a
controlled way. Such transformation media has already been demonstrated in ap-
plications: cloaks, where light was made to bend around objects rendering them
invisible [29, 33, 34]; surface plasmon waveguides, where surface plasmons are sim-
ilarly guided as light wave in optic fibers [35]; redesign of curved image planes, as
in the flattened Luneburg lens [36, 37] and so on. Other than these light guiding
applications, transformation media can also be used for design of perfect lenses with
arbitrary geometry, which we shall study in the next chapter.
4.2.3 Anisotropy in transformation
One common property of transformation-media is the material constitutive param-
eters are usually anisotropic. The presence of anisotropy in transformation-media is
not inevitable [33], nor is it always detrimental [85]. However sometimes anisotropy
can be a problem, especially anisotropy in the permeability implies the need for
magnetic metamaterials, which are more difficult to engineer and have more losses,
than materials with anisotropy in permittivity. In this section we shall understand
the origins of anisotropy in transformation-media, and in the next section we shall
briefly discuss how one might minimise this.
First we begin with a simple example with a simple transformation (fig 4.4). We
begin from an electromagnetic space which is vacuum (fig 4.4(a)) and stretch some
region of this space by a factor of a in the x-direction (fig 4.4(b)). From eqn (4.11), we
can easily obtain the permittivity and permeability of the transformation-media as
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diag(¯x, ¯y, ¯z) = diag(µ¯x, µ¯y, µ¯z), where ¯x = µ¯x = a, ¯y = µ¯y = 1/a, ¯z = µ¯z = 1/a.
Note the resulting anisotropy. We can work out the wave-vector of light in the various
directions within the transformation-media, namely kx =
√
yµzk0 =
√
zµyk0 =
k0/a, ky =
√
xµzk0 =
√
zµxk0 = k0 and kz =
√
xµyk0 =
√
yµxk0 = k0. From this
we can easily work out how the transformation-media bends light. If an incident light
ray makes an angle θi with the x-axis, it is refracted by the transformation-media by
an angle of θr, where tan(θr) = a−1 tan(θi) (fig 4.3(b)), just as we had designed it to.
Note the act of stretching solely in the x-direction resulted in the anisotropy in the
x− y or x− z plane. Similarly preserving the aspect ratio of the y − z plane results
in isotropy in the y− z plane. Thus from this simple example, we can conclude that
the degree of anisotropy is dependent on the asymmetry of a unit cube due to the
diffeomorphism.
To see this more quantitatively, we can consider a more general case of dilations
in all x, y, z-directions. Suppose we have a diffeomorphism is such that, for each
unit cube ({dx, dy, dz}) in free space ( = µ = 1), undergoes a dilation such that
dx¯ = a.dx, dy¯ = b.dy, dz¯ = c.dz. Then using eqn (4.11), the constitutive parameters
for the transformation-media is given by diag(¯x, ¯y, ¯z) = diag(µ¯x, µ¯y, µ¯z), where
¯x = µ¯x = a/(bc), ¯y = µ¯y = b/(ac), ¯z = µ¯z = c/(ab). Thus if we maintained
the aspect ratio b = c 6= a, then we would arrive at the same results as before -
isotropy only in the y − z plane. The result we have obtained also holds for more
general proper transformations, such as rotations and shearing, where a, b, c would
now correspond to the dilations along the principal axes.
4.2.4 Minimising anisotropy - beyond the quasi-conformal trans-
formation
We have seen that the degree of anisotropy is dependent on the diffeomorphism
used. Given certain boundary conditions (say the final shape of the transformed
media), the transformation we use, hence the transformation-media we obtain, is
non-unique - there are more than one diffeomorphisms between electromagnetic and
physical spaces. Here we will examine how to derive a class of diffeomorphisms which
minimises the degree of anisotropy.
The class of diffeomorphisms which maintains isotropy in 2-d (planes mapped to
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Figure 4.4: Degree of anisotropy depends on asymmetry/aspect ratio of transformed
unit cells. Fig (a) the electromagnetic space is vacuum, and the ray trajectories
(red arrow) are straight rays. Fig (b) in the physical space, a transformed-media
(shaded blue) has permittivity and permeability, diag(¯x, ¯y, ¯z) = diag(µ¯x, µ¯y, µ¯z),
where ¯x = µ¯x = a, ¯y = µ¯y = 1/a, ¯z = µ¯z = 1/a , which would bend light (bent-red
arrow) as shown in the figure. Note the degree of anisotropy is a function of a.
planes) are the conformal maps. If we are given a finite space with fixed boundaries
to perform the transformation, we may not be able to find a suitable conformal trans-
formation. We can relax this restriction by allowing some (but minimal) anisotropy,
and such transformations are known as the quasi-conformal maps. Because trans-
formation media obtained from quasi-conformal maps are nearly isotropic for a 2-d
plane, such material can be further approximated to be non-magnetic (µ = 1), with-
out much deviation from the ideal as long as the incident EM wave is confined to a
2-d plane. Being non-magnetic, these “approximate” quasi-conformal transformation
media are obviously easier to fabricate, and has been successfully demonstrated in
a number of applications: such as 2-d carpet cloaks [33, 34], and flatten Luneburg
lens [37] with zero-aberration and ultrawide field of vision. While conformal and
quasi-conformal maps have obvious advantages these maps are valid only for 2-d
maps from planes to planes. Although higher dimensional conformal maps do exist,
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they are extremely restrictive5.
Therefore there is great value and, we shall briefly explore how one might ex-
tend the idea of quasi-conformality beyond 2-d. To do so, first we would need a
reasonable measure of anisotropy. Since the metric (gij) is a measure of distance
(ds2 = gijdxidxj), a measure of anisotropy based on the metric would be a good
starting point. Let’s suppose that the electromagnetic space has a Euclidean metric
gij = δij , then the metric of the transformed space would be g¯i¯j¯ = Λ
i
i¯gijΛ
j
j¯
, where
Λii¯ =
∂xi
∂x¯i¯
(written in matrix form this gives g¯ = Λ>Λ). Suppose that the jth eigen-
values of the metric g¯ at position x = xi is given by {λ(j)i }. Then a suitable measure
for anisotropy would be
βN ∝
∞∑
i=−∞
N∑
j=1
(
λ
(j)
i −
Tr(g¯i)
N
)2
(4.12)
where Tr(g¯i) is the trace of the metric at x = xi, and N is the dimension of the
space. Physically the terms in the rounded brackets is a measure of the deviation
of the eigenvalues from an average value defined by the trace. We can rewrite the
summation terms in eqn (4.12) in a manifestly covariant form by using Tr(g¯i) =∑N
j=1 λ
(j)
i and Tr(g¯
2
i ) =
∑N
j=1 λ
(j)2
i . The measure of anisotropy we obtained then is
given by:
βN =
ˆ
Ω
dx3√
g¯
W (x)
(
Tr(g¯2(x))− 1
N
Tr(g¯(x))2
)
(4.13)
where we replaced the summation with integrals over a volume Ω; g¯ is the determi-
nant of the metric and W (x) is an arbitrary weighting function which we can set
to make the integrand dimensionless. The weight to use should also be manifestly
covariant, thus we can use W (x) = g¯2/N .
We can easily see that for N = 2 dimensions, from eqn (4.13), βN reduces to
β2 =
ˆ
Ω
dx3√
g¯
(
1
2
Tr(g¯(x))2
g¯
− 2
)
(4.14)
which is precisely the modified-Liao functional used by Li and Pendry [33] as a
measure of anisotropy. By minimising eqn (4.14), subject to slipping boundary
conditions, we can therefore obtain the 2-D quasi-conformal maps.
Thus by minimising βN (eqn (4.13)), we have a method for deriving classes
of diffeomorphisms which minimises anisotropy for N > 2 dimensions. One can
5The only higher dimensional conformal maps are stereographic projections or inversions.
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either solve the minimisation of βN , using calculus of variations from which we
would obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations6; or we can solve the minimisation by
numerical methods. At this point we should also note that βN as defined in eqn
(4.13) is dependent on the weighting function which is non-unique. Instead of using
determinants we could have used say W (x) = Tr(g¯(x))2 which maybe simpler to
evaluate7.
4.3 Generalised PLT
In section 4.1 we have introduced the concept of perfect lens theorem (PLT) through
which we can extend the concept of the simple  = µ = −1 flat perfect lens to a
more general anisotropic, inhomogeneous, but flat perfect lens. In section 4.2, we
demonstrated how we can relate electromagnetic configurations with different geom-
etry, through the concept of transformation optics. Moreover, such a mathemati-
cal relation can be made physical and implemented through transformation-media.
Combining the concept of PLT with transformation optics, we can therefore further
generalise and extend the perfect lens from a flat lens to a lens with an arbitrary
geometry. The procedure is simple, first we choose an appropriate diffeomorphism
which flattens coordinate surfaces, then we can apply PLT in this flatten cartesian
coordinates, following which we would transform back to the original curvillinear
coordinates, to obtain a curved perfect lens. The details of this procedure will be
deferred to section 5.2. Now to the astute reader, one may already realise that trans-
formation optics is the more general framework, and within this framework PLT is
only one particular type of transformation optics. If we include improper transfor-
mations such as reflections (or according to Ulf [81], folding transformations) we
would obtain PLT as a specific example. However regardless of PLT or improper-
transformation optics, both methods have an important caveat, that is the region
of validity must be source-free (no charges or currents), in order for fields in CM to
be mirror images of each other. Care must therefore be taken when applying im-
proper transformations, for spaces with sources [83], as the physical implications can
6We may have to solve a N
2+N
2
coupled PDE.
7For instance, using such weight, for N = 2, we get β2 =
´
Ω
dx3√
g¯
(
2. g¯Tr(g¯(x))2
)
which has an
integrand that is inverse of the modified-Liao functional.
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Figure 4.5: Fig (a) when improper-transformations are applied indiscriminately, to
maintain covariance, we would need to artificially place a sink (black dot) and source
(red dot) at the image points s1 and s2. Note the power flow S (blue arrows). Fig
(b) an alternative approach, is to first mathematically “move” the point source o
backwards to a virtual source v, whereby the space is now source-free and symmetries
of fields from PLT/improper transformations can be applied. The yellow region is
now source-free though it has become anomalously divergent [86, 87]. See section
6.3.1 and 6.3.3 for further details.
be drastically different (fig 4.5 illustrates this). If we impose the symmetries from
improper-transformations indiscrimnately over regions with sources, then in order
to maintain covariance, we would need to artificially add physical sinks/sources at
the image points (fig 4.5(a)). A more causally feasible procedure, is to first mathe-
matically “move” the point source backwards to create a source-free region of space,
before applyling the field symmetries from PLT/transformation optics (fig 4.5(b)).
This way we would not need to add artificial sinks/sources at the image points s1 and
s2; though in exchange we would create an anomalously divergent region of fields 8.
The procedure to mathematically “move” the points sources and how to resolve this
seemingly unphysical divergent region of fields shall be further discussed in chapter
6 (section 6.3.1 and 6.3.3).
8Milton et al [86, 87] refers to this divergent region as anomalous divergent

5. Applications of the compact
perfect lens I
As we have seen (section 4.1), a perfect lens can be regarded as a complementary
media to its surrounding environment. The optical cancellation of the surrounding
media with its complementary, followed by the translocation of the optical fields from
the object to image plane, is what we regard as imaging. And the entire process of
optical cancellation and translocation is then what we regard as perfect lensing.
In the flat geometry this translocation is merely a translation from one plane to
another. Optical information is faithfully transferred, though subwavelength features
remains subwavelength, hence invisible in the far-field. For a class of perfect lenses,
with compact geometry - the compact perfect lens (CPL) - this translocation is both
a translation and magnification of the object plane [23]. If such magnification is
large enough, this opens up a possibility of magnifying subwavelength objects to
become images visible in the far-field. In other words we have a means to transform
evanescent near-fields in the object plane to propagating far-fields (a type of hyper-
lens [88–90]). In this and the following chapter, we shall focus on the properties and
applications of such CPL. The applications hence the chapters are broadly divided
into two. For this chapter, we shall explore the scattering properties of CPL, and
show how a conventional scatterer when combined with the CPL will lead to a
class of super-scatterers. Following this, in the next chapter, we shall explore the
transmission properties of CPL, and show how when combined with a phase array,
we would obtain the super phase arrays. For both chapters we shall see how CPL
can enhance the properties of objects embedded within over and beyond what can
be achieved conventionally.
This chapter is broadly divided into 3 parts. First we shall examine what are
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super-scatterers and how we can construct them (section 5.1 and 5.2). Following this
we shall present the numerical models we use to study them (section 5.3). Finally
we shall examine three specific examples of such super-scatterers, and see how the
presence of CPL enhances the scattering properties of these scatterers (section 5.4),
and conclude this chapter with some remarks about applications (section 5.5).
5.1 What are super-scatterers?
The combination of a CPL with a scatterer is a super-scatterer (SS) [24, 25]. It
is “super” because such a scatterer has an enhanced scattering cross section much
larger than its physical size. While, it has been known that, normal, conventional,
resonant scatterers interact with the waves of incident radiation in such a manner
that their scattering cross sections can be much larger than their physical sizes [2, 70],
however, for large non-resonant scatterers these interactions are mainly with rays in
the regime of geometrical optics. Hence the scattering cross sections of such normal
scatterers are only of the order of the physical cross section - for instance, a big
object would cast a sharp shadow that has the same size as the object.
For such a normal conventional scatterer, one might enlarge scattering cross
section by using conventional lens to capture light rays which impact on the lens.
However such an endeavor can never generate an image bigger than the physical
dimension of the scatterer (that is the lens). In contrast a super-scatterer can do
much better, by capturing light rays which do not impact the lens, to form an image
larger than the physical size of the lens (fig 5.1). The role of the CPL then, is akin
to “converting” a non-resonant scatterer to a composite, resonant, super scatterer.
To see this significance, in this chapter, the scatterers which we shall “convert”, are
mainly non-resonant and electromagnetically large, hence in the domain of geomet-
rical optics. We shall see how the presence of the CPL can enhance these geometrical
scattering properties by blurring the lines between ray and wave optics. To this end
we shall examine three specific types of Super-Scatterers - the transparent SS [24],
the absorber SS and the retro-reflector SS [25]. First, through the transparent SS,
we will show how a super-scatterer can map an internal space to an external space
much larger than itself. Second, we will show how an absorber SS can cast a larger
shadow than its physical size and finally we will demonstrate the use of SS to create
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Figure 5.1: The scattering cross section of a super-scatterer contrasted with a normal
conventional scatterer.
a super all-angle retro-reflector.
5.2 Constructing the super-scatterer
As briefly described in section 4.3, using the tools of transformation optics (TO)
and PLT we have a systemative strategy of creating a CPL, which can be combined
with a normal scatterer to form a super-scatterer. Fig 5.2 shows a brief schematic of
our strategy. First we divide space into 3 compact regions, labeled 1, 2 and 3, with
region 3 surrounded by 2 and so forth. Let the permittivity and permeability of the
3 regions be denoted by tensors I and µI , where the subscript I = 1, 2, 3 denotes
the respective regions. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that region 1 is
filled with 1 = µ1 = 1 (or vacuum), and region 3 is where we place our object that
we want to magnify. Now we begin by asking the question, what material must we
fill region 2 with so that 2,µ2 in region 2 would be complementary to 1,µ1 in
region 1. In other words what material property must the CPL in region 2 have.
To accomplish this we need to use a suitable map f that can map the compact
regions 1,2,3 (with coordinates {x, y, z} in fig 5.2) to a planar slabs which we denote
as regions 1′, 2′, 3′ (with coordinates {u, v, w}). If such a map exist, we can use the
concepts of transformation optics, to transform 1,µ1 of region 1 (using eqn (4.11))
to ¯1, µ¯1 of region 1′. Next, we can apply the concepts of PLT (using eqn (4.3)) to
determine ¯2, µ¯2 so that region 2′ can be complementary to Region 1′. Finally we
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can apply transformation optics in reverse to determine the required 2,µ2. The
composite structure of the object (with 3,µ3) together with the CPL (with 2,µ2)
is therefore our required SS. As mentioned previously, the presence of the CPL not
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the creation of super scatterers. A map f is used to map
regions 1,2,3 to regions 1′, 2′, 3′. Transformation optics (TO) is used to determine
the permittivity and permeability, ¯I , µ¯I in regions 1′, 2′, 3′, from I ,µI in regions
1,2,3, (where I = 1, 2, 3 is the index for the respective regions). Perfect lens theorem
(PLT) is used to determine the complementary medium
only optically cancels the surrounding space, it also translocates the interior (region
3) to the exterior (region 1). This stretching of space modifies the properties of the
embedded scatterer therefore need to be accounted for.
Now, suppose if the permittivity and permeability of region 3 is given by 3(x)
and µ3(x). And if Γ is a map which enlarges region 3 to fill up the optically canceled
region (Region 1+2) 1. Then the effective permittivity and permeability, eff,µeff,
of the super scatterer we have obtained in the procedure above, would (from eqn
1If ∂Ω3 and ∂Ω1 are the outer boundaries of Region 3 and 1 respectively, then Γ : ∂Ω3 → ∂Ω1
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(4.11)) be given by:
eff(Γ(x)) =
Γ′3(x)Γ′>
|Γ′| , µeff(Γ(x)) =
Γ′µ3(x)Γ′>
|Γ′| (5.1)
where Γ′ = ∂Γ∂x and |Γ′| is the determinant of Γ′ . If this scaling is isotropic (that is
Γ(x) = γx, where γ is the scaling factor to enlarge region 3) then eqn (5.1) can be
reduced to
eff(γx) =
3(x)
γ
, µeff(γx) =
µ3(x)
γ
(5.2)
Now suppose if on the other hand, we want to design a super-scatterer with an
effective size of γΩ3 (where Ω3 is the volume of region 3) with an effective permittivity
and permeability, eff,µeff, we can reverse eqn (5.2) to determine what permittivity
and permeability, 3,µ3 we should fill region 3 with.
5.2.1 Example - a cylindrical SS
Now that we have seen the general principles of how to create a SS, we will show
an explicit example of how to create a cylindrical super-scatterer [91] using these
principles. Let
{
xi
}
= (x, y, z) be the Cartesian coordinates to describe a set of
Figure 5.3: Coordinate transformation used to transform an annulus in the Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) to planes in the new (u, v, w)coordinate system. The planes are
located at uI = ln(rI/r0).
annular region, where region I = 1, 2, 3 is defined by rI−1 < r ≤ rI . Let
{
x¯i
}
=
(u, v, w) be the curvilinear coordinates describing a set of planar region I ′ = 1′, 2′, 3′
defined by uI′−1 < u ≤ uI′ . If we choose a map f : x→ x¯ such that
x = r0 exp(u) cos(v), y = r0 exp(u) cos(v), z = w (5.3)
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we can map annular regions I to planar regions I ′ as shown in fig 5.3.
Let the optical material parameters in region I be denoted by I ,µI , and the
electric and magnetic fields be EI ,HI (where the index I = 1, 2, 3 denotes the
region). Similarly in the new coordinates let ¯I , µ¯I , and E¯I , H¯I correspond to the
optical material parameters and fields in the equivalent region I ′.
Using eqn (4.8) from transformation optics, and the map f , defined by eqn (5.3),
we can map the electric and magnetic fields EI ,HI , in region I to the equivalent
electric and magnetic fields E¯I , H¯I , in region I ′. If the components of EI are given
by
{
EIj
}
= (EIx, E
I
y , E
I
z ) and E¯I by
{
E¯i
I
}
= (E¯Iu, E¯
I
v , E¯
I
w) (where the index i, j
denotes the field orientation) then:
E¯Iu = x.E
I
x + y.E
I
y , E¯
I
v = −y.EIx + x.EIy , E¯Iw = EIz , (5.4)
Similarly if the permittivity and permeability in Cartesian coordinates are given by
I = µI = diag
[
(I)x , 
(I)
y , 
(I)
z
]
rI−1 < r ≤ rI (5.5)
then using the strategy from before (section 5.2), we get the material parameters for
the cylindrical SS (with physical size r2) as:

(1)
x = +1 
(1)
y = +1 
(1)
z = +1 r2 ≤ r

(2)
x = −1 (2)y = −1 (2)z = − r
4
2
r4
r3 ≤ r ≤ r2

(3)
x = +1 
(3)
y = +1 
(3)
z = +
r42
r43
eff r ≤ r3
(5.6)
The effective permittivity (permeability) of the SS as seen by an incident field would
be given by:
eff = diag
[
1, 1, eff
]
= diag
[
1, 1,

(3)
z
γ2
]
, r ≤ r1 (5.7)
(where γ = r22/r23 ) with an apparent effective size given by r1 - whence in the new
coordinates, region 1′ is designed to optically cancel region 2′ , this means that the
width of region 1′ is equal to the width of region 2′ (or u2− u3 = u1− u2) so that in
Cartesian coordinates this implies that
r1 =
r22
r3
(5.8)
Hence depending on what type of SS we want to design (that is what eff) and what
effective size of the SS we want (that is what r1), we can use (5.6) above to design
such a SS.
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Now for the discussion of the later parts, we will examine the scattering of light
from 3 particular types of cylindrical SS, given by 3 different eff, namely the i)
transparent SS (with eff = 1) ii) absorber SS (with 
(3)
x = 
(3)
y = eff = 1 + iα,
where α > 0 is a measure of loss) and iii) retro-reflector SS (with eff = 4).
5.3 Methods of analyzing scattering
In this section we shall examine how electromagnetic waves interact with our cylin-
drical SS we have derived from section 5.2.1. We would firstly examine how the
super-scatterer increases the scattering cross section by using the simple ray-optics.
Following this we will show how a full wave solution can be obtained using cylindrical
wave expansion.
5.3.1 Ray optics
In this section we will use a simple ray tracing technique to find out how a set of
rays coming in from infinity will interact with a transparent SS. Again the labeling
of the various regions in this discussion follows from fig 5.3.
The trajectory of a ray in free space (region 1) is given by
r =
b
sin(φ)
, r ≥ r2 (5.9)
where b is the impact parameter (r, φ are the usual cylindrical polar coordinates).
Now since region 1′ and 2′ are complementary, according to PLT (fig 4.1), the sym-
metry of the Poynting vector implies ray trajectories in region 1′ is a mirror reflection
to that in region 2′. Transforming the ray trajectory in region 1 (from eqn (5.9) into
the new coordinates we have the following trajectory in region 1′:
r0 exp(u) =
b
sin(v)
, u ≥ u2 (5.10)
Invoking the reflection symmetry about the interface of region 1′ and 2′, this implies
that the ray trajectory in region 2′ in the new coordinate system would be:
r0 exp(2u2 − u) = b
sin(v)
, u3 ≤ u ≤ u2 (5.11)
which we can then transform back to the Cartesian coordinates as:
r22
r
=
b
sin(φ)
, r3 ≤ r ≤ r2 (5.12)
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the trajectories of rays in region 2.
Similarly for the inner most region, we make use of PLT again to determine the
trajectories. Since following the optical cancelation, the rays from the boundaries of
region 1′ are translated (by (u1 − u3)) to region 3′ (see fig 4.2(b)), we should get:
r0 exp(u1 − u3 + u) = b
sin(v)
, u ≤ u3 (5.13)
which we can then transform back to the old Cartesian coordinates as:
r =
r3
r1
.
b
sin(φ)
=
r23
r22
.
b
sin(φ)
, r ≤ r3 (5.14)
where we used eqn (5.8) to express the trajectory as a function of the inner and outer
radii of the NRIM annulus. Now with eqn (5.9), (5.12), (5.14), we can completely
describe the ray trajectories for our structure which we plot in fig 5.4(a).
Figure 5.4: Fig (a) ray trajectories for the transparent SS. The black solid lines are
the boundaries of the NRIM lens, while the black dashed line is the annular region of
vacuum which is optically canceled by the lens. The blue lines are the set of incident
rays which impacts the lens while the green lines are rays that don’t. The red lines
are self closed loops which are localized optical modes evanescently coupled to the
green lines. Fig (b) full wave solution of the same transparent SS. Plot shows the
color contour plot of field magnitude |Ez| in the x, y plane.
We note from these equations, that the trajectories in all the regions are connected
(or continuous) as long as b ≤ r2 (fig 5.4(a)) . This forms the first set of trajectories
which on impact with the NRIM lens, are refracted and channeled within to the
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inner core. We also note that the trajectories within the inner core are compressed
by a factor of r1/r3 just as expected.
The second set of trajectories in region 1, are those that do not impact the NRIM
and appear to escape (the green lines in fig 5.4). These trajectories belong to the
same set as trajectories in region 2 and 3 which forms self closed loops (the red lines
in fig 5.4). These self closed loops are localized optical modes which are evanescently
coupled to the trajectories in region 1 which seems to escape. In other words this
set of self closed loops are an exact replica of the second set of trajectories in region
1. This implies that if we place an object in region 3, which interacts with these self
closed loops, the information of this interaction is transmitted to the rays outside in
region 1 effecting a change. Conversely any changes to the ray paths in these parts
of region 1 would be reflected by changes to these self closed loops. It is this unique
feature which gives the SS it’s ‘edge’ over conventional scatterers.
Now we note that the self closed loops which are larger are coupled to trajectories
in region 1 which are nearer to the NRIM lens. These trajectories are more strongly
coupled as they are physically nearer compared to smaller self closed loops which are
coupled to trajectories further away. As such we would expect, any losses present in
the NRIM to kill off these smaller self closed loops first. Eventually with sufficient
amount of losses one would expect all the self closed loops to be killed off and the
cylindrical perfect lens can only then capture only rays which impact on the lens
itself (the blue lines in fig 5.4(a)).
We also note that this evanescent coupling is due to surface plasmon resonances
on the NRIM, so it is entirely a resonance phenomenon - that is to say such a coupling
takes a finite amount of time; the same amount of time as it takes to build up the
resonance [92, 93]. This implies that any time varying interactions with the light rays
in region 3 will take a finite amount of time to be effected in region 1, so fluctuations
which are faster than the time it takes to build up the resonance is not captured by
this coupling. The time it takes to establish such a resonance shall be more fully
explored later in chapter 7.
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5.3.2 Full wave solution
The analysis in the previous section using rays is simple enough for us to understand
the reason behind why SS can have a larger scattering cross sectional area than
conventional scatterers. However we cannot determine precisely how losses will affect
the performance of such a scatterer. In addition we need a more general model
which works not only for the transparent SS but a general class of SS. With this in
mind, in order to be more precise and rigorous in our examination of electromagnetic
interaction with our SS structure, we need to move beyond the ray analysis to the
full wave solution of Maxwell’s equations. Here we will solve the full wave problem
using a method known as transfer matrices [94]. In the same way that we have derive
the trajectories in the ray model, we need to first work out what the wave solutions
are in the various regions, then match them by enforcing boundary conditions.
Now suppose an incident plane wave (in polar coordinates) of the following form
impacts the SS
Eincz = Ez0 exp(ik1r cosφ− iωt)
= Ez0
∑m=∞
m=−∞ Jm(k1r)i
m exp(imφ− iωt)
(5.15)
where we assume that the electric field vector is parallel to the cylinder axis (or
z-axis), and the wave vector of magnitude k1 lies along the x-axis, and is given by
k1 = ω/c (5.16)
In the second line of the eqn (5.15), the incident plane wave is decomposed to a sum
of cylindrical waves using the Jacobi-Anger expansion [95] where Jm is a cylindrical
Bessel function of order m.
Now solving for Maxwell’s equations, given the above initial conditions, it can be
shown that the field solutions for region 1 is given by
E(1)z = E
inc
z + E
scatt
z
= Ez0
m=∞∑
m=−∞
[
Jm(k1r) + amH
(1)
m (k1r)
]
ime(imφ−iωt), r ≥ r2 (5.17)
where the first term is the incident, the second is the outgoing cylindrical waves,
and H(1)m is the Hankel functions of the 1st kind. Here am is the amplitude of
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the scattered cylindrical wave. Now to determine the field solution for region 2,
we can either solve Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates again with the
permittivity and permeability given by eqn (5.6) or a much simpler way, is to make
use of the symmetries in PLT. Using the symmetries of fields (that is E¯(2) is a mirror
image of E¯(1)), the fields in region 2′ is related to that in region 1′ by
E¯(2)z (u, v) = E¯
(1)
z (2u2 − u, v), u ≤ u2 (5.18)
Therefore the fields in region 2 would then be given by
E(2)z = Ez0
m=∞∑
m=−∞
[
bmJm(k2
[
r22
r
]
) + cmH
(1)
m (k2
[
r22
r
]
)
]
ime(imφ−iωt), r3 ≤ r ≤ r2
(5.19)
where k2 = k1, bm = 1, cm = am, in the lossless case.
To generalize to the lossy NRIM case we see that a lossy region 2 is no longer
complementary to region 1 (vacuum), but is complementary to a pseudo-region 1 -
that is a region 1 that has gain, where (1) = µ(1) = (1− iδ), ∀r > r2 and δ > 0 is a
measure of gain of the PRIM in this pseudo-region 1. This implies that for a lossy
NRIM the material properties becomes
(2)(r) = (1− iδ)(2)ideal(r)
µ(2)(r) = (1− iδ)µ(2)ideal(r)
, r3 ≤ r ≤ r2 (5.20)
where (2)ideal,µ
(2)
ideal, are the ideal lossless material parameters given by eqn (5.6),
and δ > 0 is now a measure of losses in the NRIM. Using eqn (5.20), the wave-vector
in Region 2 would then be given by
k2 = (1− iδ)k1 (5.21)
Consequently, bm 6= 1, cm 6= am in the general lossy case.
Finally for region 3 with (3)x = 
(3)
y = 1, 
(3)
z =
r42
r43
eff, (∀r ≤ r3, and (3) = µ(3))
E(3)z = Ez0
m=∞∑
m=−∞
[dmJm(k3r)] im exp(imφ− iwt), r ≤ r3 (5.22)
where
k3 =
(
r2
r3
)2√

(3)
x eff.k1 (5.23)
(Note for the case of an absorber SS we have (3)x = 
(3)
y = eff = 1 + iα and α > 0 is
a measure of loss). Physically dm is the amplitude of the transmitted wave of order
m.
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Now with eqn (5.17), (5.19), (5.22), we have determined the general solutions
of the fields in each of the regions. To have a consistent overall solution, we still
need to determine the unknown scattering coefficients am, bm, cm, dm, subjected to
boundary conditions at the interfaces of the various regions. That is the tangential
E and H fields must be matched and continuous across each interface:
EI‖(r) = E
I+1
‖ (r), I = 1, 2 (5.24)
HI‖(r) = H
I+1
‖ (r) I = 1, 2 (5.25)
where EI‖,H
I
‖, are the respective E and H field vectors projected onto the surface of
the interface and the superscript again represents the regions that the fields are in.
Using the E-field solution given by eqn (5.17), (5.19), (5.22), we can easily determine
the H field vectors using Maxwell equation:
∇×E = −µ.H˙ (5.26)
Since E‖ = Ezzˆ, using eqn (5.26), we get:
EI‖ = E
I
z zˆ, (5.27)
HI‖ = Hφ =
−i
µφµ0w
.
∂
∂r
EIz (5.28)
which can then be used in eqn (5.24), (5.25) to determine the scattering coefficients.
Now with the scattering coefficients am, bm, cm, dm, and eqn (5.17), (5.19), (5.22),
we can fully determine the electric field and intensity distribution of a SS in the
presence of an incident plane wave. Moreover with, these scattering coefficients we
can determine how each cylindrical wave component (of order m) individually would
be affected by the presence of different scatterers. Of particular importance is the
scattering coefficients am and dm, which are linked to the reflection and transmission
coefficients of the cylindrical wave mode (of order m). So when a wave of order m
scatters from a scatterer, it will have am 6= 0. Similarly |dm|2 gives us a measure of
the power transmitted into region 3 (for the ideal transparent SS, |dm|2 = 1).
Now if we know am, we can also determine the scattered field distribution at
large distances away. So if we take the asymptotic limits (r → ∞) of the Hankel
functions in eqn (5.17), this would give us:
Escattz (r →∞, φ) =
(√
2
pik1r
ei(kr−pi/4)
)
g(φ) (5.29)
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where g(φ) is the angular distribution of scattered field amplitude at infinity, other-
wise known as the scattering amplitude
g(φ) =
[
a0 + 2
∞∑
m=1
am cos(mφ)
]
(5.30)
Eqn (5.30) will be useful later when we determine the back-scattered intensity dis-
tribution (∼ |g(pi)|2) of a retro-reflecting SS in section 5.4.3.
5.3.3 The localization principle
Before we make use of the tools from the previous sections to analyze the scattering of
a SS, it is instructive to note that the full wave analysis from section 5.3.2 is related
to the ray analysis in section 5.3.1. This connection is given by the localization
principle [96] which states that a term of order m in the cylindrical wave expansion
is related to a ray with an impact parameter b = m/k1.
This can be understood when we examine the Bessel function Jm(k1r) of the
cylindrical wave expansion of a plane wave (from eqn (5.15)). We see that because
|Jm(k1r)| ≈
 1 k1r ≥ m0 k1r < m (5.31)
it implies that a cylindrical wave of order m, will not (normally) interact with the
scatterer with dimensions d, when d < m/k1, in the exact same way that a ray
will not interact with a scatterer when it’s impact parameter b > d. Another way to
understand this correspondence between rays and waves is the analogy with quantum
(wave) mechanics. A light ray with momentum ~k1 and impact parameter b has
an angular momentum ~k1b. Correspondingly a cylindrical wave of order m has
an angular momentum i~∂φψ = ~m, so this means that a ray corresponds to a
cylindrical wave mode m = k1b.
Now we can apply the localization principle to relate the discussion we have in
ray modeling of SS with the wave model. Previously we have seen from section
5.3.1 (fig 5.4(a)) that there are two sets of rays , firstly a set of (green) rays in
region 1 (r2 < r < r1), which do not impact the SS, and a second set of (blue)
rays which does. The set of (green) non-impact rays, we claimed to be evanescently
coupled to the internal optical modes (red rays); and we claim it is this coupling what
gives the SS a scattering cross section enhancement over conventional scatterer. If
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such a coupling exist, then according to the localization principle, when we examine
the corresponding cylindrical wave modes of order m2 < m < m1 (m1 = k1r1,
m2 = k1r2), we would find that am, dm 6= 0 (dm = 1, for an ideal lossless transparent
SS). In addition, we also claim previously that increasing material losses will kill the
coupling for non-impact rays which are further away (with a larger impact parameter
b). Correspondingly, we would then expect that increasing losses would extinguish
these cylindrical wave modes (that is scattering coefficients am, dm → 0), starting
from modes with larger m.
5.4 Scattering of a super-scatterer
Using the machinery from the previous sections, we can now study the full wave
interaction of an electromagnetic wave with our SS. In this section we will examine
the electromagnetic interaction with 3 different super-scatterers - the transparent SS,
the absorber SS and the retro-reflector SS - and through this we will demonstrate the
capability of NRIM lens to enhance the scattering cross section beyond conventional
optical means.
5.4.1 Transparent super-scatterer
The cylindrical transparent SS that we will be studying here is defined by a scatterer
with material parameters given by eqn (5.6) with eff = 1. Such a transparent SS
has an effective permittivity and permeability, eff = µeff = 1, with an effective
size r1 = r22/r3 (r2 and r3 refers to the outer and inner radii of the NRIM annulus).
Hence ideally in the absence of losses such a SS would be completely transparent to
incoming electromagnetic waves. By examining how losses in the NRIM layer would
affect the transparency of such a SS, we can understand the mechanism behind
super-enhancement and how material losses can affect the performances of a general
super-scatterer.
Using the results from the previous section, fig 5.4(b) shows a contour plot of
<(Ez) as a function of x, y, of an incident electromagnetic plane wave in the presence
of an ideal lossless transparent SS. Comparing the full wave analysis in fig 5.4(b) with
the ray traced results in fig 5.4(a), we can see that the rays in fig 5.4(a) are normal
to the wave or phase fronts of fig 5.4(b) just as expected. We can also see that
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the magnitude of the electric fields are uniform for all the regions so there is no
distinction between the set of rays which impact the NRIM and the set which don’t.
In particular the self closed loops have the same intensity as rays which are guided
in by refraction. In addition we note that the number of wave lengths in the effective
volume of the SS (that is region 1, delineated by the dashed line in fig 5.4(b)) is the
same as the number of wavelengths in region 3, demonstrating that region 3 is an
optical equivalent of this effective volume albeit a compressed one.
Figure 5.5: Fig (a) contour plots of E field strength <(Ez) (a1 to c1), and Intensity
(|Ez|) (a2 to c2) showing effects of increasing losses, for δ = 5×10−4, 5×10−3, 5×10−2
respectively. Fig (b) plot of the transmitted scattering coefficient dm as a function
of the angular order m, for various loss δ in the NRIM lens (r2 = 20, r3 = 10). The
two solid black lines are defines the boundaries of region 1 with m2 = k1r2 = 15,
m1 = k1r1 = 30.
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Fig 5.5 shows a contour plot of <(Ez) and |Ez| for various magnitude of losses in
the NRIM of the transparent SS. Further to our discussion in section 5.3.1, we can
see in fig 5.5(a), as we increase the amount of losses in the NRIM δ from δ = 5×10−4
to δ = 5 × 10−2, the E field strength in the core region decreases in extent. This
effect is most acute at the edges near y = r3, which as explained in section 5.3.1, is
due to the killing of the coupling between the propagating modes (the green lines) in
vacuum with the localized optical modes (the red lines) in the NRIM (see fig 5.4(a)).
Now applying the localization principle from section 5.3.3, we can discuss more
quantitatively the effects of losses on each cylindrical wave mode (of order m), by
examining the effects of losses on the scattering coefficient dm (the transmitted field
amplitude). In fig 5.5(b), we plot a graph of the transmitted field amplitude dm in
region 3 for the various orders of m. As we have seen, optical modes with m2 ≤
m ≤ m1 (m1 = k1r1 and m2 = k1r2) corresponds to the rays in region 1 which does
not impact the SS. Now dm(m) = 1 indicates that the SS can perfectly capture light
rays with impact parameter m/k1, while conversely dm(m) = 0 indicates that the
SS does not interact with the non-impact light rays at all. The effective size of the
transparent SS, can thus be defined by the value of m = m0.5 where dm(m0.5) = 0.5,
and the effective size is ∼ m0.5/k1. So from fig 5.5(b), for loss δ = 5 × 10−4 the
effective size of the SS is reff ≈ 31 (as compared to the physical size of the entire
SS which is r = 20). As expected we can see that increasing losses in the SS, reduce
the number non-zero dm or number of optical modes captured, thus for δ . 5×10−2
only rays which impact the SS are captured.
5.4.2 Absorber SS
When region 3 of the transparent SS is lossy - that is eff = µeff = (1 + iα) in eqn
(5.6) (where α > 0 is a measure of losses) - we have an absorber SS. Such a SS (in the
absence of losses in the NRIM layer) also has an effective size r1 = r22/r3 (r2 and r3
refers to the outer and inner radii of the NRIM annulus). Because the absorber SS
is impedance matched to vacuum (since
√

(eff)
z /µ
(eff)
φ = 1), this means that such a
SS has minimal reflections and maximum absorption of the incident electromagnetic
waves. Ideally in the absence of losses in the NRIM, such a SS would behave like a
perfect cylindrical absorber. In this section we will study the ability of this absorber
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SS to cast an enhanced shadow. To avoid confusion, the losses in the core region 3 is
denoted by α (α = 0.23 in this study), while the losses in the NRIM lens is denoted
by δ > 0. An ideal absorber SS is given by a SS which has a lossless NRIM layer
(δ = 0).
Now from fig 5.6(A and B), we can see that an ideal absorber SS (NRIM layer
with r3 = 10, r2 = 20) is completely electromagnetically equivalent (for r ≥ r1) to
a larger lossy cylinder (α = 0.23) with radius r1 = 40 = r22/r3. We can see in the
figure that the shadow cast by the smaller absorber SS has the same extent as the
larger dielectric cylinder. Now we can examine the effect of losses in the NRIM layer
of the SS, by increasing δ. As we can see from fig 5.6(B and C) as we increase δ
from δ = 0 to δ = 5 × 10−3, the extent of the shadow cast by the NRIM structure
decreases as expected.
Again we can be more precise in examining the how losses in the NRIM by looking
at the relative scattering coefficient a(r)m which is defined as:
a(r)m =
a
(SS)
m
a
(cylinder)
m
(5.32)
where a(SS)m is the scattering coefficient of the SS with a lossy NRIM lens (with
inner and outer radius defined as r3 and r2 respectively), and a
(cylinder)
m is the
reflected scattering coefficient of the equivalent normal lossy dielectric cylinder of
radius r1 = r22/r3 . Fig 5.7(a) is the graph of a
(r)
m as a function of the order m, for
a NRIM lens with r3 = 10 and r2 = 20. The relative scattering coefficient is plotted
for various amount of losses in the NRIM given by loss tangent δ, ranging from δ = 0
to δ = 5 × 10−2. In the similar manner as the previous section, a(r)m = 1 indicates
that the SS scatters an optical mode of order m in the same way as a normal lossy
cylinder. Conversely when a(r)m = 0 it indicates that the optical mode of order m
does not interact with the SS. Unlike the previous section a(r)m can be greater than
1, and that just implies that the SS does not scatter the optical mode m in the same
way as a lossy cylinder does. Similar to the previous section the effective size of the
SS (or size of shadow cast), is approximately determined by the value of m = m0.5
where a(r)m (m0.5) = 0.5, so the effective extent of shadow cast is ∼ m0.5/k1. So for
loss δ = 5 × 10−4 the effective size of the SS is reff ≈ 28.7 (whilst the physical size
of the SS is r2 = 20). A complete electromagnetic equivalence between an ideal
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Figure 5.6: Contour plot of field strength < [Ez] (fig A1 to C1) and field magnitude
|Ez| (fig A2 to C2). The solid lines denotes the physical boundaries, while the dashed
line denotes the effective size of the ideal lossless SS (r1 = 40). Fig (A1 and A2) are
the contour plots for a normal lossy cylinder (α = 0.23), of radius r1 = 40. Fig (B1
and B2) shows the extent of shadow cast by the ideal absorber SS and fig (C1 and
C2) for a lossy absorber SS (δ = 5 × 10−3). For fig (B to C) the field for r ≤ r1
have been filtered out, as the field in this region diverges very rapidly which would
saturate the color plots.
absorber SS as compared to the lossy cylinder can be seen by a(r)m = 1,∀m which can
be seen in the δ = 0 curve. With increased amount of losses the number of non-zero
a
(r)
m terms for m2 ≤ m ≤ m1 decreases, showing once again that the losses in the
NRIM layer diminishes the ability of the SS to cast an bigger shadow. Again we can
see from fig 5.7(a) that for δ = δc & 5× 10−2 the lossy Absorber SS will only cast a
shadow as big as the physical dimension of the SS (r = r2), which is expected. Note
once again that this critical loss δc, is consistent with the results from the previous
section.
Now we can also intuitively guess that as the amount of lossy NRIM material
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Figure 5.7: Figure of the relative reflected scattering coefficient a(r)m as a function of
the order m of the Bessel functions, for increasing amount of loss tangent δ in the
NRIM lens. The two solid black lines define the boundaries of region 1. Fig (a) is
the scattering results, for a SS with outer and inner radii r2 = 20, r3 = 10 and fig
(b) is for a SS with r2 = 15, and r3 = 10.
decreases, the absorber SS would also be less sensitive to losses. This is seen in fig
5.7(b) where the outer radius of the NRIM is now reduced to r2 = 15. We can see
that even when we have losses at δc = 5× 10−1 the lens can still capture light rays
which does not impact the lens.
5.4.3 Retro-reflector SS
5.4.3.1 Principles of retro-reflection
A retro-reflector is a scatterer which has a strong directed back-scatter (backward
reflection) so that a significant portion of the incident plane wave is reflected back-
wards in the exact opposite direction. The quality of a retro-reflector is measured by
the magnitude of the back-scattered intensity and the how angularly divergent the
back-scattered radiation is. The higher the back-scattered intensity and the narrower
the back-scattered beam, the better the retro-reflector is. Now a mirror for instance
can be considered as a retro-reflector, but only when the incident plane wave is nor-
mal to the mirror. All retro-reflectors have an angle of acceptance - that is a range of
incident angles such that the incident plane wave can be retro-reflected backwards.
So in the case of a mirror the angle of acceptance is zero, while a corner cube (2
perpendicular mirrors) has an angle of incidence ≈ ±450. An all-angle retro-reflector
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is a retro-reflector which has a full 3600 (or ±1800) angle of acceptance.
Now it can be shown that a cylinder with refractive index n = 22 behaves like
such an all angle retro-reflector [97]. The principle of operation is based on that of a
backward (primary) rainbow. It can be shown from geometrical optics (ray tracing)
[70] that when the refractive index of the cylinder n = 2, the position of the rainbow
caustics lies directly in the opposite direction to that of the incident light rays. That
is a bundle of incident rays with (close to) zero impact parameters, are reflected
backwards from the back surface of the cylinder.
Such a retro-reflector has a number of properties which is useful for our discus-
sion later. Firstly the back-scattered field magnitude |E|∞ (at r → ∞, φ = pi)
should increase monotonically with the radius, d, of the retro-reflecting cylinder, so
larger retro-reflectors have better retro-reflection. If geometrical optics applies (for
sufficiently large d), we would expect the back-scattered field magnitude , |E|∞ (at
r →∞, φ = pi), to be approximately linearly proportional to d. This is because the
incident flux (of rays that will be back-scattered) is linearly proportional to d, and
the angle of divergence of the retro-reflected rays is inversely proportional to d (for
sufficiently large d). So the combined effect is that the intensity of the back-scattered
wave I∞ (at r →∞, φ = pi) is proportional to d2. For the range of d in this report,
more accurate numerical result shows I∞ ∝ d1.5 and |E|∞ ∝ d0.73.
Secondly the magnitude of the of the back-scattered field |E|∞ is also dependent
on the interference effects between the light rays reflected from the front and the back
of the cylinder. This means that when we plot |E|∞ as a function of d , other than
the overall monotonic dependence on d, we will also get oscillations (with spatial
frequency 2k1) due to the constructive and destructive interference of these rays (see
fig 5.8(a)) Here 〈|E|∞〉 refers to the average back-scattered field magnitude with
oscillations due to interference effect averaged out.
Finally because only the bundle of rays with (close to) zero impact parameters are
eventually retro-reflected, this implies from the localization principle only cylindrical
wave modes with low orders of m ∼ 0 are important in retro-reflection.
2It is also important that the cylinder is impedance mismatched to allow for reflections
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Figure 5.8: Fig (a) is a plot of the back-scattered field magnitude at infinity |E|∞,
as a function of the radius d of a dielectric cylinder with refractive index n = 2 (blue
curve) and n = 1.6 (black curve) respectively. The cylinder with n = 2 behaves like
a retro-reflector and 〈|E|∞〉 ∝ d0.73. Fig (b) is a plot of 〈|E|∞〉 as a function of the
radius d2 of the various scattering cylinder where the oscillations due to interference
is filtered out. The green dashed curve is the scattering due to an ideal lossless
retro-reflecting SS, while the red dashed curve is due to an ordinary retro-reflecting
cylinder of the same physical size. All other curves are for the lossy SS. Figure inset
shows the structure of the SS.
5.4.3.2 Results
When region 3 of the SS with radius d2, has material parameters given by eqn (5.6)
with eff = 4, µeff = 1 , then the SS has an effective refractive index of neff = 2.
Such a SS will become a retro-reflecting cylinder with a physical radius d2 but an
effective size d1 = d22/d3 (d2 and d3 are the outer and inner radius of the NRIM
annulus), and this we will refer to as a retro-reflector SS (RR SS) (fig 5.9)
Now since we know from section 5.4.3.1, that any retro-reflecting cylinder has an
averaged back-scattered field magnitude, that scales monotonically with the radius
of the cylinder (〈|E|∞〉 ∝ d0.73), an ideal lossless RR SS, would give an averaged
back-scattered intensity 〈I∞〉 that is approximately (d2/d3)1.5 larger than a normal
retro-reflecting cylinder of the same radius.
Using the results from section 5.3.2 (or eqn (5.29)) we can plot a graph of 〈|E|∞〉
as a function of d2 (fig 5.8(b)) for the ideal loss-less RR SS (with d2/d3 = 2) and
show it’s superiority as compared to an ordinary retro-reflecting cylinder of the same
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Figure 5.9: Contour plot of |Ez(r, φ)| showing the retro-reflection of a retro-reflecting
SS (with d3 = 12.35, d2 = 21.525 ) which has an effective size of d1 = d22/d3 = 37.5.
This scattering pattern is exactly equivalent to a normal retro-reflector with a radius
37.5.
physical size. The effective size of the (ideal/lossy) RR SS is defined as the size of a
normal retro-reflecting cylinder which would give the same field magnitude 〈|E|∞〉
as that of the (ideal/lossy) RR SS. As can be seen from fig 5.8(b), an ideal RR SS
has an effective size d1 = d22/d3 (for all values of d2). Intuitively we would expect
losses in the NRIM layer to degrade the performance of the RR SS, so for a lossy RR
SS with δ = 5× 10−4 the effective size of the RR SS (with d2 = 20, and an effective
radius d1 = 40) is reduced to d1 = 35. Indeed we would expect further losses would
eventually degrade the performance of the RR SS. However this is not always the
case that losses would degrade performance. As shown in fig 5.8(b), small amount
of losses in the NRIM (loss tangent δ = 10−9) actually enhances the retro-reflection
instead! So for a lossy RR SS with δ = 1×10−9 the effective size of the RR SS (with
d2 = 20) is approximately d1 = 47, which is even larger than the effective size of an
ideal RR SS (d1 = 40)!
Now we can see this more explicitly by considering the gain, G(φ), of a scatterer
- defined to be the ratio of the scattered intensity of a scatterer as compared to an
isotropic scatterer (at r →∞). Using eqn (5.30) and this definition of gain, we can
plot a graph of G(φ) as shown in fig 5.10. We can see that a PEC cylinder has a
gain GPEC ≈ 1 while a normal retro-reflecting cylinder which has gain that scales
monotonically as d2 outperforms a PEC. In turn, it can be seen that the ideal RR
SS has a gain (d2/d3)1.5 times better than a normal retro-reflecting cylinder of the
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same size. Once again it is remarkable and counter-intuitive to note that when we
have a small amount of loss, the lossy RR SS, has a gain that scales even better
than the ideal case. Of course there is no magic and as expected further increase in
losses would eventually degrade the performance of the RR SS, as can be seen in the
reduction in gain in fig 5.10. Now we can be more quantitative about the effects of
Figure 5.10: Gain as a function of back-scattered angle where 0 rads is the exact
opposite direction to the incoming plane wave for various scatterers. Fig (a) shows
the gain for a RR SS with d2/d3 = 2, where a loss δ = 1× 10−9 RR SS has the best
gain. Similarly fig (b) is for a RR SS with d2/d3 = 1.5, where a loss δ = 7 × 10−5
RR SS has the best gain.
losses when we plot a graph of the back-scattered Intensity I∞(r → ∞, φ = pi) (or
equivalently gain) as a function of loss δ in the NRIM (fig 5.11). We can clearly see
that for loss δ . 10−4 a lossy RR SS has an I∞ equal to or greater than the ideal
RR SS. As losses increases beyond δ & 10−4, the gain of the lossy RR SS falls below
the ideal RR SS, and for loss δ & 10−2, the lossy RR SS would eventually lose it’s
enhanced retro-reflection completely.
As can be seen from these results, the RR SS is more robust to loss than the
absorber SS in section 5.4.2, where the extent of shadow cast for the latter is always
decreasing with increasing losses. In addition, if we compare the performance of an
absorber SS with a RR SS with approximately the same structure (d2 and d3 ) and
loss δ = 5× 10−4, a lossy Absorber SS has a reduced effective radius ≈ 1.4d2 while a
lossy RR SS has a larger effective radius ≈ 1.7d2 (an ideal SS has an effective radius
2d2). This robustness to loss for a RR SS can be partially understood in the following
way. Firstly retro-reflection relys only on rays with low impact parameters (or optical
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modes with smallm). Secondly from geometrical optics, the retro-reflection is strictly
a result of reflection of these rays from the back surface of the retro-reflecting cylinder.
This means that only paraxial or m ≈ 0 modes are involved, higher order m modes
are transmitted through the cylinder. As we can see from fig 5.5(b) and fig 5.7
and discussion from the previous sections, losses in the NRIM layer would kill off
rays/modes with higher order m first leaving the lower order m modes otherwise
unaffected, so this explains why the RR SS is more robust to loss. In addition losses
in the NRIM layer improves this back reflection, by making the back surface of the
retro-reflecting cylinder more reflective, hence a slightly lossy RR SS can capture
more slightly higher order m modes that would otherwise be transmitted through.
This explains why for losses less than some critical value, a lossy RR SS retro-reflects
better than an ideal RR SS.
Figure 5.11: Graph of back-scattered intensity I∞(r → ∞, φ = pi) as a function of
loss δ in the NRIM. The structure of the RR SS is given inset with d2/d3 = 2. The
green dashed line is I∞ for the ideal RR SS while the red dashed line is I∞ for an
ordinary retro-reflecting cylinder of the same radius.
5.5 Concluding remarks
Using PLT and transformation optics, we have shown how we can design and con-
struct CPL, through which we can enhance the scattering properties of normal scat-
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terers beyond conventional (geometrical) optics. This combination of the CPL and
the embedded scatterer is what we call the super-scatterer (SS). In particular, we
examine 3 types of SS, and show the scattering enhancement in comparison to their
conventional counterparts - small objects can cast big shadows and so on.
Although these 3 particular types of SS are not exhaustive, they illustrate the
potential of SS. Namely that we have a means to create compact devices much
smaller than their physical sizes, without altering the scattering properties of the
devices which we want to compactify. Further, when this compactification is of
sufficient degree, can form a bridge between geometrical and wave optics. Thus we
are now free to imagine subwavelength objects/devices which operate in the regime
of geometrical optics - a type of sub-wavelength hyperlens 3.
Apart from illustrative purposes, these 3 simple types of SS, also serve as pro-
toypes of more complicated devices. The transparent SS, can map an internal space,
including objects embedded within, to a much larger external space - essentially act-
ing as a compact magnifying glass. This we shall see in the next chapter can be
used to create super phase arrays. The absorber SS is the simplest model of a mea-
suring/absorbing device, where we hope to maximise the capture of light with little
scattering. This for instance is a prototype of solar absorbers and so on. Finally the
retro-reflector SS, is the peculiar class of scatterers where most incident radiation is
sent backwards. This for instance may have applications in remote sensing/detection.
As a final note, while the potential for such SS are many, the challenges are not
small as well. In particular, we note that losses play a crucial (detrimental) role
in the performances of these SS. While we have demonstrated that a small level of
loss do not destroy the SS effect, they do diminish and eventually destroy it. The
challenge then is how to manage and reduce losses in the CPL. This we shall further
explore in chapter 8.
3Note hyper-lenses are based on hyperbolic dispersion [88–90], though they too form a bridge
between subwavelength objects embedded within, the lenses themselves are still many wavelengths in
size. In contrast, a superlens of sufficient magnification power, can form a bridge, while maintaining
subwavelength in size - an overall sub-wavelength type of Hyperlens.

6. Applications of the compact
perfect lens II
In the previous chapter we have seen how a CPL combined with a scatterer enhances
the scattering property of the scatterer, giving us a super -scatterer. Here in this
chapter we shall consider a related problem. What happens when we combine a
CPL with transmitters, in particular with a phase array, to get a super phase array
(SPA).
At first sight, this seems to be a trivial extension of the prior chapter. However
we shall see that there are some subtle but serious mathematical/physical difficulties
that we need to address. Namely that the symmetries of fields due to PLT, crucial
in the analysis of the previous chapter, only holds in the absence of transmitting
sources. Here we shall illustrate how we can get around this mathematically and
think about the implications physically.
Similar to the previous chapter, this chapter shall be broadly divided into 3
parts. First we shall discuss what are super phase arrays, how they are constructed
and what can they be used for (section 6.1 and 6.2). Next we will discuss the
analytical methods to study them, in particular we shall discuss about the problem
and resolution of sources in PLT (section 6.3). Finally we shall examine see how the
presence of CPL enhances the transmission properties of these SPA (section 6.4),
and conclude this chapter with some remarks about applications (section 6.5).
6.1 What are super phase arrays?
A phase array is a group of transmitters in which the relative phases of the respective
signals feeding the transmitters are varied in such a way that the effective radiation
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pattern of the array is reinforced in a desired direction and suppressed in other
undesired directions. The phase array has a long history, and was first developed
by Karl Ferdinand Braun in 1905, when he demonstrated that a phase array has an
enhanced transmission of radio waves in one direction. By varying the relative phases
of the phase array antennas, one can also electronically steer (without any mechanical
moving parts) a radiating beam rapidly in a desired direction. This was exploited
by Luis Alvarez, during the world war II, when he used a phase array antenna to
create a rapidly-steerable radar system to aid landing of airplanes in England. Due
to its versatility and simplicity, even now, the phase array has a diverse variety of
modern millitary, commercial, and research applications.
The principle of the phase array antenna comes from the Huygens principle [2],
where an advancing wave front can be regarded as a sum of contributions from an
infinite set of radiating points preceding the wavefront. This means that if we have
an infinite extent of transmitters spaced at sub-wavelength intervals and if we can
adjust the phase and amplitude of each transmitter, we can in principle recreate any
wavefront. In practice we can relax the condition of an infinite extent of radiating
transmitters, but the cost of having a finite extent of transmitters is the loss of
directivity. In general, the larger the extent (aperture size) of the transmitters, the
greater the directivity, hence a compromise between the physical extent and the
directivity of a phase array.
In the previous chapter, we have demonstrated how super-scatterers (SS) have
a scattering cross section much larger than the physical dimension of the scatterer.
Here we hope to extend the ideas introduced in the previous chapter, to create a super
phase array (SPA) - a phase array which is more compact than any conventional
phase array yet without the loss of directivity (see fig 6.1) .
6.2 SPA and beam-forming
6.2.1 Phase array + transparent SS = SPA
As we have seen, a transparent super-scatterer (transparent SS) (section 5.4.1), is a
scatterer which compactifies a region of transparent space1 to a smaller region within
1This region may or may not be surrounding the transparent SS
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Figure 6.1: A conventional phase array can in principle recreate any wavefront when
each transmitter of the array is radiating at the right amplitude and phase. A
smaller super phase array can emulate a physically larger conventional phase array
by amplifying the evanescent optical modes.
the scatterer. Conversely, this implies that any object (scatterers/transmitters)
placed within the transparent SS would appear larger by the degree of compaction.
If we now embed a conventional phase array in a transparent SS, we would get a
super phase array (SPA) (see fig 6.1). To illustrate the principles we will focus only
on specific case of the cylindrically symmetric transparent SS in this paper. We can
easily generalise this to other geometry by using transformation optics (section 4.2).
The permittivity and permeability ( and µ respectively) for a cylindrical transpar-
ent SS is given by eqn (5.6) with eff = 1. As discussed previously, a transparent SS
then behaves like a magnifying glass - a superlens [18, 23, 91, 98] - such that objects
within are magnified by a factor of r1/r3 = r22/r23. What is remarkable is that any
object with a radius larger than r23/r2 would cast an image larger than the physical
size of the lens (> r2), something which cannot be achieved via conventional lens.
Now this implies, if we embed a phase array within such a lens, the array would be
magnified by this factor. In addition if the embedded array has a size larger than
r23/r2, then the image of the array would appear bigger than the physical size of the
setup.
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6.2.2 N-array and beam-forming
Now we shall briefly discuss how phase arrays in general transmit radiation of a
desired pattern - beam forming. By varying the amplitude and the phase of the
input for each transmitter in the phase array, we can reshape the transmitted wave-
front in any manner we desire. In this chapter we will explore two specific examples
of such beam forming using the super phase array - beam steering and beam focusing.
Firstly consider a linear phase array with N evenly distributed transmitters (let
N be an odd number). Let each transmitter be labeled n = 1 to N , and let each
transmitter be separated by a distance r0. We note that for the phase array to work
r0 < λ where λ is the wavelength of the transmitted wave in the medium that the
phase array is embedded in. Transmitters that are spaced larger than the wavelength
apart will interfere non-trivially in the far-field.
Suppose the linear array lies along the x axis, with the center of the array (n =
(N − 1)/2) at the origin (x = y = 0). If we want to recreate a wavefront which has
the following field amplitude Ψ(x, y) exp(−iωt) (propagating in the y direction), we
can do so when the signal input for the nth transmitter is given by
Ψn =
ˆ
Ψ(x, y = 0).δ(x− n.r0) dx (6.1)
For simplicity in this report we would assume |Ψn| = 1. Now we can add a fur-
ther refinement to the phase array when we allow the signal input, I˜n, for the nth
transmitter in the array to be given by
I˜n = [An. exp(−iφn)] .Ψn (6.2)
where An is the aperture function is a real function while φn dictates the additional
phase to be added to the transmitted wave. To suppress side-lobes due to a finite
extent of the array, we need to choose an aperture function with a smoother cut-off.
For this reason, we choose the following aperture function with a Gaussian envelope
An = exp
[
−
(
(n− (N − 1)/2).r0
w0
)2]
(6.3)
where the Gaussian envelope is centered at (N−1)/2 transmitter and w0 is the width
of the Gaussian envelope. Here in this report, we choose w0 = (N − 1)/2.r0.
Now by applying a linear phase delay to each transmitter in the phase array (as-
suming the transmitters are equally spaced), we can tilt a wavefront whilst preserving
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its shape. That is if φn is given by
φn = k.n.r0 sin(α) (6.4)
where k is the wave vector of the transmitted wave in the medium that the array is
embedded in, then the wavefront can be tilted by an angle α (where α = 0 lies in the
perpendicular direction to the linear phase array) - thus achieving beam steering.
Now other than beam steering, we can demonstrate beam focusing by applying
a parabolic phase shift to the array, such that if φn is given by
φn = k
[√
((n− (N − 1)/2) .r0)2 + f2 − f2
]
(6.5)
where f is the distance from the center of the array that the beam would focus at.
For f  N.r0 the phase φn from eqn (6.5) can be simplified as
φn ≈ k
2f
. ((n− (N − 1)/2) .r0)2 (6.6)
When we substitute eqn (6.3), (6.6) into eqn (6.2), the resulting beam profile
compares closely with the initial value of the theoretical 2-D gaussian beam, and
the resultant wave propagation problem can be compared with the theoretical 2-D
gaussian beam propagation. In section 6.4 of the paper, we shall demonstrate the
use of the super phase array to beam steer and beam focus.
6.3 Analytical model
Now having seen from section 6.2, how to create a SPA, and having briefly discussed
how we can achieve beam forming with a suitable input to the phase array, here we
shall discuss about the analytical methods that we use to model such a super phase
array.
6.3.1 Addition theorem
First, to model the radiation from a transmitting phase array embedded in a cylin-
drically symmetric transparent SS, it is wise to decompose the transmitted wave into
a series of cylindrical waves (which respects the cylindrical symmetry of the lens).
Initially this may seem to be a futile task since a linear phase array clearly breaks the
cylindrical symmetry of the problem. This however can be circumvented when we
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make use of the addition theorem [95] to displace the non-centric transmitters to the
origin, thus restoring cylindrical symmetry of the problem. Another very important
reason for using the addition theorem to move the sources to the center, is to create
a source-less region (∀r 6= 0) and thus make use of the field symmetries afforded by
PLT (section 4.3) to obtain field solutions within the lens. Thus, by displacing or re-
locating all the transmitting sources to the origin we can then make use of the result
from section 5.3.2, to determine the exact field solutions of a super phase array.
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the addition theorem. We can create the fields of a dis-
placed source by placing an infinite series of virtual sources at the origin.
Now, suppose if we have a point source with angular coordinates (r0, θ0), which
emits cylindrical waves of angular order ν (Hankel function of the 1st kind of order
ν). According to the addition theorem, we can recreate the displaced point source,
by placing an infinite number of point sources (with all angular orders) at r = 0 (see
fig 6.2) given by
H(1)ν (kR).e
iν(Ω−θ0) =
∞∑
m=−∞
Jm(kr0)H
(1)
ν+m(kr).e
i(ν+m)(θ−θ0) r > r0 (6.7)
where the left hand side of eqn (6.7) is the outgoing cylindrical wave centered at
(r0, θ0)), and the right hand side is the outgoing wave for an infinite series of sources
(of all angular orders) centered at the origin, weighted by some bessel function
Jm(kr0).
In this report we shall assume the sources in the phase array to be a simple
dipoles aligned along the axial direction, so all the transmitting sources have angular
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order ν = 0. Now we note that the field for a single displaced source (at (r0, θ0)) or
an infinite series of sources located at the origin are exactly identical for r > r0, but
for the later the field diverges for r < r0. This has some physical implications for the
superlens, in that the (perfect) image of this divergent region is also (anomalously)
divergent, even though the region of space where the image sits on does not contain
any divergent sources. This poses a problem since such an unphysical situtation is
impossible, it therefore implies that a superlens cannot exist in the first place [99].
Fortunately this problem can be resolved and we shall address this problem later in
section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Transfer matrices
Figure 6.3: By matching boundary conditions at the interface, we can determine the
field amplitudes for each cylindrical wave mode of order m.
The analysis of the SPA follows largely from the previous chapter (section 5.3.2),
using the method of transfer matrices [94], so we shall not go too deeply into the
details. The only difference is in the field solutions. The solution for the electric field
vector is given by E(I)z (r, φ), where the superscript denotes the region, according to
the definition from before (section 5.2.1; fig 5.3). The field solutions for the various
regions in the transparent SS are then given by the following:
E(1)z = Ez0
m=∞∑
m=−∞
[
dmH
(1)
m (k1r)
]
ime(imφ−iωt), r ≥ r2 (6.8)
E(2)z = Ez0
m=∞∑
m=−∞
[
bmH
(1)
m (k2
[
r22
r
]
) + cmJm(k2
[
r22
r
]
)
]
ime(imφ−iωt), r3 ≤ r ≤ r2
(6.9)
E(3)z = Ez0
m=∞∑
m=−∞
[
ImH
(1)
m (k3r) + amJm(k3r)
]
ime(imφ−iωt), r ≤ r3 (6.10)
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With the following wave vectors in the various regions given by:
k1 = ω/c
k2 = (1− iδ)k1
k3 =
(
r2
r3
)2
k1
(6.11)
where δ is the loss tangent - a measure of losses in the NRIM layer of the transparent
SS.
Im, bm, dm and am, cm of eqn (6.8)-(6.10) are the scattering coefficients of the
outgoing and incoming the cylindrical waves respectively. Except for Im, all the
other coefficients are unknown and when they are determined, would give the exact
field solution to the problem. The coefficient Im is dependent on the configuration
and the signal input of the phase array. Using the addition theorem from eqn (6.7),
we can shift all the transmitters to the origin. Together with the signal input I˜n
(from eqn (6.2)) for the nth transmitter of the array, this would give us:
Im =
N∑
n=0
I˜nJm(k3rn) exp(imθn) (6.12)
where (rn, θn) are the position vectors of the nth transmitter. For our particular
configuration - the linear phase array - these are given by
rn =
(
n− (N − 1)
2
)
.r0 (6.13)
θn =
(
1−Θ
(
n− (N − 1)
2
))
.pi (6.14)
Now we can determine the remaining 4 unknown scattering coefficients by match-
ing boundary conditions at the interface of each region (see fig 6.3), namely that the
tangential E and H field vectors projected onto the surface of the interface has to be
continuous, as we did before in section 5.3.2 (eqn (5.24)-(5.28)). These coefficients
are calculated explicitly and can be referred to in appendix A.4 (eqn (A.10)).
6.3.3 Resolving divergences
The PLT (section 4.1.1) tells us that the fields within a medium (say PRIM) is a
mirror image (in some planar coordinates) to its complementary (say NRIM). This
means that if we know what the field solution is like for a PRIM, we can immediately
write down the field solution for its complementary by reflection. Now the perfect
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lens theorem only holds true when there are no sources in between the two media. If
we have any sources between, we need to translate these sources (for instance via the
addition theorem from section 6.3.1) outside the region of interest before we can apply
the perfect lens theorem. Thus when we have a non-centric source in a cylindrical
perfect lens, we need to relocate the source to the orgin in order to determine the
fields in the NRIM layer. This relocation according to the addition theorem would
create a virtual region of divergent fields and this virtual region would in turn cast a
divergent image as illustrated in fig 6.4(a). This divergence in the image region now
Figure 6.4: Fig (a) illustrates the problem of field divergence for a perfectly homoge-
nous perfect lens. This problem of divergence can be accounted for since all real
materials have losses or have a finite length scale where homogenity of the NRIM
breaks down as shown in fig (b)
is not merely a numerical construct, but physically present, implying that it is not
physically possible for a homogeneous NRIM to exist in the first place. In a similar
argument others have disputed the existence of a homogeneous NRIM based on this
divergence [99]. It should also be noted that the exact solution for the asymptotic
behaviour of these divergences are discussed in [86, 100].
Now this apparent paradox, however, can be accounted for by limiting the di-
vergence in eqn (6.7) through 1) imposing a higher angular momentum cutoff 2)
imposing losses in the NRIM 3) considering a finite time interval in the measure-
ment of fields. Firstly the source of the divergence is due to the higher angular order
terms in eqn (6.7). These terms, however, do not contribute to the divergence in the
image region because:
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1. Higher angular momentum cutoff - All real materials are inhomogeneous at
some length scale . For a NRIM, the length scale at which we would see this
inhomogenity is about the size, δ, of the individual meta-particles (say split-
ring resonators etc). Therefore the perfect lens theorem does not apply when
field fluctuations are at a length scale, η < δ. For a cylindrical wave of angular
order ν, and a meta-particle at a radial distance rm, the length scale of field
fluctuation near the meta-particle is given by η ≈ 2pi.rm/ν (fig 6.4(b)). This
means that any cylindrical waves with angular order ν > 2pi.rm/δ, would not
see the perfect lens, hence would not contribute to the infinite series in eqn
(6.7), curtailing the divergence.
2. Losses in NRIM - We have seen in section 2.3 , µ < 0 materials are generally
dispersive hence inherently lossy. We also see in section 5.4, that the higher
angular order cylindrical waves present in the NRIM material are more affected
by losses, thus losses in the NRIM would naturally impose a higher angular
momentum cutoff to the series in eqn (6.7).
3. Finite time interval - Generally NRIM works on the principle of resonance
(section 2.3 and 3.2), and these resonances take time to be established [92, 93],
so the perfect lens scenario strictly holds true only when t → ∞. In general
the higher angular order terms of the excitation field takes a longer time to
be established so even in the case where there are no inhomogenity/losses, the
higher angular order terms will only contribute to the image as t → ∞. For
finite time intervals therefore, we would not see this divergence.
We shall discuss points 2) and 3) more quantitatively in chapter 7.
6.4 Results
Now applying the analytical methods introduced in section 6.3, we can examine how
losses in general affects the performance of such an array. First, to understand how
losses affects a general super phase array, we would study how losses affects a single
displaced antenna within a transparent SS in section 6.4.1. Following that in section
6.4.2 we would demonstrate the performance of a super phase array in beam tilting
and beam forming in comparison to a normal phase array.
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6.4.1 Single displaced antenna
Generally a transmitter placed at (x0, 0) within a transparent SS, would create an
image/impression of a virtual transmitter at (ximage, 0) (where ximage = r
2
2/r
2
3.x0).
This means that if a transmitter is placed at distances x0 > r23/r2 then the image
would exist outside the physical structure of the super phase array. This result is
clearly shown in fig 6.5. Fig 6.5(a) and (c) are the ray solutions, while fig 6.5(b) and
(d) are the full wave solutions for transmitters placed at x0 > r23/r2 and x0 < r23/r2
respectively.
It is instructive to take note of the ray diagram for x0 > r23/r2 fig (6.5(a)). Here
we can see that there are 2 types of rays emitting from the source given by the
blue and red+green rays (see section 5.3.1; fig 5.4). The first set are the blue rays
(called the impact rays), which impacts the NRIM layer and gets refracted by it
through the conventional Snell’s law. The second set, the red+green rays, are more
interesting and they are called the non-impact rays. The red self-closed loops are
localised resonant optical modes in the NRIM layer, which are evanescently coupled
to the green rays - rays that do not impact the superlens at all. In general, the
smaller (red) self-closed loops are coupled to non-impact (green) rays with a larger
impact parameter . Now, because the smaller self closed loops are coupled to non-
impact rays that are further away, the coupling strength for these loops are weaker
than larger loops. Hence, any losses in the NRIM layer would therefore destroy the
coupling of the smaller self closed loops first before the larger ones.
In general then, impact rays are even more robust than the non-impact rays to
losses, and non-impact rays with smaller impact parameters are more robust than
larger ones.
This can be clearly seen in fig 6.6. Fig 6.6 (a) and (b) are plots for the field
amplitude |Ez| as a function of x at a distance y = 28.75, for a single antenna. These
correspond to the same values of x0 as in Fig 6.5(a) and (c) respectively. From fig
6.6(a), we can clearly see that as losses increase, the field strength |Ez| for rays with
larger impact parameter decay first, and this corresponds to a dip in |Ez| centered
at x = r22/r23.x0 (the position of the largest impact parameter). Eventually with
sufficient losses, all the evanescently coupled non-impact rays are killed leaving only
the impact rays. From fig 6.6(b), since all rays are impact rays, this configuration is
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Figure 6.5: Fig (a) and (b) shows the ray and full wave solution respectively of a
single antenna displaced by x = x0 = 7, y = 0 from the origin. Similarly fig (c)
and (d) shows the ray and wave solution for x = x0 = 4, y = 0. The outer and
inner radius of the NRIM is r2 = 20, and r3 = 10. For fig (a) and (c), the blue and
magenta rays are impact rays, while the red and green rays are non-impact ones.
more robust to losses, and we do not see any dip in |Ez|.
6.4.2 N-array antenna
Having seen the effects of losses - that they affect the non-impact rays (with larger
impact parameters) more than the non-impact rays - we can now understand how
losses in general affect super phase arrays. Here in this section, we shall demon-
strate the ability of an N-array SPA to beam steer and beam focus, and we shall
demonstrate how even with losses, they can outperform conventional phase array.
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Figure 6.6: Fig (a) and (b) shows the field amplitude |Ez| as a function of x at
a distance y = 28.75, for a single antenna displaced at x = x0 = 7, y = 0 and
x = x0 = 4, y = 0 units away from the origin.
6.4.2.1 Beam steering
Fig 6.7(a) shows the contour plot of a N = 19 SPA with each element seperated by
r0 = 1. The signal input is given a linear phase shift according to eqn (6.4) such
that the beam is tilted by α = pi/10. Now the outer and inner radius of the NRIM is
r2 = 20, and r3 = 10, so this means that for a perfectly lossless NRIM, the SPA has
a physical size of d = 2.r2 = 40, but a virtual size of dvirtual = r
2
2/r
2
3.N.r0 = 76 > d
- about twice the physical extent.
Now since the directivity (inverse of angular spread) is proportional to the extent
of the phase array, a SPA would have a directivity dvirtual/d better than a normal
phase array with the same physical extent. Indeed when we look at the gain of our
SPA (see fig 6.7(b)), we can clearly see that a lossless SPA has a directivity about
twice that of a normal phase array (with physical extent of d = 40). As we have
discussed, we would expect with increasing losses, the virtual extent of the super
phase array would decrease and as expected, we see that the directivity of the super
phase array drops correspondingly. Still, even with a moderate amount of losses at
δ = 3 × 10−2 the directivity a lossy super phase array still out performs that of a
normal phase array.
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Figure 6.7: Fig (a) shows the contour plot of a N = 19 array with each element
seperated by r0 = 1 and the signal input to each with a linear phase shift (given
by eqn (6.4)) such that a planar waveform tilted at angle α = pi/10. The outer and
inner radius of the NRIM is r2 = 20, and r3 = 10, and losses is δ = 5 × 10−4. Fig
(b) shows how the gain of the same setup is affected by losses
6.4.2.2 Beam focusing
Now when we apply a near-parabolic phase shift according to eqn (6.5), we would
expect the SPA to focus to a spot a distance f0 = r22/r23.f units away. Here in fig
6.8 (a) we can see the super phase array (with losses δ = 5× 10−4) focusing light to
a tight spot at x = 0, y = f0 = 48.
Now the focusing power (the inverse of the angular spread) of a phase array is
again proportional to the extent of the array, so we would expect the focal size of
our SPA to be dvirtual/d smaller than a normal phase array with the same physical
extent. Indeed if we examine the field strength at the focus, |Ez|, as a function of x
(see fig 6.8), we can see that a slightly lossy super phase array (δ = 5 × 10−5) has
about twice the focusing power than a normal phase array. Again with increasing
losses, the performance of a super phase array, as we would expect, drops.
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Figure 6.8: Fig (a) shows the contour plot of a N = 19, with each element seperated
by r0 = 1 and the signal input to each with a near-parabolic phase shift (given by
eqn (6.5)) such that a focus is created at f0 = 48. The outer and inner radius of the
NRIM is r2 = 20, and r3 = 10, and losses is δ = 5 × 10−4. Fig (b) shows how the
field amplitude |Ez| at the focus is affected by losses.
6.5 Concluding remarks
We have demonstrated how to create a SPA by embedding a normal phase array
within a transparent SS, and how by varying the signal input to the phase array, we
can alter the radiation pattern - in particular beam tilting and beam forming. We
have also outlined a simple analytical procedure to study the full wave solution of
the super phase array, by using the addition theorem and transfer matrices. The
former is crucial in extending the validity of field symmetries imposed by PLT.
Through the addition theorem, and the PLT, we have also shown the potential
problem that the analysis of a perfect lens would pose, namely that fields (when cal-
culated in frequency domain) would unphysically diverge in some regions of space.
This issue is subsequently addressed in section 6.4, namely by considering the fact
that all real materials are non-homogenous (at some length scale), lossy, and diver-
gences only occurs at t = ∞; curtailing the unphysical divergences. The last two
points - the effects of losses and time dependence of the perfect lens - we shall discuss
in the next chapter.
Finally we also examine how losses in general affects the performance of a SPA,
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namely that losses in the NRIM would destroy the non-impact rays with the largest
impact parameter first followed by impact rays. Nevertheless, even with moderate
losses, it has been shown that SPA has a better directivity, and focusing power than
a normal phase array (of the same physical extent), indicating the real possibility of
using CPL for enhancement of standard phase arrays.
7. Dynamics of the perfect lens
The advantage of the perfect lens over conventional lenses, lies in it’s ability to ma-
nipulate not only the light rays but also the evanescent near fields. Undoubtedly,
the richness of the perfect lens has open up many new applications previously inac-
cessible to conventional optics. With transformation optics (chapter 4), we can now
design perfect lenses of arbitrary geometry. In particular, we have examined the in-
teresting class of compact perfect lens (CPL). These lenses not only transfer optical
information from the object to image plane, they also “super-magnify” objects which
are embedded within them, to sizes much larger than the lens itself. This has applica-
tions where we can now “super-compactify” and enhance the properties of scatterers
(chapter 5) and transmitters (chapter 6). Besides imaging [19], based on it’s optical
anti-matter property perfect lenses also have other unexpected applications, such as
cloaking “at a distance” [27] and casting optical illusions [28].
While these and many other applications are fascinating, most if not all, the
current applications in the literature are based on steady state. In reality “perfect
lensing”, being a resonant phenomenon (see section 2.3), takes time to develop, hence
it is natural to ask the following: “how long does this take?” and “what are the effects
of losses?” While these were answered before [92, 101, 102], the solutions obtained
mainly apply to the flat perfect lens. In view of this and the richness of the general
perfect lens, we derive a more general method applicable to lenses of any arbitrary
geometry.
7.1 Model of a lossy dispersive lens
Since we are interested in the time evolution of a general compact perfect lens, we can
broadly divide the space into three regions denoted by I =1, 2 and 3, corresponding
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to the space outside, within and enclosed by the lens (fig 7.1(a)) . Quantities Q
(fields and permeabilities etc) in a specific region I are denoted by QI . For our
model, we shall assume that region 1 is vacuum and region 3 is designed to look
transparent.
To study the time evolution we begin from Maxwell’s equations in the frequency
domain,
∇×EI = −iωµI .HI ∇×H = iωI .EI (7.1)
where I(ω),µI(ω) is the permitivity and permeability in region I . Here the phys-
ical content of the evolution as we shall shortly see, is captured by the frequency
dispersion of 2(ω), µ2(ω). For simplicity let us assume that 2(ω,x) = µ2(ω,x),
and
2(ω,x) = Γ(ω,x).ˆ2(x) (7.2)
where ˆ2(x) is the permitivity of the lossless perfect lens. Γ(ω,x) is a function which
captures the temporal dispersion of the permittivity. At the working frequency
(ω = ω0) of the lens, Γ(ω0,x) = 1. Assuming that the temporal dispersion is slowly
varying with space (Γ(ω,x) ≈ Γ(ω)), and for small frequency deviation (ω = ω0+δω),
we can expand this to first order, as Γ(ω) ≈ (1+γ), where γ = δω.∂Γ(ω0)∂ω = δω.Γ˙(ω0)
(henceforth overdots implies derivative i.e. Q˙(ζ) = ∂ζQ(ζ)) . Effects of losses can
also be included by allowing γ to be complex; γ = (ω−ω0).Γ˙(ω0)− iσ (where σ ≥ 0
is the loss tangent which we assume to first order to be constant).
7.2 Simplification via symmetry
In general the solution of the fields for the outermost region is simple, since 1 =
µ1 = 1 (for some geometries, these have well known solutions1). In contrast, the
fields within the lens generally are not easily solved. A perfect lens with an arbitrary
geometry may have a complicated permitivity/permeability that is both anisotropic
and a varying function of space (2(ω,x),µ2(ω,x)), making the solution of the fields
within the lens highly non-trivial. This is further complicated if we consider effects
of temporal dispersion and losses.
1Since 1 = µ1 = 1, the Maxwell’s equations can be written as a single vector Helmholtz equation
(∇×∇×A− ω20/c2A = 0), and this has well known solutions ([103] Pg 1762-1784).
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Figure 7.1: Fig (a) illustrates a general compact perfect lens (geometry need not be
cylindrical). Here the embedded object and its magnified image is denoted by the red
font ‘A’. The compact perfect lens not only translates but also enlarges the image.
Fig (b) shows the schematic of the simplification of boundary conditions (BC). The
various quadrants represent the type of materials involved. The complex BC of a
lossy dispersive perfect lens is translated to a simplified BC with a “lossy dispersive
vacuum”
Fortunately this difficulty can be circumvented if we make use of the symmetry
properties of the field solutions imposed by the perfect lens theorem (PLT) (section
4.1). The PLT states that, a perfect lens can be viewed as an optical construct,
where fields within the lens (region 2) are a mirror copy of the fields in the space
(region 1) that the lens was designed to see through (fig 7.1(a)). This implies that
the complicated fields within region 2 can be represented by their simpler image
fields in region 1. (these pair of fields/space are referred to as complementary). This
association of complementary fields therefore implies that complicated boundary
conditions at the interface between region 2 and 3 can now be translated to simpler
boundary conditions embedded in region 1. (see fig 7.1(b))
Now the deviation, due to losses and dispersion, of the permittivity (permeability)
2(ω,x) from ˆ2(x) means that the fields in region 2 are no longer complementary to
vacuum in region 1; rather it would be complementary to a ‘lossy dispersive material’
given by PLT to be:
1(ω,x) = µ1(ω,x) ≈ (1 + γ) (7.3)
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It is important to note that the permittivity given above in eqn (7.3) is still spatially
invariant hence simpler to deal with than eqn (7.2).
Thus, in the same way, we can apply the above discussion of material parameters
to the description of fields. If we know the field solutions in region 1 that is filled
with vacuum, then the field solutions (in region 1) that is complementary to a lossy
dispersive lens (region 2) can be obtained by simple perturbation from these known
solutions. Now the advantage we gained from this perspective is that the fields
thus described are independent of the detailed description of the perfect lens and
the matching of boundary conditions is solely dependent on the geometry of the lens
(since the geometry of the lens determines the form of the vacuum field solutions we
use)
To see this consider the following. First we consider the problem described by
some general set of coordinates given by {u, v, w} such that u = uj (for some con-
stant uj ; j = ±1, 0) corresponds to the boundaries of the lens - where u0 and u1
corresponds to the outer and inner surface (the image plane), and u−1 to the object
plane/complementary surface to u1 (see fig 7.1(a)2). If we solved for the E field
in region 1, using this coordinate system, the solutions can be written as a sum of
eigen-modes, where the m-eigenmode is given by f±m(γ|u); the ‘+’ and ‘−’, denotes
the forward and backward waves respectively; the first argument indicate that these
fields are propagating in a material given by eqn (7.3), and the second set of argu-
ments are the coordinates (where u is the only variable, v, w are constant). Thus,
written in this denotation, f±m(0|u) would therefore correspond to field solutions for
a perfect vacuum.
Similarly we can denote the eigen-modes in region 2 and 3 by g±m(γ|u) and h±m(0|u)
respectively. The E fields in the various regions of space are then given by:
E1 =
∑
m
Imf
+
m(0|u) + amf−m(0|u), u ≥ u0 (7.4)
E2 =
∑
m
bmg
+
m(γ|u) + cmg−m(γ|u), u0 ≥ u ≥ u1 (7.5)
E3 =
∑
m
dmh
+
m(0|u), u1 ≥ u (7.6)
2Note the placement of the object and image plane is reversed with respect to the figure. This
corresponds to the scattering scenario of chapter 5. Though the object and image plane is readily
interchangeable
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where Im is a known coefficient determined by the initial conditions of the object
field at u = u−1, while am, bm, cm and dm are unknown coefficients (see fig 6.3) to
be determined by matching boundary conditions.
Now if we have the E fields we can determine the H fields using eqn (7.1). To
fix the unknown coefficients am, bm, cm and dm we need to match the tangential E
and H fields at the boundaries. However at this point it is easy to see that this
set of boundary conditions (denoted as “old BC” in fig 7.1(b)) would be difficult to
solve. Now, we can simplify the BC, by considering the field symmetries due to PLT.
The E fields in region 2, at the two boundaries of the lens can then be rewriten as
g±m(γ|u0) = f∓m(γ|u0), and g±m(γ|u1) = f∓m(γ|u−1). Similarly the E fields in region 3,
at the inner boundary can be written as h±m(u1) = f±m(0|u−1), where all the E fields
at the boundaries are now solely described by fields embedded within region 1!
Applying the PLT therefore, we would get the following simplified BC (denoted
by “new BC” in fig 7.1(b)) at u = u0 and u = u1 respectively:
 f+m (0|0) f−m (0|0)
f+′m (0|0) f−′m (0|0)

‖
.
 Im
am
 =
 f+m (γ|0) f−m (γ|0)
f+′m (γ|0) f−′m (γ|0)

‖
.
 cm
bm

 f+m (γ| − 1) f−m (γ| − 1)
f+′m (γ| − 1) f−′m (γ| − 1)

‖
.
 cm
bm
 =
 f+m (0| − 1) f−m (0| − 1)
f+′m (0| − 1) f−′m (0| − 1)

‖
.
 dm
0

(7.7)
where the arguments u0 and u−1 are replaced by numbers 0 and −1 respectively
for concision 3. The first row of the matrices in eqn (7.7) are the E fields while
the second are the H fields (from eqn (7.1)) - thus the primed superscript indicates
f±′m = −µ−1.∇× (f±m). The ‖ sign in the subscript indicates that each element of the
matrix is projected onto the u surface. For simplicity we shall assume this projection
and drop this sign. The elements of the column vectors, Tm = am/Im, Rm = dm/Im
are the transmission and reflection coefficients for the m-eigenmode, while cm, bm
are the amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming eigenmodes within the lens. Note
in the simplified BC, everything is written in terms of known solutions embedded in
region 1 (a homogeneous medium)!
3So f±m(γ|u0) = f±m(γ|0) and f±m(γ|u−1) = f±m(γ| − 1).
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7.3 General solution of perfect lens
Now we can easily solve the simplified BC (eqn (7.7)), for the transmission and
reflection coefficients of a given m-eigenmode
Tm(ω) =
dm
Im
=
1
∆m
.C7C8 (7.8)
Rm(ω) =
am
Im
= − 1
∆m
. (C1C2 − C3C4) (7.9)
where the denominator term ∆m is given by
∆m(ω) = C2C5 − C4C6 (7.10)
where the various function Ci are given by
C1(γ) = [f
+
m(γ|0), f+m(0|0)] C5(γ) = [f+m(γ|0), f−m(0|0)]
C2(γ) = [f
+
m(0| − 1), f−m(γ| − 1)] C6(γ) = [f−m(0|0), f−m(γ|0)]
C3(γ) = [f
+
m(0|0), f−m(γ|0)] C7(γ) = [f+m(γ| − 1), f−m(γ| − 1)]
C4(γ) = [f
+
m(γ| − 1), f+m(0| − 1)] C8(γ) = [f+m(0|0), f−m(0|0)]
(7.11)
where [a, b] = a.b′ − b.a′ and a′ = (−µ−1.∇× (a)). We note that when we have
an ’ideal’ perfect lens, that is in the absence of losses and at the perfect lens work-
ing frequency (γ = 0), it can be easily seen that (C2(0) = C7(0), C5(0) = C8(0),
C4(0) = C6(0) = 0), Tm(ω0) = 1 while Rm(ω0) = 0 which is what we expect. With
the equations above, we can now study what happens when we include effects of
dispersion and losses (for γ 6= 0). Before we despair at the complexity of the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients we note that for small γ, the various Ci could be
Taylor expanded and C2, C3, C5, C7 are all O(1)+O(γ) while C1, C4, C6 are all O(γ).
Thus for small γ, retaining the lowest order terms we have,
Tm(ω) ≈ 1∆m
(
C−+−1 (0)C
+−
0 (0)
)
Rm(ω) ≈ 1∆m
(
C˙++0 (0)C
−+
−1 (0)− C−+0 (0)C˙++−1 (0)
)
γ
∆m(ω) ≈ C−+−1 (0)C+−0 (0)− C˙++−1 (0)C˙−−0 (0)γ2
(7.12)
where the various function C±±i are given by: C
±±
i (γ) = [f
±
m(γ|i), f±m(0|i)] (for
i = 0,−1); the overdots on C±±i implies ∂/∂γ; and γ = Γ˙(ω0).(ω − ω0)− iσ.
Now, all the physics of time evolution is captured by the analytic structure of
these transmission and reflection coefficients, so we shall briefly discuss about the
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analytic properties of Tm(ω) and Rm(ω). The poles of Tm(ω) and Rm(ω) which are
given by the simple zeroes of ∆m(ω), are denoted as ωm = {ω ∈ C|∆m(ω) = 0}.
Because ∆m(ω) is quadratic in ω , there are two (complex) roots given by
ωm± = ω0 ± ηm + iσˆ (7.13)
where the ′+′ subscript refers to the higher frequency and vice-versa,σˆ = σ/Γ˙(ω0) is
the rescaled losses and
η2m =
1
Γ˙(ω0)2
.
C−+−1 (0)C
+−
0 (0)
C˙++−1 (0)C˙
−−
0 (0)
(7.14)
The real part of these roots <(ωm±), corresponds to the resonant frequency of the
lens4, where the ‘+’ and ‘−’ subscripts refers to the resonant frequencies of the
antisymmetric (ASPP) and symmetric (SSPP) surface plasmon polariton modes re-
spectively. Thus, ηm can be understood to be the coupling strength between these
modes.
7.4 Equivalence to simple harmonic oscillators
Now eqn (7.12) strictly holds for Tm(ω) for positive ω. We can analytically continue
this for negative ω if we take into account that Tm, Rm as a function of time are real
(the reality condition); that is Tm(ω) = T ∗m(−ω) etc. Hence the full Tm should be
Tm(ω) ∼ 1/((ω−ωm−)(ω−ωm+)(ω+ω∗m−)(ω+ω∗m+)) where the first two poles are
for positive ω and the later two are added on for negative ω. Similarly for Rm(ω)
preserving the poles and zeroes, we can analytically continue to negative frequency
to get Rm(ω) ∼ (ω2 − ω20 − 2iωσˆ)/((ω − ωm−)(ω − ωm+)(ω + ω∗m−)(ω + ω∗m+)).
The transmission and reflection coefficients are then given by:
Tm(ω) =− (2ω0η¯m)2. 1
((ω20 − ω2) + 2ω0η¯m + 2iωσˆ)((ω20 − ω2)− 2ω0η¯m + 2iωσˆ)
Rm(ω) =2ω0η¯m,1.
(ω2 − ω20 − 2iωσˆ)
((ω20 − ω2) + 2ω0η¯m + 2iωσˆ)((ω20 − ω2)− 2ω0η¯m + 2iωσˆ)
(7.15)
where all the ’barred’ complex quantities are defined as η¯m = <(ηm) + i. ωω0=(ηm).
4The zeroes of Eqn(7.10), corresponds to the resonant frequency of the perfect lens. Calcu-
lating this explicitly for the slab perfect lens then gives us ∆m = (2kz,1 + 1kz,2)2 − (2kz,1 −
1kz,2)
2 exp(2kz,2d) = 0, which is the equation for the suface plasmon dispersion relation [104].
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The constant prefactors5 in front of the zeroes and poles are added on to satisfy the
condition that Tm, Rm in eqn (7.15) are equivalent to the Tm(ω > 0) Rm(ω > 0) in
eqn (7.12) for ω ∼ ω0. If we make the following correspondence
xl → Eref.(u = u−1, ω)
xr → η¯m,1η¯m Etrans.(u = u1, ω)
f → 2ω0η¯m,1Einc.(u = u−1, ω)
(7.16)
We can now re-write all these (eqn (7.15)) in a compact matrix form as ((ω20 − ω2)+ 2iσˆ.ω) −2ω0η¯m
−2ω0η¯m
((
ω20 − ω2
)
+ 2iσˆ.ω
)
 xl
xr
 =
 f
0
 (7.17)
If we perform a time domain Fourier transform, (replacing iω with ∂t) on this matrix
equation, we can show that the dynamics of the perfect lens is then equivalent to
x¨l + 2σˆ.x˙l + ω
2
0xl − 2ω0<(ηm)xr − 2=(ηm)x˙r = f
x¨r + 2σˆ.x˙r + ω
2
0xr − 2ω0<(ηm)xl − 2=(ηm)x˙l = 0
(7.18)
which is the equation of motion for a system of 2 coupled simple harmonic oscillators
each with a natural frequency of ω = ω0! (see fig 7.2) For large m, the fields are
predominantly evanescent hence ηm ∼ <(ηm) (since all Ci’s would be real) and we
can ignore the imaginary parts or the velocity dependent coupling in eqn (7.18).
One can then easily show that the above formulation is exactly equivalent to Gomez
Santos analysis of the flat perfect lens [92].
The strength of the evanescent field coupling is proportional to ηm, which in turn
is a measure of the splitting of resonant frequency of the degenerate normal modes
from ω0 → ωm±. Before we continue to solve for the time evolution of the lens, let
us determine the normal modes of eqn (7.18). When σ = 0 and f = 0, the normal
modes are given by x± = xl∓xr for |xl| = |xr| = 1/
√
2, where the x± corresponds to
normal modes with eigenfrequencies ωm±. Note that x+ and x− is equivalent to the
antisymmetric and symmetric surface plasmon-polariton normal modes respectively.
This is what we ought to expect since the antisymmetric plasmon modes are higher
in frequency than the symmetric modes for a metallic slab. For the low loss perfect
5Explicitly the prefactor ηm,1 is given by ηm,1 = − (C˙1(0)C2(0)−C˙4(0)C5(0))Γ˙(ω0).C˙4(0)C˙6(0) ≈m→∞
1
Γ˙(ω0)
.C5(0)
C˙6(0)
. The
last approximation arises because for large m, f+m(γ|−1), f−m(γ|0) f−m(γ|−1), f+m(γ|0), this means
that for large enough γ, that C4, C6  C2, C3, C5, C7, C8  C1
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the analogy between the perfect lens and it’s mechanical
analogue. An incident field at ω0 would excite both the symmetric and antisymmetric
normal modes (with natural frequencies given by ωm− and ωm+ respectively) equally.
The superposition of these modes would result in a perfect reflectionless transmission
(Rm(ω0) = 0, Tm(ω0) = 1).
lens, the driving field Einc at the perfect lens working frequency ω = ω0, would
excite both the symmetric and antisymmetric normal modes ωm± equally such that
the superposition of these normal modes would result in xl = 0 and xr = 1 which of
course is equivalent to Tm(ω0) = 1, Rm(ω0) = 0 (see fig 7.2).
7.5 Dynamics and limits of any perfect lens
Now the time evolution of the perfect lens can be easily obtained from eqn (7.18).
When the incident electric field is Einc.(u = u−1, t) = Θ(t)e
iω0t the transmitted
electric field will be given by: Etrans.(t) = A(t)e
iω0t + c.c, where the envelope
function A(t) (for large m) is given by:
A(t) '
(
η2m
(η2m + σˆ
2)
)
.(1− cos(ηmt) exp(−σˆt)) (7.19)
where the term in the first bracket is the steady state solution (as t→∞) (equivalent
to the transmission coefficient Tm(ω0)) and the second term in the second bracket is
the transient term, a consequence of the beating between the ωm± normal modes.
The time tm, it takes for an m-eigenmode to be established is inversely propor-
tional to the coupling strength ηm, between these modes; tm ∼ 1/ηm. Since ηm tends
to fall off for larger m, this implies that these larger m-eigenmodes takes a longer
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time to be established. Consequently, since the smallest feature the lens can resolve
is ∆x ∼ 1/m, this means the higher resolution would take a much longer time to be
developed. In principle, knowing ηm would tell us how long we have to wait before
the lens operates at a level where we can see what we want to see. Consequently
we can reduce this lag time by selecting materials with smaller dispersion. In addi-
tion with eqn (7.19) we can also derive a criterion to determine when losses would
dominate and kill the perfect lensing effect. This would occur when the denominator
term is dominated by losses - when σ > Γ˙(ω0)ηm. Substituting eqn (7.14) into this
criterion, we can define a critical loss σm:
σ2m = Γ˙(ω0)
2η2m =
∣∣∣∣∣C−+−1 (0)C+−0 (0)C˙++−1 (0)C˙−−0 (0)
∣∣∣∣∣ (7.20)
where any loss σ > σm would block the transmission of that m-eigenmode. Since
σm is a monotonically decreasing function with respect to m, eqn (7.20) also tells
us the largest m-eigenmode that can be transmitted through - the largest m = mc
satisfying σm > σ; mc in turn would determine the best resolution possible.
7.6 Examples
In this section we shall demonstrate the universality of our analysis by applying the
same framework for two different types of perfect lenses - the flat and the cylindrical.
We will work out the time it takes for image formation and the limits to resolution.
7.6.1 Flat perfect lens
We can now compare our results with previous work on the time evolution and
limits of the flat perfect lens. First, we choose a coordinate system for the flat
lens, of thickness d, and the obvious candidate is the cartesian, {u, v, w} = {x, y, z},
where u±1 = ±d, u0 = 0. For TM polarisation the E field eigenmodes given by
f±m(γ|u) = exp(∓kzz)yˆ where kz =
√
m2 − (ω)µ(ω).ω2/c2 with (ω) ≈ 1 + γ for
small losses and dispersion. Substituting this into eqn (7.14) we get (for large m),
the coupling strength to be ηm ∼ 2(Γ˙(ω0)−1 exp(−md), which is exactly the same as
that Gomez-Santos derived [92]. The time it takes for image formation then is tm ∼
1/ηm. Similarly from eqn (7.20), the critical loss (for large m) is σm ≈ 2 exp(md),
which tells us that for losses given by σ, the largest m-eigenmode which can be
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transmitted through is mc ∼ ln(σ/2)/d . Since the limit of image resolution is given
by ∆x ∼ 2pi/mc we can therefore show that for the slab lens the limit of resolution is
given by ∆x ∼ d/(2pi. ln(σ/2)) same as that derived by Smith et al [101] and Merlin
[102]
7.6.2 Cylindrical perfect lens
Before we discuss the analysis, first we note (from section 5.4.1) that a cylindrical
perfect lens with outer and inner radii d2 and d3, would project an image magnified
by a factor of d22/d23 at a radii d1. This means that for the right parameters, some
embedded objects spaced at d < λ apart can be magnified to sizes > λ which can
then be visible (resolved) in the far-field (fig 7.4(a)). However for objects which are
too closely spaced (d < 1/mc), such lens would be unable to resolve these objects.
Now to be more precise, we consider the following.
Figure 7.3: Graph of transmission coefficient Tm(ω0) as a function of loss σ for the
cylindrical perfect lens. The curves are for various m-eigenmode (labelled inset).
Here we can see that there is an excellent agreement between numerics (from section
5.4.1) and the approximation (using eqn (7.12)). The critical loss σm denoted in the
graph, are given by the values of σ where Tm(ω0) = 0.5.
For the cylindrical lens, the obvious coordinate system to use is the cylindri-
cal polar, {u, v, w} = {r, θ, z}, where u−1 = d1, u0 = d2 and u1 = d3. For TE
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polarisation the E field eigenmodes are given by f−m(γ|u) = H(1)m (kr)eimφzˆ and
f+m(γ|u) = Jm(kr)eimφzˆ , where k =
√
(ω)µ(ω)ω/c with (ω) = µ(ω) = 1 + γ. Sub-
stituting these into eqn (7.20), we can determine the critical loss for anm-eigenmode:
σ2m =
(k20d1d2)
2
[J˙m(k0d1),Jm(k0d1)][H
(1)
m (k0d2),H˙
(1)
m (k0d2)]
(7.21)
Eqn (7.21), can then be substituted into eqn (7.19) to determine the transmission
coefficient Tm(ω0) of the lens. Now we can compare the validity of this theoretical
result with numerical simulations of Tm(ω0) as a function of loss σ of the lens (d2 = 20
and d3 = 10). As can be seen in fig 7.3, the theoretical result compares very well
indeed with numerical simulation. Secondly, we note that as expected, losses affect
the transmission of larger m eigenmodes more. Thirdly, as an example, we can
see from fig 7.3 that for σ ∼ 1.8 × 10−3, mc = 22. This translates to an angular
resolution of ∆θ = 2pi/mc or ∆x ∼ λ/3. Together with it’s inherent magnification
(by factor of d22/d23), this means that using such a lens, a subwavelength object with
size λ/3 would cast a wavelength size (4 × λ/3) image (fig 7.4). The lens thus,
enables the subwavelength object to be visible in the far field. Furthermore, using
eqn (7.21) and a typical dispersion rate Γ˙(ω0) (estimation based on fishnet structure
at ω0 = 170THz [13]), we can easily determine tm (see section 7.5) and show that
such an image would take roughly ∼ 60ps to be formed (fig 7.4(b)).
7.7 Concluding remarks
Although we have studied and understood much of the mechanics of the compact
perfect lens in chapters 5 and 6, this was done so numerically, which lacks quan-
titative predictive power. Here in this chapter, we have shown analytically how to
understand the dynamics of the general perfect lens, through which we obtain a
quantitative, predictive measure of the limits and performance of any perfect lens.
In summary, we have shown the analogy between a general perfect lens with a set
of coupled oscillators. From this, we have a quantitative description of the mechanics
of the perfect lens, enabling us to determine how losses affects the perfect lens. We
can also determine the time required for a particular resolution to occur, which is
important in sensing applications. The question of time evolution, is also important,
since recent work [44], indicates that NRIM with gain can be achieved using a pulsed
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Figure 7.4: Time evolution of an image using a cylindrical perfect lens (losses, σ =
1.8 × 10−3). Fig (a) show the schematic of setup. Sub-wavelength objects can be
converted to wavelength sized images, which can then be detected in the far field
(blue waves). Fig (b) the object is a subwavelength (λ/3) double slit. Without the
lens, the slits are not resolved. With the lens and enough time (∼ 60ps; calculation
based on the fishnet structure [13]), a clearly resolved and magnified (4×) image is
formed.
pump. This means that for perfect lensing to be observed, the temporal pulse width
of the pump has to be larger than this delay time. In this regard, we have shown how
we can decrease this delay time by designing meta-materials with smaller dispersion.
Finally this formulation we have discussed, is universal, in the sense that it does not
depend on the details of the lens.

8. Overcoming losses - phase
conjugate lens
So far we have seen some of the fascinating properties of NRIM (chapter 2), the chief
of these, is the “perfect lens” effect - the capacity of a NRIM to optically cancel out
the presence of its surrounding PRIM media (chapter 4). In chapters 5 and 6, we saw
how PLs created out of such materials, can be exploited to enhance and compactify
existing EM devices, and we saw numerically and later analytically (chapter 7), how
losses in the NRIM can severely limit the performance of these PLs.
Aside from this, the PL effect is also constrained by the conservation of energy; to
optically cancel a lossy PRIM space would require a NRIM lens with gain. Therefore
to construct an ‘ideal’ perfect lens - one which can see through anything, even through
obstacles with losses - would require some means to add gain to the lens. It is
therefore not difficult to see that adding gain to NRIM, is of an imminent and
potentially rewarding challenge [38]. Various schemes to add gain have been proposed
in the past [39–43], stability of such systems were studied [105, 106] and in recent
years seems to bear some promising fruit [44, 45]. While this remains an active
area of research, such schemes are not easily implementable in a general PL, since
the gain required may have to be spatially varying and precise. It may be that to
make practical PL we need a paradigm shift, from such a bottom-up to a new top-
down approach: Can we make a PL directly without being overly bothered about
the details of how to make a low-loss NRIM?
Recently [107], Pendry made use of the intimate connection between phase con-
jugation (PC) and negative refraction as a novel route to a simple PL. The scheme
is simple. By sandwiching a slab of vacuum between two phase conjugating sheets
(PCS), and applying sufficient gain in the PCS, Pendry showed that this compos-
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ite slab behaves as a homogeneous NRIM with refractive index n = −1. This is
attractive, both in it’s simplicity and the fact that gain can be easily incorporated
by pumping more power into the PCS. In addition, it has also been shown how
this scheme can be experimentally implemented [108], so this in principle should be
realisable (at least for propagating waves).
Although it was hinted [107], it was not clear whether this can also be employed
for a general non-homogeneous NRIM. It is therefore the intent of this report is to
generalise the results of [107]; by introducing a simple strategy for creating the most
general inhomogeneous planar NRIM lens using PC. By adding gain, we can then
show that such ‘active’ perfect lenses, can surpass the limits of conventional ‘passive’
perfect lenses, allowing us even to look through lossy translucent materials.
8.1 Strategy
Before we discuss the strategy, we need to lay down one reminder, one assertion and
one terminology. First we are reminded that a perfect lens is a complementary media
(optical antimatter) to its surrounding space. The prescription for constructing a
perfect lens is encoded in the PLT (section 4.1.1), which simply states that the CM
has to be a mirror-copy with all eigenvalues reversed in sign - of which the sign
reversal is the more difficult to achieve. The assertion, which we shall prove later,
is that phase conjugation of fields is the mechanism for such sign reversal. And,
the term for the optical construct, which performs such spatial phase conjugation,
is the Phase Conjugation Sheet (PCS). In section 8.6 we will describe in detail how
to construct such PCS.
First, it is sufficient to note at this point what this PCS does, is it reflects and
transmits incident light in such a way that the E fields are firstly spatially phase
conjugated with respect to the incident fields and secondly amplified (the degree of
amplification shall be referred to as gain). Second, in section 8.6 we shall show that
such PCS is very easy to construct using readily available technology. Now for ease
of presentation for the rest of the chapter, we shall assume the surrounding space be
a PRIM and the lens to be NRIM.
Here then is the simple strategy [109] :
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Given a PRIM slab, find another copy of this slab that is a mirror copy
to the first. If we sandwich this mirror-copy between two phase conjugate
sheet (PCS) of sufficient “gain”, then this slab together with the two PCS
becomes a NRIM lens that is complementary to the first PRIM space.
(See fig 8.1)
The scheme above is general and applicable to any spatially inhomogeneous PRIM
1, even PRIM which are not time reversal symmetric (lossy materials). The catch in
this scheme of course is ‘sufficient gain’, and we shall show later more quantitatively
what ‘sufficient’ means.
As a matter of notation, the material parameters of the PRIM space are denoted
by (x), µ(x). The material parameters for the mirror-copy PRIM are given by
¯(x¯), µ¯(x¯), where the ‘barred’ quantities are spatial reflections of the ‘un-barred’
ones (i.e. if x = [x, y, z] then x¯ = [−x, y, z] when reflected about x = 0 plane; also
¯ has eigen-vectors/optical axes which are spatially reflected with respect to ) (see
fig 8.1)
Figure 8.1: Illustration of the strategy. The green dashed lines, ξ1, ξ2, indicates the
directions of the eigenvectors/optical axes of the PRIM with material parameters
, µ. Quantities with overhead ‘bars’ are spatial reflections of ‘un-barred’ ones. A
reflected-copy PRIM sandwiched between two PCS of sufficient gain is equivalent to
an effective NRIM lens, that behaves as an optical antimatter/complementary to the
PRIM space
1The scheme even holds for materials of indefinite signature
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8.2 Relationship between eigensolutions
To prove the above strategy (section 8.1), we need first to establish a simple relation-
ship between the field solutions within these two PRIM slabs that are separated by
a PCS. Consider two planar slabs of materials described by a Cartesian coordinate
system {x, y, z} = {x,x⊥}, where the x axis is normal to the slabs and x⊥ is the
perpendicular direction. Let x < 0 be filled with the first medium with material pa-
rameters (x), µ(x) (generally inhomogeneous and may be dissipative), and x > 0
be filled with the second medium ¯(x¯), µ¯(x¯) 2, and x = 0 filled with a PCS. Now
the (time harmonic, spatial) Maxwell’s equations for x < 0 is given by
∇× E = −iωµ.H
∇×H = iω.E
, x < 0 (8.1)
Suppose also, that the spatial solutions (of the electric field) to Maxwell’s equations
for x < 0 are given by E = f±n (x,x⊥) 3 where the ± superscript represents the left
going (−) and the right going (+) waves and the n subscript indicates it’s the nth
eigenmode to the equations. Now because we are only interested in the propagation
in the x direction, we can ignore x⊥, simplifying the notation to E = f±n (x).
In general the presence of the PCS at x = 0 has two effects on the eigenmodes.
Firstly the PCS would perform a phase conjugation to the spatial parts of the eigen-
modes. We note that this spatial phase conjugation is also equivalent to frequency
inversion4 ω → −ω [107, 110]. Secondly the PCS can amplify/attenuate, as well as
mix the eigenmodes (fig 8.2(b)). This second effect accounts for gain due to phase
conjugation, as well as the fact that phase conjugation in general is dependent on the
linear momentum of the incoming wave5. For the moment we will delay the second
consideration to the next section, while we will focus on the first point that passing
through a PCS would perform a frequency reversal.
2The notation is such that any ‘barred’ quantities are spatial reflection about x = 0 of the
‘un-barred’ ones
3Where f±n (x,x⊥) in general is a vector valued function. In general we can always find a
orthogonal complete set of basis function, and in this paper we will assume that
{
f±n (x,x⊥)
}
is
such a set.
4As we can see if ψ = A(x)eiωt + c.c then ψ∗ = A∗eiωt + c.c = Aei(−ω)t + c.c (where the ∗ is a
spatial phase conjugation operator).
5This mixing of eigenwaves at the PCS was not accounted for in [110]
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The presence of the PCS then implies that the Maxwell’s equations for x > 0 is
given by
∇× E = −i(−ω)µ¯.H
∇×H = i(−ω)¯.E
, x > 0 (8.2)
Now we note from PLT (see section 4.1), that ˜ = −¯; µ˜ = −µ¯ is the optical comple-
mentary of , µ; this implies that if g±n (x) is the (spatial) solution to the Maxwell’s
equations for x > 0, then according to PLT, g±n (x) will be a mirror image/spatial
reflection of f±n (x). Now for the field solutions to obey causality or the radiation
condition, we need limx→∞ |g+n (x)| → 0, that is fields going away from the interface
must decay to zero. Since, we note that limx→−∞ |f−n (x)| → 0, this means that the
right going eigenmode for x > 0 is the spatial reflection of the left going eigenmode
for x < 0, that is g+n (x) = f¯−n (x). In turn this also means that g−n (x) = f¯+n (x) (where
the ‘barred’ quantities are spatial reflections of the ‘un-barred’ ones) (see fig 8.2(a)).
Now if instead we consider, a finite slab of material with (x), µ(x) occupying a
space −d < x < 0, and another slab of material with ¯(x¯), µ¯(x¯) occupying a space
0 < x < d , combined with 2 PCS at x = 0 and x = d; then the same results would
hold. The eigenmodes for −d < x < 0, would be a spatially reflected copy with
respect to the eigenmodes in 0 < x < d. (see fig 8.2(a)). In the later section we
will see that the presence of the second PCS plays a crucial role in transforming the
medium in 0 < x < d into a true optical complementary medium to the medium in
−d < x < 0.
8.3 Proof of strategy
Now we shall calculate the overall transmission and reflection coefficients of the
two slabs of materials we have previously considered, and show that under certain
conditions, the second slab of material (with the two phase conjugation sheets) would
behave as a optical complementary (a perfect lens) to the first, so that the overall
transmission matrix would be 1.
Here we use the bra and ket notation to write the eigenwaves as |f±n (x)〉, and
|g±n (x)〉6. Note that using this notation, 〈f±n (x)| is defined as 〈f±n | f±m〉 = δnm
6By construction
〈
f±n
∣∣ f±m〉 = δnm. This is almost certainly true since Maxwell’s equations are
Hermittian
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Figure 8.2: Fig (a) illustrates the relationship between the eigenmodes on both sides
of the PCS, where the eigenmodes on the right of the PCS is the spatial reflection
of the left. The directions of the arrow shows the flow of energy. In particular the
right propagating wave is changed from f+n (x) on the left of the PCS to f¯−n (x) on
the right. Fig (b) shows the effect of channel mixing in general, so that an incoming
wave f+n (x) is scattered to Tnmf¯−m(x), where Tnm encodes the gain/attenuation due
to the PCS.
(same for 〈g±n (x)|). Unless otherwise stated we shall assume the Einstein’s sum-
mation convention to hold throughout the report. Now we can define a propagation
matrix/operator for −d < x < 0, as P±(x′, x) = |f±n (x′)〉 〈f±n (x)|. Where the prop-
agation matrix allows us to propagate any arbitrary wave function |Ψ〉 from x to
x′ by P+(x′, x) |Ψ〉 (if x < x′, that is right going) and by P−(x′, x) |Ψ〉 (if x > x′,
that is left going). Similarly for 0 < x < d, the propagation matrix is given by
Q±(x′, x) = |g±n (x′)〉 〈g±n (x)|. Now using the results of the previous section this
propagation matrix can be written more precisely as Q±(x′, x) =
∣∣f¯∓n (x′)〉 〈f¯∓n (x)∣∣.
As we only consider propagation from the x = −d to x = d plane we need only
the following:
P+(0,−d) = |f+n (0)〉 〈f+n (−d)| = P+
P−(−d, 0) = |f−n (−d)〉 〈f−n (0)| = P−
Q+(d, 0) =
∣∣f¯−n (d)〉 〈f¯−n (0)∣∣ = Q+
Q−(0, d) =
∣∣f¯+n (0)〉 〈f¯+n (d)∣∣ = Q−
(8.3)
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Figure 8.3: Illustration of the various matrices in section 8.3. P±, Q± are the
propagation matrices which propagates fields between planes x = −d to x = 0 and
x = 0 to x = d respectively. T , T ′ (and R, R′) are the transmission (and reflection
) matrices of the PCS at x = 0 and x = d respectively.
Now we can take into account the second consideration of the PCS - that there is
an amplifying/attenuation effect and that phase conjugation in general is an function
of linear momentum - implying that the PCS can also mix eigenwaves (fig 8.2(b)).
To model the transmission and reflection of waves at the PCS, we need to define the
transmission and reflection matrices at the PCS. Without loss of generality we can
assume the transmission (reflection) of a PCS is symmetric (reciprocal); in the sense
that transmission (reflection) of a wave traveling from left to right of the PCS is the
same in reverse. With this we can define the following transmission matrices:
T =
∣∣f¯−n (0)〉Tnm 〈f+m(0)|
= |f−n (0)〉Tnm
〈
f¯+m(0)
∣∣ , x = 0 (8.4)
T ′ =
∣∣f+n (d)〉T ′nm 〈f¯−m(d)∣∣ , x = d (8.5)
where the matrix elements Tnm and T ′nm describes how waves from channel m is
scattered to waves in channel n, for the PCS at x = 0 and x = d respectively (see
fig 8.2(b)), in general these elements are non-diagonal (for the explicit calculation of
Tnm and T ′nm see appendix A.5). Similarly we can define the reflection matrices R
and R′ for the PCS at x = 0 and x = d respectively.
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With all these in place (see fig 8.3) we can now calculate the overall transmis-
sion/transfer matrix, Tˆ0 which is given by:
Tˆ0 = T
′.Q+
(
1 + [R.Q−.R′.Q+] + [R.Q−.R′.Q+]2 + . . .
)
.T.P+
= T ′.Q+.
(∑∞
n=0 [R.Q
−.R′.Q+]n
)
.T.P+
= T ′.Q+. (1− [R.Q−.R′.Q+])−1 .T.P+
(8.6)
where we used the formulae for the geometric progression for the second line, and
1 is the identity matrix. Now if we allow the gain of the reflection matrices to be
sufficiently large such that the diagonal elements of the matrices in square brackets
M = [R.Q−.R′.Q+] is much larger than 1 - that is Mnn =
∑
mRnmR
′
mn  1 (no
sum over n) - we get from eqn (8.6) the following Tˆ0 :
Tˆ0 ≈ −T ′.Q+. ([R.Q−.R′.Q+])−1 .T.P+
= −T ′.Q+. [Q+]−1 .R′−1. [Q−]−1 .R−1.T.P+
= − (T ′R′−1) . [Q−]−1 . (R−1T ) .P+
(8.7)
Now, if we design the phase conjugate sheet such that
(
T ′R′−1
)
=
(
R−1T
)
= 1 we
will get:
Tˆ0 ≈ −
[
Q−
]−1
P+ (8.8)
Since the propagation matrix Q− =
∣∣f¯+n (0)〉 〈f¯+n (d)∣∣, this implies that [Q−]−1 =∣∣f¯+n (d)〉 〈f¯+n (0)∣∣. Now using again the fact that f¯+(x) is the spatial reflection of
f+(x), this implies that [Q−]−1 = |f+n (−d)〉 〈f+n (0)| = [P+]−1 (see eqn (8.3)), thus:
Tˆ0 ≈ −1 (8.9)
Eqn (8.9) implies that any fields at x = −d (object) plane is ideally replicated at
x = d (image) plane - the combined effect of these two slabs therefore cancels each
other optically.
Finally it should be noted for the above analysis to be valid, the simplification
from eqn (8.6) to eqn (8.7) requires the diagonal elements of M = [R.Q−.R′.Q+] to
be much larger than 1, that is written explicitly:
Mnn =
∑
m
RnmR
′
mn  1, (no summation over n) (8.10)
where the matrix element Rnm and R′nm can be calculated in the same way as
eqn (A.12, A.13). This condition given by eqn (8.10), then tells us quantitatively
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how much gain the 2 PCS slabs require, in order for the composite slab to behave
effectively as a NRIM.
Before we proceed, it should be noted that the key to deriving eqn (8.9) is for the
geometric progression:
∑∞
n=0M
n = (1−M)−1, in eqn (8.6) to hold for Mnn > 1.
While some may object that this is not convergent [111], we can get around this
restriction by appealing to analytic continuation [95, 112], as long as we include all
terms up to n =∞. This summation identity would still hold and the derivation for
eqn (8.6) would still be valid. In any case we can bypass this problem entirely, as
we can derive eqn (8.6) without any infinite sum (see appendix A.6 for an alternate
derivation).
Secondly, It should also be that while the derivation for eqn(8.6) holds even for
‖M‖  1, the minus sign in the the denominator of eqn(8.6), that is ((1 −M)−1),
can be a potential problem; especially for some eigenmodes where M = 1, would
mean that Tˆ is singular. This problem can be circumvented by designing R = −R′
for the two PCS7. Then the denominator of eqn (8.6) would be replaced by (1+M)−1
and the result would be regular for all values of gain.
8.4 Examples and applications
First, we shall demonstrate that the above “strategy” (section 8.1) can be applied,
to construct a simple PCL to “see through” a simple slab of vacuum. For a slab
of vacuum, the eigen-solutions are
∣∣f±q (x)〉 = |q〉 e±ikxx where kx = √k20 − q2 =
a + ib, k20 = ω2/c2 and q is the transverse momentum states. We can easily
show that the transmission and reflection matrices are given by T = |−q〉 t(q) 〈q|,
T ′ = |−q〉 t(q) exp (−2i.ad) 〈q| and R′ = |−q〉 r(q) exp (−2i.ad) 〈q|, R = |−q〉 r(q) 〈q|.
Together with the propagation matrices (eqn 8.3) and eqn (8.6), we can show the
overall transmission matrix Tˆ0 is given by:
Tˆ0 = T
′.Q+. (1− [R.Q−.R′.Q+])−1 .T.P+
= t
2 exp(−2b.d)
1−r2 exp(−2b.d) |q〉 〈q|
(8.11)
where b =
∣∣∣=(√k20 − q2)∣∣∣, and eqn (8.11) is essentially the same result as Pendry’s
derivation for the simple vacuum-PCL [107]. Now we can see that for the PCSs
7This can be achieved via a simple phase shift of pi radians for one of the pumps of one of the
PCS
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to behave as a PCL for the q-eigenmode, the gain of the PCS |r(q)|, has to satisfy
condition (8.10):
Mqq = r(q)
2 exp (−2b(q).d) 1 (8.12)
If we insert this condition into eqn (8.11), and set t(q) = r(q), we can easily see that
Tˆ0 ≈ −1 - the perfect lensing scenario - where the q-eigenmode would be perfectly
translocated to the image plane at x = d as postulated by Pendry [107]. Since the
resolution of the lens depends on how large q is, we see from eqn (8.12), to obtain a
better resolution we would need more gain.
Now on to our second example, if instead of vacuum, we want to “see through” a
lossy slab of material, can we repeat this strategy? From the conservation of energy,
we know that to restore the image, it is necessary for the lens to have gain, which is
precisely what a PCL has. It is counter-intuitive, but if we put a copy of the lossy
medium between 2 PCS , according to our stratagem, it ought to be “inverted” and
become an “complementary lens with gain” instead. In place of vacuum if we put
a homogeneous lossy slab, then going through the same mathematics, basically we
would get the same result as eqn (8.11) except k20 = ω2/c2(1 + iδ) where δ is the loss
tangent of the obstacle. Similarly, we would obtain the same condition eqn (8.12),
in order for Tˆ0 ≈ −1 for the q-eigenmode. All this is made more explicit, when we
consider the following numerical simulation of what we have discussed (fig 8.4 and
8.5).
As expected in the presence of a lossy obstacle (fig 8.4(b)), we can no longer see
the object (fig 8.5(b)). When we partially fulfill the criterion set by the “strategy”
(section 8.1), that is if we only have a simple vacuum-PCL - PCSs with sufficient
gain but without the mirror-copy in between (fig 8.4(c)) - then we would see some
coarse details of the object (fig 8.5(c)). Now if we fully satisfy all requirements, that
is if we have an exact-PCL - with sufficient gain and with a mirror-copy of the lossy
slab (fig 8.4(d)) - then we can clearly see a resolved image of the object ((fig 8.5(d))).
Note that the gain required of the PCS in the PCL must exceed/compensate the
loss of the obstacle that one is trying to see through (quantitatively, eqn (8.12)).
In this numerical experiment, a modest gain= 50 for each PCS is sufficient to “see
through” a lossy obstacle with loss tangent, δ = 0.12. Again, in principle the greater
the gain, the more details we can resolve. Now all these, is a truly remarkable
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Figure 8.4: Numerical experimental setup. Fig (a) the object is a double annulus.
Fig (b) the object is blocked by a lossy slab of material. Fig (c) a simple vacuum-PCL
(gain= 50), which performs phase conjugation but has no mirror-copy between, is
use to image the object Fig (d) an exact-PCL (gain= 50), satisfying all requirements
in section 8.1, is use to image the object.
result, as we now have a simple strategy/scheme to create an “active” perfect-lens
that can see through even a lossy and in principle spatially inhomogeneous obstacle,
something which cannot be done by conventional passive perfect-lens. Now we are
free to imagine scenarios where we can construct perfect lenses which can see through
translucent or disordered media such as skin as long as we fulfill all the requirements
of the PCL (see fig 8.6).
8.5 Summary of requirements
So in summary what are the requirements to implement the strategy laid out in
section 8.1, and what advantages do we gain from making perfect lenses from PCL?
Table 8.1, lays down four key requirements to construct such lenses. First and
foremost we need a PCS which performs phase conjugation and second, it has to
transmit and reflect the phase conjugated output equally. We shall see in section 8.6
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Figure 8.5: Numerical results (a)-(d) corresponding to the setup in fig 8.4. Plots of
normalised Intensity: Fig (a) initial field (annulus d1 = 1.5λ, d2 = 2λ, d3 = 2.5λ, d4 =
3λ). Fig (b) after propagating through 5.5λof lossy material (loss tangent δ = 0.12).
Fig (c) after passing through a vacuum-PCL (gain= 50). Fig (d) after passing
through an exact-PCL. Figure inset shows the intensity cross-sectional profile.
how this can be implemented easily using readily available techniques. If we have
such a PCS then to see through an obstacle up to the desired resolution, all we need
is enough gain. In principle the more gain we add the better the resolution. Finally
if we have prior knowledge of constutive parameters of the obstacle, and if we have
a reflected copy of the obstacle, then we can construct a perfect PCL. The question
next is what advantages does a PCL have over conventional perfect lens constructed
from NRIMmetamaterials? Table 8.2 lists the comparison between these two types of
lenses. The key distinction between a PCL and a conventional NRIM PL is that the
former is a top-down while the later is a bottom-up design. The bottom-up approach
begin by a careful micro-design of the microstructure (metaparticles), followed by
homogenisation as an effective material (see chapter 3). As such the design of such
lenses are much more involved. If the obstacle is spatially inhomogeneous (in , µ and
losses), the metaparticles have to be spatially varying in a very precise way, adding
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Figure 8.6: Illustration of the perfect PCL. A suitably reflected-PRIM sandwiched
between a pair of PCS with sufficient gain is effectively an a ‘ideal’ perfect lens, that
can restore the fields of the object even when these fields have propagated through
a lossy medium.
Requirements Implementation
Phase conjugation 4-wave mixing
T = R and T ′ = R′ Can be made exact by design (See
section 8.6)
Enough gain; Mnn  1, to resolve
the n-eigenmode
Sufficient power through pump
Reflected copy of obstacle Prior knowledge of obstacle
Table 8.1: Requirements for constructing a PCL.
to the complexity of design. Besides this, as we have seen in chapter 3 (section 3.1.1)
the plasmonic property of metals forms a natural upper limit to optical frequency
NRIM.
In contrast the top-down approach of the PCL circumvents the complexity of the
bulk by doing away the need for microstructures. The presence of the PCS “inverts”
the properties of the PRIM-copy that is inserted between the PCSs, macroscopically
giving us an effective NRIM. This inversion is also effective for transforming lossy
materials to materials with gain. Such an approach as we have shown is universal
requiring only 4 requisites (table 8.1), while the former NRIM design is problem
specific, dependent on the types of applications. In particular gain, especially if spa-
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tially varying gain in the bulk is required, is more easily and naturally implemented
in the PCS than in the former. Additionally we see that such a microstructure-less
approach also removes the optical frequency limit of the NRIM. The trade-off of the
PCL, of course is that the complexity of the bulk is now transferred to the complexity
of the PCS and the scaling limit is now due to the degree of non-linearity of the PC
material.
Conventional NRIM PL PCL
Complexity in bulk microstructure Complexity in PCS
Spatial variations difficult to
implement; through careful design of
microstructures
Spatial variations easy to implement
in bulk
Mutual coupling of microstructures
non-trivial
Mutual coupling absent in bulk
Scaling limitations due to properties
of metals
Scaling limits due to non-linearity of
PCS
NRIM design is problem specific PCL design is universal
Gain not easy to control in bulk Gain easy to control in PCS
Passive PL can’t see through lossy
obstacles
Active lens - can see through lossy
obstacles
Table 8.2: Comparison between a conventional NRIM PL and a PCL
8.6 Experimental setup
While we have demonstrated theoretically how a PCL works. The question remains,
how simple is it to implement this experimentally/practically? The purpose of this
section is to show how using readily available technology, such a PCL can be con-
structed.
8.6.1 Phase conjugation sheet
The key ingredient for the PCL is the PCS. And the key property of the PCS is the
ability to phase conjugate the input signal.
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First, phase conjugation is fundamentally a non-linear process, very well studied
[113–132], has been observed and used in numerous optical experiment/applications
[116]. There are a number of non-linear processes which can give rise to phase conju-
gation; such as the degenerate 4WM [113, 118–126], frequency-difference generation
(3WM) [114, 115] and stimulated scattering of a highly multimode pump beam [128].
The degenerate 4WM in an isotropic material, is of particular note, since it always
satisfy the phase matching condition (unlike 3WM which requires only PC in certain
directions), thus we can get PC over a broad angular spectrum. The phenomena
of PC from degenerate 4WM can be understood from holography: one of the pump
beam interferes with the input wave, to write a grating/holographic image in the
non-linear medium, while the second pump beam reads this interference pattern and
projects out a PC output. The amplitude of the output wave is dependent on the
intensity of the pump waves, as such with enough power, the output can be amplified
in comparison to the input.
Besides this, the degree of amplification is also dependent on the degree of non-
linearity of the PC media. The types of non-linear media which can be used to
perform such 4WM are Kerr-like [118–120], resonant (absorbing/amplifying) [121–
123] or photo-refractive [124–126, 133] media, hence a number of possibilities. In this
section, we shall use the Kerr-like degenerate 4WM [118–120] to highlight the phase
conjugation process. If Ep1,2 are two equal amplitude counter-propagating pump
beams, while E1, E2 are the input and output signals, and if we assume negligible
pump depletion, and slowly varying amplitude approximation, the 4 waves can be
written as:
Ep1(x, t) =
1
2
Apexp [i(ωt− kp.x)] + c.c (8.13)
Ep2(x, t) =
1
2
Apexp [i(ωt+ kp.x)] + c.c (8.14)
E1(x, t) =
1
2
A1(x, t)exp [i(ωt− k1.x)] + c.c (8.15)
E2(x, t) =
1
2
A2(x, t)exp [i(ωt− k2.x)] + c.c (8.16)
The pumps and the input signal, Ep1, Ep2, E1, interact in the nonlinear medium
inducing a non-linear polarisation wave, which from phase matching (±kp1 ∓ kp2 ±
k1 = ±k2) and frequency matching (±ωp1 ± ωp2 ± ω1 = ±ω2), is given by
P2(x, t) =
1
2
χ(3)A2pA
∗
1(x, t)exp [i(ωt+ k1.x)] + c.c (8.17)
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where χ(3) is the third order non-linear susceptibility. This non-linear polarisation
wave P2 re-radiates to give rise to a fourth wave E2, at ω traveling in the direction
k2 = −k1, counter-propagating to E1. It is easy to see that A2 ∝ A∗1, therefore the
output wave E2, is backward PC with respect to E1 . It can also be seen that, the
amplification of the backward PC wave depends on the degree of nonlinearity χ(3)
and the intensity of the pumps A2p.
Such classical degenerate 4WM, however, only produces a backward PC wave.
To construct a PCS we would still need a forward PC output. Although, via a
3WM [114, 115] or a 4WM where the pump beams are no longer counterpropagating
[129], we can produce a forward PC wave; however such setup are only valid over a
restricted angular spectrum. A better alternative is to make use of internal reflections
inside the non-linear slab to perform simultaneous forward and backward PC over the
whole angular spectrum. This was first theoretically studied [130] and experimentally
proven [131, 132] in the 90s. Recently Aubry et al revisited this idea [108] and
proposed a combination of PC media with a half-silvered mirror (50-50 mirror) to
create such a PCS. The partially reflected light from the half-silvered mirror would
be PC to produce the forward PC (see fig 8.7). Using a photorefractive media
BaTiO3, with realistic absorption, Aubry showed that such a PCS can achieve a
theoretical amplification of ∼ 102 (for intensity) for some propagating waves. Further
he also demonstrated that such a PCS can be used to make a vacuum-PCL, and
demonstrated how well it performs as an imaging device.
8.6.2 Further simplification
In the strategy, proposed in section 8.1, we require 2 sets of PCS to form a cavity
(fig 8.8(a)). It turns out that this can be relaxed by replacing one of the PCS with
a half-silvered mirror (fig 8.8(a)). The first PCS would provide the crucial PC while
the half-silvered mirror would form a reflected image of this PCS. This image then
acts as the second PCS and completes the PCL. While this may be a simplification,
the issue with this simplified approach (fig 8.8(b)) is that the overall gain is decreased
(since the half-silvered mirror has no gain), thus a greater amount of pumping per
PCS is required to obtain the same resolution performance as the original approach
(fig 8.8(a)).
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Figure 8.7: Schematics of the PCS based on Aubry’s design [108]. The PC waves are
indicated by a dashed arrow. The incident field (signal) E1 generates a backward PC
output E2, from 4 wave mixing. The signal E1, is also partially reflected from the
half-silvered mirror (E3), which is PC as well. This is partially transmitted through
the half-silvered mirror to give a forward PC output E4.
Now to construct a PCL, another vital requirement other than PC, is the PCS
must satisfy the second requirement (table 8.1) - the equipartition of outputs (T =
R). While the scheme using Aubry’s PCS (fig 8.7) does satisfy this condition, it
does so approximately for a small range of angles (close to normal). Here we propose
another scheme which can satisfy the requirements for a broad range of angles (fig
8.9) exactly. The scheme basically separates out the task of PC and redistribution of
the phase conjugated output in two separate steps. First we would use the nonlinear
media as a PCM [117], to perform the necessary phase conjugation, then we would
use a half-silvered (50-50) mirror to equally divide the PC output. In this way we can
guarantee that we would satisfy T = R precisely for as broad a range of angles as the
half-silvered mirror affords. The PCM together with the half-silvered mirror can then
be collectively termed as the “PCS”. On first sight this second scheme seems similar
to Aubry’s, though there is a slight distinction in that the PCM does not produce
any forward PC wave, thus there is no coupling between the backward and forward
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Figure 8.8: Simplification to design. Fig (a) the strategy for constructing a PCL as
described in section 8.1 requires 2 PCS. Fig (b) this can be simplified to one PCS,
since the image of a PCS due to the presence of a half-silvered mirror behaves as the
second PCS.
PC waves. And it is this lack of coupling which broadens the angular spectrum of
the PCS satisfying the equipartition requirement exactly.
Incidentally the separation of the PC material from the half-silvered mirror also
has another implication. In Aubry’s scheme, owing to the proximity between the
non-linear media and the half-silvered mirror, it is possible that such a PCS can
amplify evanescent near fields. Conversely and unfortunately for our scheme, such
evanescent near field amplification is less likely, hence PCL constructed using our
scheme may not exhibit sub-wavelength imaging, though it ought to exhibit the
ability to see through lossy materials.
8.7 Concluding remarks
We have demonstrated a simple, universal approach to constructing an active perfect
lens , which we call a PCL. Such a lens is “perfect” not only in its subwavelength
resolution, it is also “perfect” because it can “see through” lossy obstacles. The
theoretical proof for the PCL relies on general, arbitrary eigen-solutions, which bears
no distinction between the evanescent near fields and propagating far fields. Thus in
the same framework/proof we can demonstrate both subwavelength resolution and
its “see through” ability.
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Figure 8.9: A PCL design without forward PC (as described in fig 8.8) which only
requires a simple standard PCM [117]. This design is better since the requirement
of making the transmission and reflection coefficient equal, T = R, is exact.
We show that the image resolution obtained improves with increasing gain in
the PCSs. In theory with sufficient gain we can even restore the evanescent near
fields for sub-wavelength imaging. In practice, the restoration of the near fields
requires inaccessibly large gain in the PCSs and remains to be seen if it is possible
8. Nevertheless restoration of the decaying propagating waves - that exist in lossy
PRIM - can be shown to be easily acheivable with current PC materials9. Thus we
should still be able to use these lenses to see through lossy, disordered, translucent
materials.
The construction of such a PCL requires only 4 requistes (table 8.1). In section
8.6, we demonstrated how the first two requistes could be satisfied. The third and in
particular, the fourth, may be relaxed depending on the quality of image desired (for
instance compare fig 8.5(c) and (d)). The fourth point is important as we rarely have
perfect knowledge of the obstacle we are trying to see through. This implies that
8Although, Phase Conjugation (with gain) for near fields have been observed in literature [134–
137]
9For instance in Fig 8.5(d), the gain required for a lossy material (loss tangent δ = 0.12) is ∼ 50.
According to Aubry’s PCL [108], a gain of ∼ 10 (in amplitude) within the same order of magnitude
is achievable with photo-refractive materials such as BaTiO3.
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if we just want to see “something”, we may make use an “approximate” mirror-copy
of the obstacle, to construct an “approximately-good-enough” PCL to do the job.
Finally the generality of the NRIM obtained through this scheme, implies that we
can use transformation optics to deform this planar NRIM to other geometries thus
obtaining a more general perfect lens.
9. Conclusion
We come now to the conclusion of this report. First we will briefly outline what we
have presented in the report, then we will discuss the importance of what we have
done, and finally what further work can be done.
First the outline: we begin in chapter 2, to introduce what is negative refraction
and what are some properties of materials, we call NRIM, which exhibits negative
refraction. The chief property of interest to us, is perfect lensing - the ability of
NRIM to optically cancel the presence of another material. We saw in chapter 2
that thermodynamics constrain NRIM to be dispersive, and this in turn (we saw
later in chapter 7) implies that negative refraction takes a finite time to develop.
Following this, in chapter 3, we introduce the concept of homogenisation and show
how that led to designer materials call metamaterials. The possibility to construct
these metamaterials lifts the concept of NRIM from abstraction to reality. While such
designer-materials, can in principle be fabricated, we saw the process of designing
these materials are involved, with several considerations, and physical limits to the
operating frequencies of such materials. More importantly, as we shall see later,
losses in metamaterials are a major challenge and obstacle to practical devices which
we saw in chapters 5 and 6.
Following this, in chapter 4, we depart from material-design and focus on device-
design - that is assuming if we have such materials what can we do with them -
and here we introduce the twin concepts of perfect lens theorem and transformation
optics. In particular transformation optics is the more general concept, deeply rooted
in the powerful principle of general covariance. The passive view of TO enables us
to have a more unified classification of EM configurations, leading to simplification
of seemingly difficult EM problems. Subtly this concept was repeatedly used in the
later chapters (chapter 7 and 8) to simplify the calculations. The active view of
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TO led to materials - transformation media - which bends light according to design.
Though TO and PLT, gives us a prescription of how to design devices, the trade-off is
that such devices are generally anisotropic. In particular anisotropicity in µ, implies
in the necessity for magnetic metamaterials, which are more difficult to implement
and are more prone to losses. Fortunately, the coordinate transformations used in
TO are not unique, and we saw how we can select transformations which minimises
anisotropy.
Following this prescription to device-design, we next move on to applications of
TO. In chapter 5 and 6 we describe how through TO we can design a special type of
PL - the compact perfect lens (CPL) - which can super-magnify objects embedded
within, enhancing both the scattering (chapter 5) and transmission properties (chap-
ter 6) of existing devices. In these chapters, through numerical analysis, we saw how
losses poses a significant challenge to the performance of these devices. In chapter 7,
we introduce a universal analytical framework, through which we can quantitatively
determine how loses affects perfect lensing. In addition, we also discuss the parallel
issue of dynamics/time evolution of the general PLs, and gave a theoretical estimate
of how long it takes for perfect lensing to be established. In particular we found that
the time taken for PL to be established is inversely proportional to the dispersion of
 and µ.
From chapters 5, 6 and 7, we know that the problem of losses is a significant
challenge that has to be addressed. This brings us to chapter 8, where we propose
a paradigm shift, beginning not from homogenisation (chapter 2), but using phase
conjugation as a method to “invert” the signs of  and µ to obtain CM. We call such
PL the phase conjugate lens (PCL). These PCLs are complementary not only to
lossless media, they can also be complementary to lossy media. This allows us to
envision a new type of “see-through lens” - one which can see through any type of
lossy, disordered, translucent obstacle. In chapter 8, we compare this new top-down
approach to PL design with the traditional bottom-up design, and we also proposed
practical means to construct these PCLs.
Following the outline, we now discuss the importance of what we have done. First,
this report strives to balance between specificity and generality. We illustrated con-
cepts in each chapter with specific examples, with specific applications - namely PLs
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- yet these specific concepts are generalised, and set in a more universal framework
(take chapters 7 and 8 as an example), which hopefully can be exported for other
applications. Secondly, we strive to balance between utility and understanding, that
concepts are studied not only for their practicality but also understanding how and
why they work - that PLs are not only studied for their practicality, but also to
understand how and why they are different to conventional optical devices. Thirdly
we hope that we have demonstrated what we set out to achieve; that we can take
concepts and systematically process them to produce devices (see fig 1.1 in chapter
1). Fourthly we hope that this work can open up new avenues through which we
can design metamaterial devices. In particular, we hope that we demonstrated the
possibility of employing non-linear processes like PC, in a new paradigm of metama-
terial design. Other than imaging, it may be that PCL/PC design could be used for
other devices like the light-trapping device based on negative Goos-Hanchen shifts
[48]. Finally the PCL which we propose in our work, if it works, has properties
that go beyond traditional passive PL. In particular, such lenses can “see-through”
translucent obstacles, capable of reversing both phase and energy loss, enabling truly
“perfect” imaging.
Having discussed the importance of our work, the question is what more can or
needs to be done? This work is of course by no means complete, and in many ways
there are several important questions to be asked. First we have only studied (in
chapter 7) the dynamics of the “traditional” post-resonant PL. Much work need to be
done with regards to the dynamics of the PC process in the PCL [138]. In particular
the PCL is based on PC with gain, and stability would be a practical issue. It
ought to be noted, that even if the PCL is unstable, it may be possible to have some
kind of conditional stability by switching on or switching off of the PC for instance,
to achieve some kind of dynamical stability. For instance Boardman et al [105]
demonstrated that if the instability is of a convective type, then it may be possible
to achieve some form of dynamic stability. Related to question of dynamics would
be the parallel question about the frequency bandwidth of such lenses. It would
be interesting to determine whether there are physical limitations to bandwidth,
if there are what are they, and if so can we make PCL with a broader bandwidth
than traditional post-resonant PL. Second, we have only discuss Kerr-like degenerate
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4WM to achieve the requiste PC in PCL. The question would be what other type,
or what advantages do we gain from other types of PC processes. For instance,
can we obtain faster PC? Can we obtain a stronger non-linear response? Are other
types of PC process more stable? What are the physical limitations? And so on.
Third, PC is a type of time-reversal at one frequency. If this is so, the question
would be whether time-reversal with gain can be used for constructing broadband
PCL. Recent advances in time-reversal technology can now enable fast broadband
time-reversal [139]. The difference between a time-reversal imaging [140] and a time-
reversed type of PCL is that the later reverses both phase and energy, enabling us
to see through lossy obstacles. Fourth, the PCL that we have presented in principle
works for both propagating and evanescent near fields, however in practice the PC
process for evanescent near fields are still too weak for evanescent field restoration.
PC for evanescent near fields is thus something worth looking into.
Recently there is a proposal of using disordered media to scatter evanescent near
fields to the far field, then following this, by using PC/time-reversal Lerosey et al
[141] could enable below diffraction limit focusing of microwaves. It would therefore
be interesting to think about whether a similar approach could be use together with
the PCL proposed to obtain a subwavelength “see through” lens. Now, moving away
from the topic of PCL, we also proposed in chapter 4, section 4.2.4, an optimisation
method by which we can select quasi-conformal type of transformations (coordinate
transforms which minimises anisotropy). It would be interesting to see if this can
be implemented for a simple 3-D configuration to obtain TO media with minimal
anisotropy. If so, it would be interesting to see if we can further simplify such TO
media by doing away with magnetic metamaterials much like the 2-D carpet cloak
proposed by Li et al [33]. Finally the analytical method proposed in chapter 7, to
analyse the dynamics of a PL so far works for PL of any arbitrary geometry. It
would be easy to extend this to multi-layered PL by means of transfer matrices [94].
Such a multi-layered PL for instance has the advantage over a single thick slab of
PL, in that the evanescent near field enhancement is spread over many layers hence
it ought to be more robust to losses [142]. One approximation of such layered lens
for instance is the hyperlens [88–90], which has been experimentally demonstrated
to convert near fields to far-fields enabling subwavelength imaging using geometrical
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optics. The question then how does time evolution of a multi-layered PL/hyper Lens
scale with the number of layers? It would be interesting to see if a similar universal
analytical framework proposed in chapter 7 can be applied for such multi-layered
lenses.

A. Appendix
A.1 Dispersion of wire-mesh
The problem of determining the electric response of the wire mesh structure can be
recasted as a problem in terms of capacitances and inductances [66, 67]
If the wires each has a conductivity σ and the total inductance per unit length
of wire, L, and we apply an electric field Ez, then the current I would flow in the
wires given by Maxwell-Faraday’s law as
Ez = iωLI + σpir2I = iωLeffpir2nev (A.1)
where Leff = (L − iσωpir2). Noting that the polarization per unit volume in a
homogenized medium is given by
Pz = (eff − 1)0Ez = neffeviω = −
Ez
ω2a2Leff
(A.2)
where we subsitituted v using eqn (A.1) and neff using eqn (3.11) we can find eff
if we know what Leff is. We can estimate the inductance of the wire mesh, L, by
calculating the magnetic flux per unit length passing through a plane between the
wire and the point of symmetry (a point midway between two wire pairs):
φ = µ0
ˆ a
2
r
H(ρ)dρ =
µ0I
2pi
ˆ a
2
r
ln
[
1
ρ
− 1
a− ρ
]
dρ
=
µ0I
2pi
ln
[
a2
4r(a− r)
]
(A.3)
Noting that φ = LI, we can therefore determine L, hence Leff giving us
eff (ω) = 1−
ω2p
ω2 + iω.(0a2ω2p/pir2σ))
(A.4)
the effective Drude model of the wire mesh structure; where ωp = 2pic
2
a2 ln(a/r)
(same as
eqn (3.13)), and damping parameter γ = (0a2ω2p/pir2σ).
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A.2 Dispersion of SRR
First consider a periodic array (see fig 3.4) of concentric cylindrical metallic shells
with a gap in them (see Fig 3.5 (b)) This is known as the split-ring resonator (SRR)
structure. Assume that a magnetic field of magnitude, H0, is applied along the
length of the cylinders. This will drive an induced current along the shell of the SRR
in the direction as shown fig 3.5(b). The large gap in each ring prevents the current,
j from flowing around in a single ring, and the circuit is completed across the small
capacitive gap between the two rings. Assuming the gap, d is very small compared
with the mean radius of the cylinder r, and that the capacitance due to the large
gaps in any single ring is negligible, we balance the electromotive forces around the
circuit using the Maxwell-Faraday law we obtain
−
˛
S
B˙z.dσz =
˛
C
E.dl
⇒ −iωµ0pir2Hi = 2pirρj − jiωC (A.5)
where ρ is the resistivity of the cylindrical shell, and C = 0pir/3d is the effective
capacitance of the SRR with  as the dielectric permittivity of the material in the
gap between the cylinders. Hi is the magnetic field inside the cylinder which is
assumed to be uniform and it differs from the applied magnetic field H0 because of
the current, j flowing in the cylindrical shells. We note firstly that in the absence
of an applied H0 field, a single semi infinitely long cylinder with a current j in the
circumference of the cylinder, would generate a magnetic field H1 = j along the
axis of the cylinder. Now if we consider an infinite 2-D simple square array of such
cylinders each separated by a distance of a. And using the idea that since ∇.B =0,
the magnetic flux inside all the cylinders has to be equal to the magnetic flux outside
all the cylinders as well. We can then easily deduce that there is a depolarising
magnetic field Hdepolarisation = −H1 pir
2
a2
. This means that when we apply a
magnetic field H0 into this infinite array, taking into account the depolarisation
field, the local magnetic field in the host is
Hlocal = H0 +Hdepolarisation
= H0 − j pir
2
a2
(A.6)
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Hence applying the Maxwell Ampere Law we find that the final corrected magnetic
field inside each cylinder, Hi is related to the applied magnetic field H0 by
Hi −Hlocal = j
⇒ Hi =
(
H0 − j pir
2
a2
)
+ j (A.7)
Now inserting eqn (A.7) into eqn (A.5) we can determine what j is, which we can
substitute back into eqn (A.6) to determine the local magnetic field within the host,
Hlocal. Then using Pendry’s homogenisation technique, as discussed in section 3.1.2
in particular eqn (3.5) and eqn (3.7), we see that Heff = Hlocal, and Beff = µ0H0
so that the effective permeability according to eqn (3.1) is
µeff =
Beff
µ0Heff
= 1− pir
2/a2
1− (3d/µ00pi2ω2r3) + i(2ρ/µ0ωr) = 1 +
fω2
ω2r − ω2 − iΓω
(A.8)
and thus we have which has a Lorentz type dispersion. Here f = pir2/a2 is the filling
fraction of the cylinder compared to the host medium, Γ = (2ρ/µ0r) is the damping
parameter and:
ωr =
(
3d
µ00pi2r3
)1/2
(A.9)
as the resonant frequency.
A.3 Group theoretical considerations in metamaterial de-
sign
The geometry and orientation of the individual metaparticle affects the magneto-
electric response (or the constitutive parameters) of the metamaterial. A systematic
approach to design of a metamaterial is to consider group symmetries [76]. The
essence of the method is as follows:
1. First identify the point group symmetry of the metaparticle.
2. Determine the irreps of the metaparticle using the Shur orthogonality theorem.
3. Associated with each irrep is a linear basis function which transforms as an
irrep of the group. The x, y, z functions are associated with E fields and the
Ri = εijk∂k (Ri is the rotation about i-axis; where i, j, k = x, y, z) with B
fields.
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4. This implies that if an irrep contains only x, y, z basis functions then the meta-
particle is purely electric in response (similar for magnetic fields), while a mix
of x, y, z and Rx,y,z basis function indicates an electro-magnetic (bianisotropic)
response.
5. Repeat the procedure for a single unit cell to determine the response of the
metamaterial
We can also invert such an approach. That is given a particular desired type of
magneto-electric response how do we design the appropriate metaparticle?
For instance, from a quick survey of all crystallographic point group character
tables, we can easily see that to construct a 3D isotropic magnetic metamaterial free
from magneto-optical activity, then we have to use metaparticles/unit cells with the
following point group symmetries: Th , Td, Ih, and Oh (Schönflies notation).
A.4 Scattering coefficients of the SPA
The scattering coefficients of eqn (6.8) to eqn (6.10) are given by:
am =
C1C2−C3C4
C2C5−C4C6 .Im
bm =
2i
pi .
1
k3r3
. C2C2C5−C4C6 .Im
cm = −2ipi . 1k3r3 . C4C2C5−C4C6 .Im
dm =
(
2i
pi
)2
. 1k2r2 .
1
k3r3
. 1C2C5−C4C6 .Im
(A.10)
where Im is given by eqn (6.12) and the constants C1 to C6 are given by:
C1 = H
(1)
m (k2r1)H
(1)′
m (k3r3)−H(1)m (k3r3)H(1)′m (k2r1)
C2 = Jm(k2r2)H
(1)′
m (k1r2)−H(1)m (k1r2)J ′m(k2r2)
C3 = Jm(k2r1)H
(1)′
m (k3r3)−H(1)m (k3r3)J ′m(k2r1)
C4 = H
(1)
m (k2r2)H
(1)′
m (k1r2)−H(1)m (k1r2)H(1)′m (k2r2)
C5 = Jm(k3r3)H
(1)′
m (k2r1)−H(1)m (k2r1)J ′m(k3r3)
C6 = Jm(k3r3)J
′
m(k2r1)− Jm(k2r1)J ′m(k3r3)
(A.11)
where the wavevectors k1 to k3 is given by eqn (6.11) and r1 = r22/r3.
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A.5 Explicit calculation of elements of transmission ma-
trices
In general because phase conjugation depends only on the transverse momentum, the
transmission matrix is only diagonal in the momentum basis, hence these elements
are given explicitly by
Tnm =
∑
k
〈
f¯n
−
(0)
∣∣∣ −k〉 t(k)Φˆ 〈k ∣∣f+m(0)〉 , (no sum over m) (A.12)
T ′nm =
∑
k
〈
f+n (d)
∣∣ −k〉 t(k)Φˆ 〈k ∣∣f¯−m(d)〉 , (no sum over m) (A.13)
where 〈k |f±m(x)〉 =
´
dx⊥f±m(x,x⊥)eik.x⊥ is the projection of the eigenwave from
|f±m(x)〉 basis to |k〉 basis1, and 〈f±n (x)| k〉 is the reverse. t(k) is a real function
which determines the gain for plane waves with transverse momentum k. Φˆ is a phase
conjugation operator which acts only on C numbers, performing complex conjugation
on the right of the operator (If a is a complex number thenΦˆa = a∗). This phase
conjugation operator is necessary to impose the right boundary conditions at the
phase conjugation sheets. We note that we can move C numbers to the right of the
operator by performing complex conjugation on that number so that Φˆab = a∗Φˆb.
This means that eqn (A.12) and eqn (A.13) can be rewritten as:
Tnm =
∑
Φˆ
[〈
f¯n
−
(0)
∣∣∣ −k〉]∗ t(k) 〈k ∣∣f+m(0)〉 , (no sum over m) (A.14)
T ′nm =
∑
k
Φˆ
[〈
f+n (d)
∣∣ −k〉]∗ t(k) 〈k ∣∣f¯−m(d)〉 , (no sum over m) (A.15)
Now the expression for the reflection matrices are the same so that the explicit
elements of M = [R.Q−.R′.Q+] given by Mln = RlmR′mn is given by:
Mln =
∑
m
RlmR
′
mn
=
∑
m
[∑
k′
〈
f¯−l (0)
∣∣ −k〉 r(k)Φˆ 〈k ∣∣f¯+m(0)〉∑
k
〈
f¯+m(d)
∣∣ −k〉 r(k)Φˆ 〈k ∣∣f¯−n (d)〉]
=
∑
m
[∑
k′
〈
f¯−l (0)
∣∣ −k〉 r(k) [〈k ∣∣f¯+m(0)〉]∗∑
k
[〈
f¯+m(d)
∣∣ −k〉]∗ r(k) 〈k ∣∣f¯−n (d)〉]
(A.16)
where we used the property illustrated in eqn (A.14), (A.15) and the fact that ΦˆΦˆ = 1
to remove the complex conjugation operator. The diagonal elements of M obtained
1The Fourier transform of the eigenwave at the sheet
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from eqn (A.16) is important in determining how much gain the phase conjugation
sheets require in order to observe the effect of negative refraction - that is Mnn =∑
mRnmR
′
mn  1.
A.6 Alternative calculation of overall transfer matrix
A common objection might be raised about the derivation of eqn (8.6). The key to
deriving eqn (8.6) is the summation
∑∞
n=0M
n = (1−M)−1 for all M except for
M = 1. Some might object that the summation identity only converges for M such
that Mnn < 1. Strictly speaking one can overcome this by appealing to analytic
continuation, as long as we include all the terms up to n =∞, and this summation
identity should still hold.
In anticipation of this objection, this subsection is an alternative derivation of
eqn (8.6). Using the method of undetermined coefficients. Define the following
undetermined matrices A,B,C and D such that (if |ψ〉 is the field at x = −d)
|A〉 = A |ψ〉 is the field at x = 0− similarly |B〉 = B |ψ〉 at x = 0+, |C〉 = C |ψ〉 at
x = d− and |D〉 = D |ψ〉 at x = d+. Taking into account the boundary conditions,
the undetermined matrices then satisfies the following coupled simultaneous equation
A = R.P+ + T.Q−C
B = T.P+ +R.Q−C
C = R′Q+B
D = T ′Q+B
(A.17)
Solving for these we get
A = R.P+ + T.Q−R′Q+ (1−RQ−R′Q+)−1 TP+
B = (1−RQ−R′Q+)−1 TP+
C = R′Q+ (1−RQ−R′Q+)−1 TP+
D = T ′Q+ (1−RQ−R′Q+)−1 TP+
(A.18)
where we note that D = Tˆ0 in eqn (8.6)
Note firstly that the above derivation does not require any summation identity.
In addition we note that since all the undetermined matrices A,B,C and D are
finite even for M such that Mnn > 1, therefore eqn (A.18) is a valid solution to the
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scattering problem. By uniqueness theorem then, since this is a valid solution it is
also the only unique solution.
Figure A.1: Illustration of the various matrices used in section A.6
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